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APPLY NOW! APPLY NOW!
PROVE YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
The Next Examination for the
Certificate in Management Accounting
Is
June 9 -11, 1976
(in 28 cities)*

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 9
Part 1

1:30 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

THURSDAY, JUNE 10
Part II

8:30 a.m. -12:00 noon Organization and Behavior,
Including Ethical
Considerations

Part III 1:30 p.m. -5:00 p.m. Public Reporting Standards,
Auditing and Taxes

Economics and Business
Finance
FRIDAY, JUNE 11
Part IV 8:30 a.m. -12:00 noon Periodic Reporting for
Internal and External
Purposes
Part V

1:30 p.m. -5:00 p.m. Decision Analysis,
Including Modeling and
Information Systems

YOU QUALIFY FOR THE EXAMINATION IF YOU
• Hold a baccalaureate degree or
• Score satisfactorily on the Graduate Management Admission Test (formerly called the
Admission Test for Graduate Study in Business) or
• Are a CPA or hold a professional qualification outside the United States comparable to the
CMA or CPA.
HERE'S HOW TO APPLY:
See your chapter Vice President of Education, Contact the Institute of Management
Accounting (570 City Center Bldg., Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108) or the NAA office in New
York. All necessary forms and descriptive literature are available from all these sources.

*EXAMINATION CITIES
Atlanta
Birmingham
Boston
Buffalo
Chicago
Cincinnati

Cleveland
Columbia, S.C.
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Hartford

Honolulu
Houston
Los Angeles
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Nashville

New Orleans
New York
Omaha
Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle

St. Louis
Tampa
Washington, D.C.
Winston - Salem, N.C.

PRESIDENT'S PERSPECTIVE

The Bicentennial
And NAA
The bicentennial year has generated a popular interest in our
origins as a country and culture. Much of this interest has focused
on the founding fathers and government, neglecting the
contributions of individual Americans to the growth of the
world's greatest economy. American talents and skills which
were allowed to flourish in a competitive free enterprise
framework have played a major role in the successful
development of this country.
Men and women who formed private associations like NAA to
advance the state of their profession and improve their skills
exemplify the kind of initiative and personal qualities that made
this country great. Government control of resources has greatly
increased, but the private sector still flourishes and still furnishes
the real productive thrust of the economy.
Although the Association has existed for only a little over a
quarter of the nation's 200 -year span, it has made great
contributions to the smooth functioning of business, perhaps the
dominant institution of this country.
The climb from a middle -level clerk in the 18th Century to the
dynamic financial executive at the top of a giant corporation in
the 20th Century says something about the value of cost and
management accounting to our society. It also has portents for
the future.
As the never - ending drive to refine existing techniques and to
develop new financial and management tools goes on, the
management accountant will continue to play a key role. There
will be new challenges, however, for him and for this Association
which serves the management accounting profession. Cost
benefit analysis applied to public expenditures is one obvious
example.
When the tercentenary comes around in 2076 this Association
will be bigger and better. I have confidence in that prediction
because your Association's energies are directed toward that end
right now in 1976.
C
LAFE P. FOX
President, 1975 -76
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By David F. Fetyko
As accounting becomes more professional, so does its requisite education become
more demanding. In the future, therefore, your apprentice may —or may not— be a
graduate of a professional accounting school. What you think about this should count,
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PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS OF ACCOUNTANCY:
A PROMISING ALTERNATIVE
ByJ.Marion Posey

If accountancy is ever going to make its grades, it will have to stand on its own, and
for its own. This it can never do effectively so long as other disciplines determine and
direct its educational processes.
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By

Ronald J. Huefner
The minimum income tax provision of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, as modified in
1971, can influence decisions concerning plant assets. Three minimum tax situations
are reviewed and examples are provided.
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MEASURING COSTS: FULL ABSORPTION COST OR DIRECT COST?
By Bruce R. Williams
Whether indirect costs should be inventoried or charged as expense in the period
incurred is a controversial issue which is explored in this article.
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By Hiromu Matsuda
A joint venture between an American company and a Japanese company was the
vehicle used to introduce American -style standard cost accounting to Japan.
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BUDGET GAMES FOR FUN AND FRUSTRATION
By J. Owen Cherrington and David J. Cherrington
Several interesting budget games can be observed in today's organizations as a
result of (or perhaps in spite of) all that has been written about effective budget
procedures. The authors feel that insight can be gained by identifying some of the
budget games commonly played. The result is fun for some but frustration for many.
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A COST - EFFECTIVENESS APPROACH TO MARKETING OUTLAYS
By Arthur V. Corr
The question should not be, "How many can we make" or "How many can we sell."
Rather, "How profitable will it be to sell what we make ?" The author shows how
the marketing manager can develop his own "profit- impact" information.
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for those sales can be effected by the installment method of accounting and that
there are tax benefits to be derived.
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LIFE CYCLE COSTING
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Professional�Schools�of�Accounting�—
An Idea Whose Time Has Come?
Many management accountants, educators and CPAs recognize that
current curricula at existing colleges and business schools do not
give full justice to the broad interdisciplinary knowledge that management account ant s mu st h ave tod ay. Opi nion s vary all over th e
spectrum on the question, but there does seem to be a trend toward
the establish ment of separate professional schools of acco unting,
which, presumably, would offer an opportunity to reevaluate the
accounting curriculum, (See Comment, December 1974)
In response to this trend, President Lafe Fox has named a special
committee with the purpose of defining what actions NAA should
be taking in regard to professional schools of accounting. Herbert C.
Knortz, executive vice president of ITT, is chairman of this committee.
In this issue, two articles approach the subject from different viewpoints. David F. Fetyko in "Who Shall Train Us," page 13, stresses
the need for input from all sectors of accounting, not just public
accounting and educators, in establishing curricula for such schools.
J. Marion Posey, in the second article, welcomes the concept in
"Professional Schools of Accountancy: A Promising Alternative ",
page 15. He concludes that professional accounting education will
not reach its potential in its current el ement and that a s ep arate
educational entity is a promising alternative. Both of these articles
mention the need for a strong management account ing input in the
development of curricula,
The establishment of the Certificate in Management Accounting
also has focused att en ti on on t he need in this area of accounting
education. Indeed, the CMA program already has influenced accounting curricula.
Concurrent with the trend toward independent schools is an
emerging movement to set up an accrediting agency for such schools
of accounting. These developments presage a definite change in
accounting education. Articles like the two published in this issue
should help you in your own thinking on professional schools of
accountancy. They also may influence the opinions of those who
ultimately will contribute to the shaping of the curricula of existing
schools and future, independent schools of accounting.
Meanwhile, this magazine will keep you informed of develo pments involving professional schools, in general, and of NAA's contribution through the Committee on Professional Schools of Accounting, in particular.
❑
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HOW
YOU
TO FORM

way. You may already be in business and are looking for ways tosavetax dollars or limit personal liability.

CORP OP TON
t Tj - jUT
FORUND
WYEER

You can benefit from this report ifyou are planning a one man business if you are associated with a
! partner or are the owner of a large company.
!I This exciting report shows you step by step how you can accomplish this for less than $50.00. It

S509Q

You may have consider ed incor por ating. I' m s ure y ou want to accomplish this in the most economical

contains tear out forms for everything that is needed! This includes minutes, by -laws, and the actual
certificate of incorporation!
It is presented in simple, clear language.

° _

You It learn of the many benefits of incorporating either an existing business or one that is planned

Some of the features of the report is Information on:

How a 'professional" can benefit from incorporating

How you can incorporate without any capital requirement with
zero capital.

How to save from 5300 to over $1,000 in the formation of the
corporation alone!

The many personal tax benefits of incorporating.

What a ' foreign" corporation is. A State by State list of the filing fees
involved in registering a "foreign" corporation.

How a corporation limits the personal liability for the owner(s) of a
business, to the investment in the corporation. (Except for taxes)

Learn how a corporation can sell its stock to raise capital at any time.
How a single individual can be President. Secretary and Treasurer.
There is no need to have anyone involved except a single stockholder
although, of course, as many as desired can be included.

How to actually form a corporation step by step. Included are
instructions on completing the forms.
How to own and operate a corporation anonymously if desired. This
assures maximum privacy,

How to arrange for any stock sold to an investor in a corporation to
be tax deductible to the investor's personal income in the event of
loss. This makes the sale of stock in a corporation far more attractive
to an investor.

How to form a non profit corporation. How to utilize tax "gimmicks'
to personal advantage.
Find out why lawyers charge huge fees for incorporating services
even when often times they prefer not to,

An outline of the many situations where an individual would benefit
by incorporating.

Learn how and why you can legally incorporate without the services
of a lawyer. There is a fallacy in that most people feel it is necessary
to have a lawyer to incorporate.

How to legally incorporate and sell stock in a corporation without
"registering" the stock.
What par and no-par value stock is and which is the most practical.

How to form an "open" or " close" corporation and the difference
between them. Report contains tear out forms.

How an existing, unincorporated business anywhere in the United
States can benefit by incorporating. Also included are the steps to
take after incorporating.

Sub Chapter S Corporations. What they are. How to set one up, How
to operate a business as a corporation, yet be taxed on individual tax
rates if more advantageous.

The reasons why 1!6Irds of the corporations listed on the American
and New York Stock Exchanges incorporate in Delaware —the State
most friendly to corporations —and how you can have the same
benefits as the largest corporations in America.

Learn about the many dangers and hazards of not incorporating
partnerships and proprietorships.
What a Registered Agent is. How assistance is provided to individuals
who incorporate. The most economical company to use. A complete
section on this.

What to do if you are already incorporated in another state and want
to take advantage of incorporating in Delaware, without ever visiting
the State.

Now to cut out all fees of the "middle man" normally involved in
forming a corporation.
O

C R E D I T C AR D BUYE R S M AY

RDER NOW. TOLL FREE. 800 - 228 -1776

IRON CLAD GUARANTEE. If you are not completely
satisfied with the book after you have it for 10 days you may
return it for a full refund.
COMMENTS FROM READERS
"I want to buy several topics tot my eliewts." -- Insurance Executive
-If I'd known about this 1 wmtM have incorpoi led years ago. " - Salesman
"This report bi ■ Mrtdy regennee for me. "- Lawyer
"The autbor is eeperkacd In the corporate worK ship kin the itrsliBeadiasn
to write this book." -Judge
'I'sntsslie! Do you want a partner!" - Lawyer
"Good Men. Brings The concept of being Incorporated within the reach of
anyone." - ArtnL
"1 con quold ■ price of $1,060 each for 3 corporation 1 want to form! This
report owes am almost $3,000! " - Business Owner
"Exceiient! Written so that anyone can andemandit. "- Senetary
"Takes the mystery out of forming a eorpoestloss. "- Printer
"Very well written. Will encourage many smell businesses to incorporate."
- Housewife
"Well written WIN eventually prodece more business for Iswyem "- Lawyer
"Great Men! 1'd be glad to promote It for a piece of the anion."
- Advertising Executive
"Shouts be in every Barnes library. " - Executive
"Will be forming two new corporation is January wiry tells method."
- Publisher
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TO Eaterptige Publishing Co., 1300 Moritet St., Dept. MA-61C WtLnhytoa, Die. 19801
'

'

Messe send me
copies of "HOW T O FORM YOUR OWN CORPORATION WITHOUT
A LAWYER FOR UNDER $50.00" at $9,95 each, plus 45a postage and handling1 prefer to have
copies of deluxe special limited Library tditlon of above book,
bound in hard cloth, gold embossispt, a' 514.95 each, plus 454 postage and handling.

'

'

It is my understanding that if 1 am not completely sa istled with the book arses 10 days of receipt,
I can return the book undamaged for a full refund.
'

O Check enclosed
Credit card no.

'

Signature

D Master Charge

17 Cane Blench,

O Bank Americard O Dow, , Club
Fxp, date

'

1

Name (please print)
'

Address

'

City

state

ADD

l i

80s Special Delivery

Zip
$2.25 U. S. Air

O $4.25 1 gn. Au

=Clip coupon — Send todayii

Mr. Nicholas has been to the White House to personally meet with the
President of the United States after being selected as one of the outstanding
bu s i n e s s me n In t h e Na t i o n .

Circle 1 on Inquiry Card.

C)Copyneehl 1975 Enterprise Publishing Co.

Letters

TO THE EDITOR

Some Kind Words
On behalf of the entire staff of the
Cost Accounting Standards Board, I commend you on the selection of articles
in the October 1975 issue Of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. We are, of course,
pleased that you decided to publish Mr.
Staats' statement describing the development of our Cost Accounting Standard
on Depreciation. We feel that your
readers will benefit from the understanding this article will provide on a topic
which has been controversial.
Professor Anthony's article on "The
Rebirth of Cost Accounting" provides
for an impressive review of cost accounting's place in the accounting profession.
We share his feeling that increased attention to methods of allocating costs
can be expected. Practicing accountants
will indeed do well to study up on cost
accounting, and to consider the concepts
of full costing.
Harry Mayer, in his article on "Cost
Accounting Standards," emphasizes the
importance of the CASB to those who
are not involved with negotiated defense
contracts. Our Board has recognized this
same point, and its March 1973 "Statement of Operating Policies, Procedures
& Objectives" contains the assurance that
the Board will consider potential nondefense applications while developing and
promulgating Cost Accounting Standards.
Mr. Mayer may help alert other accountants to the opportunity to participate in
the CASB research process.
We appreciate this helpful coverage of
our work.
Arthur Schoenhaut
Executive Secretary
Cost Accounting
Standards Board
Washington, D.C.

Impressed and Appalled
Each month, as I read MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING, I am impressed with how
the profession is continually grappling
with new concepts, so that our product,
financial information, will have a greater
meaning and value to those who use it.
Not unusual, of course, is the fact that
many of the changes we would like to
see do not seem to come fast enough or

we may not completely endorse what is
being proposed. Nonetheless, a great deal
of time and effort is being spent to identify our problems and needs, to seek alternative solutions, and to recommend
changes for the express purpose of improving the utility of our product and
our profession.
After having stated all of these wonderful things about what is happening within the accounting profession, I am more
than a little upset by the recent Arthur
Andersen & Co. study of the federal government's accounting procedures, Sound
Financial Reporting in the Public Sector,
A Prerequisite to Fiscal Responsibility.
As an accountant, taxpayer and stockholder in this country, I was appalled at
what the report had to say. The Study
commented that the government is in the
same position now that the private sector
was in back in 1929, and if modern
corporations kept track of their costs and
revenues the way the government does,
company officers would be hauled off to
jail, or the firm would probably end up in
bankruptcy.
In its Study, the Andersen firm developed income statements for the fiscal
years of 1974 and 1975. The results
showed that the government incurred a
deficit of $95.1 billion in 1975 compared to $3.5 billion reported out by the
government; in 1974 the deficit was calculated at $86.6 billion compared to a
reported $14.3 billion. Also, the government is still using cash accounting even
though both Hoover Commissions recommended that the accrual method be used,
and it was supposedly required by a law
passed in 1956.
The point of all of this is —what can
we do to improve the situation? I believe, as members of the profession, as a
professional organization, and as citizens
with vested interests, positions must be
taken by us to see that the same standards
of control, accountability, and disclosure
are applied within the government as
thev are within the private sector. Until
this is done, I do not believe that our
elected officials and our civil servants can
do the job that we expect of them, or be
held completely accountable for fiscal
affairs and results.
Dean F. LaVelle
H. B. Fuller Co.
Richfield, Minn.

Oh No! Not a Woman!
It was but a few years ago that we
heard, "Oh No! Not a Womanl" whenever a lady member would walk into a
National Association of Accountants
meeting. However, after reading "Intangible Feminine Assets" by Florence J.
Darrah, in the September 1975 issue,
"Bookkeeping for a Small Business" by
Alison L. Drews, and "Accounting and
the Other World" by Pamela J. Frizelle,
both in the October 1975 issue, I am
happy to say that it is a delightful pleasure to have a woman's viewpoint on accounting subjects. The articles as written
by these ladies pulled no punches and
were not clouded by high- sounding technical terms or theories.
The women told us (NAA men) exactly what the situations were and how
best to cope with them.
Congratulations to the Editor for his
choice of selection, and to our NAA
Ladies on their excellent and informative
articles.
Ed Rock
Westmoreland County Chapter
Pittsburgh, Penn.

Profit Is So Necessary
"George's Business Problems" by
William H. Marshall, in the August 1975
issue, provides a great example of today's
business climate, highlighting the practical deterrents to profit which is so
necessary to survival and expansion. The
article will be a required reading assignment in this writer's fall accounting
classes.
The Council Ruling No. 18 decreed
that neither the adjustment of inventory
to reflect revaluation at replacement cost
or the adjustment for capital investment
and depreciation would be allowed for
tax purposes. The final sentence of the
article is a masterpiece as a statement of
reality: "... considering the alternatives
open to him, George conferred with his
investor and they agreed to terminate
the business."
The statement is also a classic understatement of the situation which prevails
in our economy. The recent trend toward
"switching to LIFO inventory accounting" is clearly the result of managements'
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /JANUARY 1976

attempts to partially cope with inflation
in a (almost the only) manner "allowable
for tax reporting." Inflation has become
such a problem that the IRS's arbitrary
financial reporting conformity requirement is accepted (unfortunately without
effective protest) . George recognized that
the tax authority's acceptance of the
switch to LIFO inventory accounting
would not solve his problems. He needed
recognition in the tax regulations of capital replacement and depreciation requirements as well as a recognition that the
purpose and use of retained earnings
should be to increase business, not to
replace present capital assets at higher
prices. In George's case it was clear that
business termination was the solution.
Continuation of present tax regulations in
combination with economic conditions
will eventually back even the larger businesses against the wall.
Kathryn C. Buckner
Associate Professor of Accounting
Georgia State University
Atlanta, Ga.

ered prior to annualization, and as a result
may unrealistically (but legally) reduce
current taxable income due to the weighting they receive in annualization. The
reverse can happen too. For example,
book income would have to be adjusted
to include dividends received from subsidiaries accounted for on the equity basis.
Such dividend income, if received in the
early periods of the year, may dramatically
increase current taxable income in an
"Exception 3" calculation.
If management accountants remember
that current taxable income may be
further reduced as a result of applying
year -to -date "Schedule M" adjustments,
they may be able to achieve further cash
savings.
Arthur E. Ericson, Jr.
Madison Chapter
Madison, Wis.

BERHERO
MAKE YOUR
COMPANY
RICHER!

Company Employee Is Better
I read with great interest the article,
"Unaudited Financial Statements," by
Irene C. Erard, in the August 1975 issue
O f MA N AG E ME N T AC C O U NT I N G . T h e a r t i-

Further Cash Savings
The August 1975 article by Mr. Larry
N. Shaub on "Minimum Required Payment of Estimated Federal Income Tax"
was timely and important in these times
of tight cash reserves. Mr. Shaub performed creditably, pointing out the weaknesses in the 1120 -W method of calculating estimated tax payments, and the
benefits in using a calculation which applies the exceptions enumerated in Section 6655 (d).
I feel, however, that Mr. Shaul) should
have placed more emphasis on one of the
most important factors in all estimated
tax calculations, current taxable income.
Especially in an "Exception 3" calculation (6655(d)(4)), current taxable income must be carefully determined.
Therefore, when building to current taxable income, the management accountant
must give very careful consideration to
any year -to -date "Schedule M" adjustments which increase or decrease year -todate book income. Unusual annualization
results can occur in an "Exception 3"
calculation as a result. of recording
"Schedule M" adjustments prior to
annualization. For example, carry- forward
adjustments relating to a prior year's
capital losses, charitable contributions and
/or net operating losses, as well as other
"Schedule M" adjustments, are considM AN AG EM EN T ACCO U N TIN G / J AN U ARY 1 9 7 6

cle was very timely and well - written. The
author emphasizes the extremely precari.
ous position into which the accounting
profession is being placed.
I was, however, disturbed by the
author's conclusion, that if the preparation of unaudited financial statements was
not done by certified public accountants,
the work would result in a deterioration
of the quality of financial data furnished.
I strongly disagree with this conclusion.
I feel that in any given situation when
you take two equally qualified individuals,
one a company employee (accountant)
and the o th er a public accountant, and
ask them to prepare interim unaudited
financial statements, you will discover
that th e com pany employee will produce
a more accurate and meaningful state.
men t. Th is is because he is involved in
the day -to -day discussions and decisions
th at make up the figures in the financial
statemen t.
If the courts should make it more
difficult fo r th e public accountant to be
responsible for the preparation of un.
audited financial statements, then more
an d m o re co rporate executives will have
to assu re themselves that they have competen t inh ouse accountants who can perform these services for them.

You can be a hero to yo ur
company if you make them a
little richer without any
actual expense.
In t he p a s t f ou r y e a rs we ha v e
saved major corporations
hundreds o f tho usands o f
do llars .. . a nd we' d like to do
the same fo r you. (A sk f or our
li st) .

We are recovery specialists for
transportation over- charges,
offering a unique, one -of -a -kind
auditing service. Our only
fee is a portio n o f the mo nies
we recover.
MAIL THE COUPON TODAYI
YOU'VE NOTHING TO LOSEI
~T R A J V s W

A
N4_,

twlr -

150 Main Street Beacon, N. Y. 12508
Gentlemen:
(914) 831 -4850
I

�

1 would li ke to find oul more about

I

your specialized

1

recovery service.

Name

1

1

F irm

'

I

Ad d r e ss

1

�

1
city

James E. Klungness
Minneapolis - Viking Chapter
Richfield, Min n.

State

I

7i p

Phone

Circle 2 on Inquiry Card.
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FASB Issues Three Exposure Drafts in Flurry of Year -End Activity
The Financial Accounting Standards Board finished the year in a whirlwind of activity. It
issued three exposure drafts and a statement. One exposure draft, "Accounting for Certain
Marketable Securities," would require a lower -of- cost -or- market carrying basis for certain
marketable securities and also require that certain unrealized gains and losses be brought
into income. Another applies to accounting for restructured debt in a troubled loan situation;
the third is designed to amend the method of transition in FASB Statement No. 5, "Accounting
for Contingencies."
Statement No. 10 amends APB Opinion No. 16 on "Business Combinations ", extending the
"grandfather" provisions for business combinations under existing accounting pronouncements
beyond Oct. 31, 1975. The Board took this move so that current accounting practices will not
be affected until it takes a position on the subject of business combinations which it is currently reviewing. Copies of exposure drafts and of standards may be obtained from the Publications Div., FASB, High Ridge Park, Stamford, Conn. 06905,

MAP Committee Opposes Operating Lease Captions on Balance Sheet
In a comment on the FASB exposure draft, "Accounting for Leases," the Management Accounting Practices Committee in general supported the Board's positions but had some caveats.
A major one referred to the requirement that captions for operating leases be shown on both
sides of the balance sheet. Such balance sheet presentation "implies that capitalization might
have been appropriate — somewhat of an 'as if' condition," the Committee said. "While we
believe it is appropriate to disclose the gross amounts of operating lease commitments in a
footnote, we see no need to disclose the present value of minimum rental payments, either on
the face of the balance sheet or in the financial statement footnotes."

Federal Deficit May Be $95.1 Billion Says Arthur Andersen Report
A searching analysis of the accounting methods of the Federal Government has just been published by Arthur Andersen & Co. The 35 -page report, titled Sound Financial Reporting in the
Public Sector, is based upon a three -month research effort conducted by five staff members.
Using accrual accounting methods, the firm estimates that the Federal Government deficit in
1974 was $95.1 billion rather than the reported $3.4 billion. It recommends that the Government "should provide annual consolidated financial statements on an accrual basis including
all entities in the Government and all programs which may require future taxes for present
liabilities."

Senator Eagleton Introduces Bill to Require Registration of Municipal and State Bonds
Citing the New York City fiscal crisis, Senator Thomas F. Eagleton has introduced a bill which
would require registration of tax - exempt bonds with the Securities and Exchange Commission.
Pointing out that while corporations seeking to issue new stock or bonds must meet a rigid
set of requirements, state and local governments are subject to less stringent requirements,
Mr. Eagleton stated, "If municipal bonds were registered with the SEC, the many well -run
States and communities would be better able to justify their high credit ratings. At the same
time, any bond- issuer who was manipulating figures to show a balanced budget would be
exposed."

Auditors' Proposal Would Require Lawyers to Inform CPA About Lawsuits
An exposure draft of a Statement on Auditing Standards issued by the American Institute of
CPAs is aimed at having a company's legal counsel corroborate for the independent auditors
the management's representation of its possible financial losses arising from litigation, claims
or assessments. It the lawyer refused to honor the request concerning litigation and possible
outcome, there would be grounds for the independent auditor to qualify his opinion on the
company's financial statements. Recently, the American Bar Assn. has published policy guidelines that restrict the information that lawyers traditionally have given auditors concerning
actual or potential lawsuits. According to the Wall Street Journal, committees from the two
professions are trying to iron out their differences.

Study Analyzes Public Retirement Systems Bond Exchanges
The National Council on Governmental Accounting has issued a discussion paper on "Accounting for Exchanges of Bonds Held in Investment Portfolios of Public Employee Retirement
Systems." The Council is seeking views on appropriate accounting treatment. Copies of the
paper can be obtained from NCGA,1313 East 60th Street, Chicago, III. 60637.
For more Data Sheet turn to page 12.
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Cure Your
Management
Accounting
Problems
NAA's Continuing Education Program
provides professional development in 27
different management accounting areas.

NewYork/March1519/NewYorkSheraton
Mon. /T ue.
• Develo ping and Using Standard Costs
• Direct Co sting and Co ntributio n A cco unting
• Planning, P rogramming, Budgeting f o r Local Go vernments and
No npr o f it Inst itut io ns
• Managing by Objectives fo r the Financial Manager
• E ff ective Cash M anagement
• Management S cience f o r Budgeting and P rof it Planning
Wed./T hu.
• A cco unting Inf o rmation fo r Pricing P o licies and Decisio ns
• Linear P ro gramming: A cco unting A pplicatio ns
Wed. /Thu. /Fri.
• Flexible B udgeting and P erf o rmance Repo rting
Thu. /Fri.
• Management A cco unting fo r E xecutives and Managers
• A cco unting fo r Co rpo rate So cial Respo nsibility
• M arketing Fundamentals f o r the M anagement A cco untant

Registration Form (Please type or print)
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I

2 day course
3 day course
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315

$235
340

The fee for NAA courses includes daily
luncheon, refreshments and all
technical materials.
'Nonmembers: The $25 differential per
course for nonmembers may be
applied to NAA membership; or the
$25 may be applied against the dues
of an NAA member of the same firm
(organization). The differential may be
used anytime before June 30, 1976,
Na t i on a l A s s o c i a t i o n of A c c o u n ta n t s

■

■

M

EP

C o n t i n u i ng E du c a ti o n P r o gr a m

I

Title

I
I
I

Social Security No.

Division, Plant or Office
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Street Address
City

State

Firm's Principal Product or Service

I

NAA Member (Chapter)

I
I

MA 1 1 7 6

1

I

Business Phone

I

(Account No.)

Nonmember (additional information regarding the nonmember differential
will be mailed to you)

I

Please send me NAA membership information.

Please register me for the following Courses:
Print or type complete name of each Course

I
L

Lip Code

Dates

Location

I
$ I
Fee

$

Registration Information
To register for any course isted, fill out
and return the registration form
together with your check to;
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
Att: CEP Registrar
(212) 754 -9758
Fees
Members Nonmembers'I
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CASB Considers Standard on Adjustment of Depreciation Costs for Inflation
The Cost Accounting Standards Board has proposed a standard designed to adjust historical
depreciation costs for inflation. Under the proposal, the historical acquisition cost of depreciable assets would be adjusted for inflation using the Gross National Product Implicit Price
Deflator (GNP deflator) as the appropriate index. The proposal, in general, would apply only
to depreciation related to new assets acquired after the standard becomes effective. In proposing a price -level adjustment for inflation using the GNP deflator, the Board has taken a
position somewhat similar to that of the FASB which also chose this index as an adjustment
for inflation in corporate statements. Initial criticisms of the CASB proposal are similar to those
made concerning the FASB's: that the GNP deflator is a crude measure of the rate of inflation
in individual industries and thus will tend to distort rather than clarify. If enacted, the CASB
standard would apply only to Defense contractors and other government contractors covered
under the law which established the Board. The comment period for the proposal expired
last month.
FASB Adds Interim Reporting, Classification of Preferred Stock to Agenda
The Financial Accounting Standards Board has added two new projects to its technical agenda:
interim financial reporting and reporting long -term debt and fixed maturity preferred stock. In
the first project, the Board will address the question of whether an interim financial reporting
period should be considered as a discrete period that stands alone or as an integral part of the
annual reporting period, as well as a number of other issues. The project is considered timely
because it follows the SEC's recent ruling requiring increased disclosure of interim financial
information this year. The project on long -term debt and fixed maturity will deal mainly with
disclosure of payments scheduled for preferred stock and long -term debt, including sinking
fund provisions. Because the Board has concluded that both problems require early resolution,
it does not expect to issue discussion memoranda but may hold public hearings and will issue
an exposure draft for public comment on each project before issuance of final statements.
Cummings Elected Chairman of IASC for 1976
Joseph P. Cummings, deputy senior partner of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co,, has been elected
chairman of the International Accounting Standards Committee (IASQ. He had been the
American representative on IASC ... In another action, the IASC issued a proposed standard
on "Accounting Treatment for Changing Prices." The proposed standard would require that
enterprises present information that represents a systematic response to specific price changes,
to changes in the general level of prices or both. It recognizes both current value accounting
systems and general purchasing power unit systems as appropriate accounting responses to
changing prices.
NAA Has Started a Bicentennial Project on Accounting in Colonial America
In conjunction with the Bicentennial year, the NAA Research Dept. has undertaken a project
dealing with accounting in colonial America, This study will examine to what extent early
Americans used cost accounting in their manufacturing operations. Researchers will study
account books kept by early American businesses, as well as the accounting texts used by
colonial Americans.
SEC Will Issue Series of Staff Accounting Bulletins
The Securities and Exchange Commission has established a new series of publications —Staff
Accounting Bulletins— designed to give a wider dissemination of the administrative interpretations and practices used by the Commission's staff in reviewing financial statements. The
statements are not rules or interpretations of the Commission; instead they represent interpretations and practices followed by the Division of Corporation Finance and Chief Accountant
in administering the disclosure requirements of the federal securities laws.
Time Needed to Fill in Government Reports Has Increased by 7 Million Hours
The number of reports that business must send in to the government has decreased this year
from 5,143 to 5,043 but the time required to fill them out has increased by seven million
hours, according to the Tax Foundation. Much of the added burden of filing is due to reporting requirements of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 and the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act.
1E
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WHO SHALL TRAIN US?
If professional schools of accounting are to train individuals
who aspire to 'the accounting profession', all segments within
the accounting profession should logically have input into the
development of such schools.

By David F. Fetyko
Eventually all accountants may well be trained
within professional schools of accounting. If such
institutions are established and become widespread,
all professional accounting organizations and accountants themselves should have a say in their
establishment as well as the related issues such as
accreditation and curriculum. This article attempts
to review the trend toward professional schools
of accounting and the potential impact on the nonpublic accounting field.
The Accounting Profession
The AICPA has taken the position of endorsing
and encouraging the establishment of professional
schools, and has been a most outspoken proponent
of curriculum changes to meet the needs of the
public accounting area which it represents.' Other
professional accounting organizations have, however, been rather silent on this trend in accounting
education, except to be often critical of public accounting's influence on curriculum and faculty.
If professional schools of accounting are to train
individuals who aspire to "the accounting profession", all segments within the accounting profession
logically should have input into the development
Of suc11schools.2 But before we can determine what
]Hakes up a professional school of accounting, or
ask who should have input into its development,
we must first define what we mean by "the accounting profession ".
Webster defines a profession as "a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and intensive academic preparation." 3 Kohler defines a
profession as "a vocation generally recognized by
universities and colleges as requiring special training leading to a degree distinct from the usual
degrees in arts and sciences," but further, "... recognizing the obligations of public service and of
the public interest, and having a code of ethics
generally accepted as binding upon its members." 4
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Well - established professions have several common characteristics:
1. Essential services are rendered to society.
2. The profession is governed by a code of ethics
which is enforced through disciplinary procedures.
3. Admission to the profession is regulated by law.
4. The profession has an identifying designation
recognized by law.
5. The members possess a specialized body of
knowledge acquired through formal education.
6. The profession has a language of its own which
is fully understandable only by its members.'
Public accounting possesses all of these characteristics and the essential elements included in the
definition of a profession. Although other professional organizations are seeking to establish professional designations and status for their members,
e.g., the Certificate in Management Accounting
(CMA) program established by NAA and the
Certified Internal Auditor (CIA) program established by the Institute of Internal Auditors, the
groups they represent do not appear to possess all
of the characteristics listed above.
Individuals who hold a CMA or who are CIA
do not provide essential services directly to the
public as lawyers, doctors, and CPAs do. Also, admission is not regulated by law, and the identifying
designations, CMA and CIA, are not recognized
by law. Further, these individuals are not directly
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I Report o/f the Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for CPAs., AICPA, New York, N.Y. , March 1969.
If one lo oks generally at develop ments over the last few years,
he would find that input fro m the no n- public ac c ounting area is
apparently coming only from acc ounting educators . It ap pears that
input regarding the potential impact of professional schools of
accounting on management acc o unting may b e left b y default to
educators and the public acc ounting area.
3 Webster's Seventh New Cofleg'ate Dic tio nary, G. and C. Merriam
Company, Springfield, Mass., 1971.
4 Eric L. Kohler, A Dictionary for Accountants, 4th Edition,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 19703 jo hn L. C arey, Getting Acquain ted w ith Accoun ting, Houghton
Mdllin Company, Boston, Mass., 1973, pp. 99 -100.
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"...new
accountants
would be
better
trained..."

involved in public service, nor do they serve the
public interest as specified in the narrower definition of "profession" as given by Kohler. On the
other hand, they might be considered as members
of a profession if Webster's broader definition is
used.
If in establishing professional schools of accounting we are guided by the narrow definition of profession, an argument could be made for input primarily from the public accounting profession and
educators. If we are guided by the broader definition, however, then input from all accountants and
professional accounting organizations is both appropriate and desirable.
Even if the narrower definition of a profession
was implied, management accounting might be considered as an emerging profession. Thus, management accountants and the organizations which represent them should be involved in the establishment
of professional schools of accounting. Management
accounting already possesses some of the characteristics of a profession. The objectives of the CMA
program support the idea of management accounting as an emerging profession. These objectives are
to:
1. Foster higher educational standards in the field
of management accounting;
2. Establish management accounting as a recognized profession by identifying the role of the
management accountant, the underlying body
of knowledge, and by outlining a course of study
by which such knowledge can be acquired; and
3. Assist employers, educators, and students by
establishing an objective measure of an individual's knowledge and competence in the profession of management accounting.,'
Arguments for Separate Schools
Many accounting educators and practitioners feel
that accounting, as a component of a school of
business, is losing its identity. They feel that separate schools of professional accounting would provide students with a common career objective, a
professional attitude, an incentive for higher
achievement, and greater recognition and status
outside the accounting profession.
Separate professional schools of accounting would
be a means whereby the accounting faculty could
regain the control of curriculum it lost through
changing organizational structures and administrative practices. Thus, new accountants would be
better trained and therefore better qualified to
provide the variety of auditing, tax accounting, and
management advisory services demanded in an increasingly complex business and economic environment.
Separate schools of accounting should provide
a center for increased and better funded accounting
research. This could lead to an improvement in
financial reporting and in the type and quality of
information provided to management.
"Certificate in Management Accounting Established by NA.A,"
Management Accounting, March 1972, p. 13.
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With the increased emphasis in the accounting
profession on continuing education, professional
schools of accounting would be in a position to
provide the course development, physical facilities,
and the teaching expertise necessary. As more states
include mandatory continuing education in their
CPA laws and as the CMA and CIA programs
grow, additional educational resources must be
tapped to achieve the objectives of a continuing
education requirement.
Arguments against Separate Schools
Major questions asked concern the financial resources and administrative controls necessary to
establish and to maintain separate schools of accounting. Given the relative scarcity of financial
resources for higher education, the general decline
in college enrollments, and the rapidly increasing
cost of higher education, there is a serious doubt
that proposals for separate schools of accounting
will be accepted by university administrators and
state legislatures.
If separate schools of accounting result in higher
administrative costs, these proposals are likely to
meet stiff opposition. There may also be opposition
from deans of schools of business if their power and
resources are likely to be affected by the establishment of free - standing schools of accounting. In
view of these economic issues and prejudices, plans
for free - standing schools of accounting may be
shelved in favor of separate schools of accounting
with a director who reports to the dean of the
school of business. If schools of accounting are
established within schools of business, the degree
of autonomy over curriculum and budgets is important. To achieve their goals under this arrangement, schools of accounting would need control
over both curriculum and budgets, subject only to
the administrative controls applied within universities for separate schools of law, medicine, arts and
sciences, and business.
Other questions raised concern the services to
be provided to other segments of the university,
and the dependence on other segments of the university for services in training accountants. The curriculum in other professional schools usually consists of post- bachelor degree specialization only in
the particular professional area. A professional
school of accounting, however, would be dependent
on the business school, and possibly other schools,
for courses in management, marketing, finance, economics, the behavioral sciences, mathematics and
statistics.
Other professional schools usually do not provide service courses to other segments of the university. Professional schools of accounting, however,
would still have to provide service courses to other
segments of the university. This interdependence
may be a drawback in establishing a separate school
of accounting. Good relations, good faith and a
recognition of this interdependence for curriculum
are essential if a separate school of accounting is to
be established.
Continued on page 22
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PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
OF ACCOUNTANCY: A
PROMISING ALTERNATIVE
It seems clear that professional accounting education will not
reach its potential in its current element.

By J. Marion Posey
The professional practice of accountancy should be
basically the same whether in business, government,
or in public accounting. The primary mission of
accountancy education then, is to prepare the student for entry into the broad field of accountancy.
Expertise in every phase of accounting is not required, but a technical background adequate to
recognize and acquire new proficiencies is necessary
for professional growth.
Who Supports the Idea?
The case for professional schools of accountancy
has generated considerable commentary in recent
times.' Needless to say, a great deal of this discussion has been among academics since such a change
necessarily affects the academic community from the
outset. Practicing public accountants, however, have
also spoken up and indicated a strong interest in
professional schools to be operated as separate academic entities.=
There seems to be less push for professional
schools by organizations identified with management accounting, probably because business managers have a greater compatibility with the enlarged
role that management has enjoyed in the business
school curricula of recent years. Additionally, there
is the migration from public accounting into the
business and governmental accounting areas, so
these areas feel less pressure in competing for entry level graduates. Finally, management accountants
typically are sought in a broader market.'
Organization of a Professional School
Schools of accountancy usually fall into one of
three organizational arrangements: (1) a completely
autonomous organization within a university (such
as a school of law) having a faculty, a dean, and
control over admission standards, curriculum, granting of degrees, and budgetary matters; (2) a division
or institute within a college of business administraMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

tion having a director or an associate dean with
varying degrees of authority and responsibility; and
(3) an accounting program or department as a subdivision of a college of business administration with
little actual autonomy except perhaps with regard to
special course requirements. Even within these three
categories, professional schools must be identified as
those which add to a basic accounting or business
educational background.
The significance of a separate school is the orientation toward a common goal —entry into a specific
field of professional practice. All professions, including accounting, must draw heavily from other
subject areas. Accountants must study economics,
management, mathematics, computers, and communications if they are to understand and apply
accounting fundamentals in an environment of ever increasing complexity.
A problem arises when the governance of professional programs is too closely allied with supporting disciplines. Specific recognition of the needs of
the profession and the unfettered flexibility to respond to those needs should be the primary criteria
for the establishment of professional schools.
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The Development of Other Professional
Schools
Historically, the basic educational mode for the
medical, legal, and accounting professions was the
master - apprentice arrangements. Now, all states require formal academic training for entry into the
public practice of medicine, but until recently, a
few states still allowed readerships as legitimate
preparation for the bar.
At the turn of the century, schools of law and
medicine instituted accreditation programs which
A s elec ted biblio grap hy p repared b y the author early in 1974 includ ed o ver 160 items, p rimarily from major acc ounting periodic als
dated 1970 and later.
2
The National Association of State Boards of Accountancy
(NAS BA), for example, has advocated professional schools of
accountancy for several years.
s Ray M. Powell, "Arts and sc ienc es vs. Business Administration
as a So urc e of Ac counting S taff," Management Acco unting, January 1968.
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"Recent formally established separate professional schools.
Initially, accreditation was used by these professions
changes ... to identify quality education programs, but the lack
an accreditation medium did not permanently
have... of
retard the establishment of separate professional
subordinated schools when the need became apparent.
the role of Schools of Accountancy
accounting..."

Accountancy lags far behind the other professions
in the development of separate professional education.¢ An analysis of the reasons for this lag lends
credence to the thesis that separate professional
education is critical to the growth and survival of
accountancy, especially in the area of business accounting.
Autonomous educational entities became the accepted organization for other professions at an early
date, but accounting programs, even though they
lacked official recognition and accreditation, exercised a dominant influence in colleges of business
administration of which they were a part. As a matter of political reality, accounting professors frequently outnumbered their faculty colleagues in the
other functional areas of business. The dominance
of accounting programs in business education helps
explain why business school faculty members in
other disciplines often have educational backgrounds
in accounting.
From the 1930s and 1940s (often referred to as
the period of "unquestioned supremacy" of accounting in schools of business), accounting faculties were
instrumental in establishing many of the early colleges of business administration. As a carryover
from these organizational and promotional efforts,
accounting departments retained considerable influence over critical policies for a number of years,
thus maintaining the autonomy necessary for effective professional education. Recent changes in the
educational environmental, however, have undermined and subordinated the role of accounting in
many institutions long regarded as strongholds of
accounting education.

Reasons for Professional Schools of
Accountancy
Two major developments encourage the shift to
some form of professional educational entity. First
of all, the present academic environment is no
longer compatible with strong professional accounting programs. One area where a strong program is
needed is in management accounting, where the list
of new proficiencies already is almost too long to be
mastered.
For example, the evaluation of long -range plans
and the development of forecasts and budgets potentially may broaden into a new field in the spectrum of stewardship reporting. Publication of forward- looking information may someday be required
by stockholders and the courts under the doctrine
of fairness in reporting between managers and owners. Furthermore, accountants and management
could be liable under the concept of due care and
negligence for incompetent forecasting techniques.
In other words, the level of competence in general
16

and the obligation for performance in areas not
heretofore identified will create the need for a timely
response from professionally oriented centers of
research and learning.
Next, the changing needs of society and the accounting profession require a more flexible response
than can be provided within the current organizational arrangement. The dynamics of our society
have created seemingly endless involvement for
professional accountants. In the broad spectrum of
resource allocation, artful accumulation and application of human, physical, and financial resources depend on relevant and timely information judiciously
employed. In addition to chronicling business and
other economic transactions, accounting usually provides the framework for management information
systems. For all its shortcomings, accounting also
remains the key element in the allocation of goods
and services to achieve greater economic benefits.

Environmental Considerations
As a possible solution to the adverse conditions
affecting accounting education, some have suggested
that only a change in the educational environment
will help. It must be recognized that political pressures bear heavily on college deans and presidents
who determine the structure of academic institutions. The perpetual struggle to gamer and defend
the academic credibility of any program somehow
seems most intense in business schools.5
There is considerable evidence that university and
college administrators are still strongly influenced by
the conclusions and recommendations of the Gordon- Howell and Pierson reports issued almost fifteen
years ago.e A continuing problem of reports of this
nature, however, is that conclusions are often extended to situations for which no inference was intended. The Gordon - Howell report may be a good
example of this. It concluded that technical accounting can be mastered readily in connection with work
experience and only two specialized courses from
any field should be allowed in the elective set of
business courses. The report went on to say that:
"... under no circumstances should the work
in accounting constitute more than twelve
hours beyond the elementary course." 4
This 1959 report also referred to "technical details"
in the implementation and operation of specialized
forms, systems, and procedures for various firms.
For example, the payroll, purchasing, sales, and inventory systems for a given company require detailed
technicalities clearly not suited to academic education. The report created a problem because others
4the
Great
Britain,
considered
the
United
States,
still retains

primary
of accounting
in
the
"articorigin
l
Of
ap p ro ac h to

becoming a c hartered memb er o f the profession. It is probably
significant, however, that academic acc ounting ed ucation is bec om.
in g more widely accepted in Europe
6 7n this co nnectio n, it is certainly germane to no te that academic
administrato rs are very sensitive to the "trad e s cho ol label of the
1950s and react by reference to the mo s t " autho ritative" studies
available.
e R. A. Go rdo n and J E. Howell, Higher Education for Business,
Columbia University Pres s, New York, N.Y., 1959. Frank C.
Pierson, et af, The Education of American Businessm an, McGraw Hill, New York N.Y., 1959.
* Gordon and Howell, Op. Cit., p. 214.
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have interpreted "technical details" to include the
fundamental theory underlying accounting practice.
To counter the criticism of undue proliferation
and over - specialization of courses, curriculum
changes typically are reviewed by the entire business
faculty rather than by the affected departments. But
as the various business school departments have
grown more sophisticated and complex, as the more
specialized academic areas have become stronger, it
has become more difficult for faculty members to
judge courses outside their own field of competence.
The process of curriculum design, as it now operates, gives equal weight to all voices. The result is
essentially a compromise.
Likewise, performance evaluation for accounting
educators has shifted toward the same basis as that
for the more academic study areas. Since the objectives of professional preparation may differ from
areas more closely aligned with academic study, a
reward system geared to academic peer measurement often will force the accounting faculty member into an unnatural division of labor.
The result of these environmental conditions and
pressures has been adverse. Even in the face of rising
demand for strong accounting programs and the increased enrollment of accounting majors, some accounting departments in major universities have not
been able to keep up with the increased load even
though they had added new faculty and other support facilities. In too many cases, available course
offerings and study requirements have been reduced.
Accounting and General Management
Education
The educational processes for accounting and
general management should part at the earliest practical point in a student's training, permitting the
philosophy and skills unique to each profession to
receive attention from the appropriate faculties. The
ultimate beneficiaries are the student and society in
general —the former because his professional preparation is better designed and executed, the latter because the professional's productivity and ability to
serve are increased through preparation which renders him more efficient and competent at an earlier
time in his career.
Fundamentally different educational philosophies
are represented in accounting as compared with
general management education. Accounting education is oriented toward professional careers in accounting. Each of the accounting specializations requires substantial and detailed accounting knowledge
as well as a solid background in related disciplines
(such as computer science, mathematics, sociology,
and psychology) to be secured through their respective departmental faculties.
The professional school of accountancy offers its
students the opportunity to develop professional at-
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titudes and a professional consciousness. Bringing
together students with similar interests helps them
to develop a cohesiveness and an identity which
they carry throughout their professional career. This
professional identity enhances the achievement of
professional goals and allows the student to develop
rapport with the faculty and the profession.
Professional schools offer the opportunity to develop specialties. Accounting is already specialized,
not general, and very few accounting graduates plan
to step sideways to enter a field where the accountancy studies would be merely beneficial instead of
essential. Then too, a specialized program allows the
faculty to treat topics in greater depth — stimulating
research and, consequently, increasing the technical
competence of both the faculty and the students.

"Professional
schools
offer the
opportunity
to develop
specialties."

Why Physical Separation?
One may ask why separation is so very important
when many of the curriculum benefits desired are
at least theoretically possible within present administrative arrangements. The answer is that much of
the sensitivitv and competence to deal authoritatively with curriculum is derived from a close relationship with the practicing profession. This has to be
based on organizational autonomy and the mutual
confidence which only a professional school can effectively plan and develop.
Obviously a school of accountancy cannot operate in a vacuum. There should be a conjunctive relationship with the school of business because the
strength of the professional school of accountancy,
in large measure, will be affected by the strength of
the other programs within the university. Nonetheless, it seems appropriate that the school of accountancy should operate as a separate entity from the
school of business. In order to be effective in meeting the objectives of such an organization, certain
matters of autonomy are essential; and these include
control over entrance requirements, curriculum, faculty assignments and promotion, and budgets.
Conclusion
To whatever limits we stretch our imagination in
prescribing improvements for the preparation of accountants, we can be assured that much of what we
incorporate in the educational model will either be
forgotten or reduced to irrelevant stature by the
time such training can be brought to bear. What
we need then is to somehow instill in the potential
business leaders of our society the means and the
sense of obligation to meet the challenges of a dynamic social, economic, and technical environment.
It seems clear that professional accounting education will not reach its potential in its current element. A separate educational entity, dedicated to
the profession and the society it serves, is the most
promising alternative.
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THE MINIMUM
INCOME TAX
The ability to deduct the exemption, the regular tax, and the tax
carryover from the amount of tax preference means that, in many
cases where some tax preferences exist, no minimum tax will
be due.

By Ronald J. Huefner
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Certain income items may, under the tax laws, be
excluded from regular income taxation, or they may
be deferred via the acceleration of deductions.
Under the "minimum income tax" provisions of the
Tax Reform Act of 1969 as modified in 1971, they
are designated as items of "tax preference" and are
subject to this minimum tax., This special provision in the income tax law presents particular opportunities for the management of plant and equipment assets. It adds another factor to decisions
concerning the choice of a depreciation method and
the disposition of depreciable assets.
Tax Preferences

Since for corporations there is no formal capital gain deduction, the
effective deduction is computed based on the difference between the tax rate on ordinary income and
the alternative tax rate for long -term capital gains.
Based on current rates (48 percent and 30 percent
respectively), the effective deduction (and hence
the amount of tax preference) is 37.5 percent of
net long -term capital gains.
EXCESS LONC -TERM CAPITAL GAIN.

The law designates the several items which are
subject to the minimum tax. The significant ones
are as follows:

The Minimum Tax

1. Excess accelerated depreciation
2. Excess amortization
3. Excess depletion
4. Excess long -term capital gain

M T = E T P — ( E + IT + T C )

EXCESS ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION. This 1s the
amount by which depreciation taken under an
accelerated method exceeds that which would have
been taken if the straight -line method were used. It
applies in the case of real property and in the case
of personal property subject to a net lease? A
separate computation is required for each property,
implying that negative differences may not be used
to offset positive differences.

This 1S the excess of the
rapid amortization permitted by law over the depreciation which would otherwise have been
allowed. It applies in the cases of railroad rolling
stock and certified pollution control facilities. Again,
a separate computation is required for each property.
EXCESS AMORTIZATION.
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The excess of percentage depletion is deducted from the adjusted basis of the
property involved. Once the sum of depletion deductions equals the property's cost, all subsequent
depletion deductions are tax preferences.
EXCESS DEPLETION.

The amount of income subject to the minimum
tax (at a 10 percent rate) is determined as follows: 3

where
MT = Minimum tax
ETP = Sum of tax preference items for year
E = $30,000 exemption
IT = Regular income tax for the year
TC = Tax carryovers
The "tax carryover" provision operates as follows:
For any year in which the regular income tax* exceeds the amount of tax preferences less the $30,000
exemption, this excess may be carried forward seven
r Internal Revenue Code, Sees. 56 -58.
r A "net lease" is one wherein the lessor's return is guaranteed, or
where the deductible expenses are less than 15 percent of rent income.
I
Internal Revenue code, Sec. 56, provides for a ten percent rate
for any amount of tax prefe rence hems subject to the minimum
tax.
This excludes any personal holding company tax, accumulated
earnings tax, and minimum tax, and is reduced by any tax credits
(foreign tax credit, investment credit, work incentive program
credit
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years and used to offset tax preferences in some
future year.
To brieflv illustrate the computation, suppose we
have the following data:

Tax preferences
Regular income tax

Year one
$100,000
$ 80,000

Year two
$100,000
$ 25,000

In Year one, the regular income tax ($80,000) exceeds the tax preferences less the exemption
($100,000 minus $30,000, or $70,000). Thus, no
minimum tax is due, and there is a $10,000 carryover which may be used to offset tax preferences in
any one of the next seven years. In Year two, the
tax preferences ( $100,000) less the exemption,
regular income tax, and carryover ($30,000, $25,000,
and $10,000 respectively, a total of $65,000) results in $35,000 subject to the minimum tax. Thus
a minimum tax of $3,500 is due (in addition to the
regular tax), and no carryover remains for Year
three.
The ability to deduct the exemption, the regular
tax, and the tax carryover from the amount of tax
preferences means that, in many cases where some
tax preferences exist, no minimum tax will be due.
Thus in considering decision applications it must
first be asked whether or not tax preferences are expected to be fully offset. If the answer is yes, then
the presence of the minimum tax will have no effect
on decisions. If the answer is no (that is, a net
amount subject to the minimum tax is expected) ,
then the implications for certain decisions need to
be considered.
Minimum Tax Situations
We shall identify and illustrate three situations
where the minimum tax may, if applicable, influence
decisions concerning plant assets. These situations
are the choice of depreciation method, the choice
of depreciation versus rapid amortization for certified pollution control facilities, and decisions involving the sale of real property.
CHOICE OF DEPRECIATION METHOD

In the past, it has generally been desirable, from
a tax minimization point of view, to elect the use of
an accelerated method of depreciation where possible.s Originally, this provided a double benefit: the
tax savings from accelerated deductions, and capital
gain treatment upon disposition. The passage of
Sections 1245 and 1250 of the Internal Revenue
Code in the early 1960s eliminated much of the
capital gain treatment for depreciable assets. This
did not, however, reverse the desirability of accelerated depreciation.°
Under the minimum tax provisions, however, a
penalty tax may be imposed on certain uses of
accelerated depreciation., Therefore, the desirability
of accelerated depreciation must be re- evaluated.
Clearly, in situations where any tax preferences are
offset by the $30,000 exemption, the deduction for
regular income tax, and the tax carryover, so that
the minimum tax does not apply, accelerated deMANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /JANUARY 1976

preciation continues to be desirable. In cases where
the minimum tax will be imposed, additional
analysis is required.
The tax savings, in present -value terms, from the
use of accelerated depreciation may be expressed as:
N
TS = E T(D, — S t) ( 1 + r) - t
t =1

" ... a penalty
tax may be
imposed on
certain Uses of
accelerated
depreciation."

where
TS = Tax savings
D t = Depreciation in year t using an accelerated
method
St = Depreciation in year t using the straight -line
method
N = Life of asset
T = Tax rate
r = Discount rate
The potential minimum tax (if not offset by
exemptions and /or deductions) may be expressed as:
N*
M T r = 1 . 1 0 ( D t —S ,) (1 +r) - t
t =1
where
MT, = Potential minimum tax
N* = Last year for which Dt — St > 0
For accelerated depreciation to be desirable, it is
required that:
TS > MT,
This condition should be tested whenever the use
of accelerated depreciation is contemplated on an
asset subject to tax preference treatment. The following examples illustrate this calculation.
Example 1
Suppose an item of real property costs $55,000,
and has an expected life of 10 years with no salvage
value. Sum -of- the - years- digits depreciation is to be
used. A 48 percent tax rate is expected to be applicable, and a 10 percent discount rate is used. See
Exhibit 1. We observe that the use of accelerated
depreciation produces a (present - value) saving of
$2,285 compared to straight -line depreciation. The
minimum tax (also in present -value terms) will be
at most $1,020. Thus, use of accelerated depreciation is desirable.
Example 2
Suppose an asset (such as equipment subject to a
net lease) costs $150,000, and has an expected life
of five years, with no salvage value. Various deprecia" Some assumptions are generally made, such as the constancy of
tax rates over time, including the possibility of loss and the applic.
ability of the 26 percent surtax.
See Ronald J. Huefner, "Taxation and Disposition of Depreciable
Assets," The Engineering Economist, spring 1969.
7
Assume throughout this discussion that we are considering only
the types of assets (discussed earlier) where accelerated depreciation is considered a tax preference.
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"Thus, the
minimum tax
. . . m u s t be
considered in
choosing a
depreciation
method."

tion methods, tax rates, and discount rates are considered. See Exhibit 2. We observe the following:
If the tax rate is 22 percent, and we use a 10 percent discount rate, and if the minimum tax is applicable, both accelerated methods are disadvantageous. If the rate is 48 percent, both are
advantageous. If we use a five percent discount rate,
the accelerated method is disadvantageous at either
tax rate, again assuming the minimum tax applies.
By comparing the double - declining balance
(DDB) method with the sum -of- the -years digits
(SYD) method (for the 10 percent discount rate),
we find that the DDB method has a higher present
value of tax savings, but the SYD method has a
higher net present value (tax savings less minimum
tax) . This has implications for the choice between
the two accelerated methods. Where the minimum
tax is expected to apply, the most profitable tax
depreciation method may not be the same as in the
case where no minimum tax is applicable.
Thus, the minimum tax, where applicable, must
be considered in choosing a depreciation method.
There may well be cases in which accelerated depreciation becomes less desirable than straight -line.
AMORTIZATION OF POLLUTION CONTROL
FACILITIES

Another area where management's tax- accounting
decisions may be affected by the presence of the
minimum tax is the amortization of certified pollution control facilities. The tax law provides that the
"qualifying cost" of pollution control facilities may
be amortized over five rears, rather than over its

Exhibit 1
TAX EFFECTS OF ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
Discount
factor
.91
.83
.75
.68
.62
.56
.51
.47
.42
.39

Present Value of
Tax saving
Minimum tax
$4,095
4,095
2,905
2,905
1,875
1,875
1,020
1,020
310
310
(280)
(765)
(1,175)
(1,470)
(1,755)
$4,760
$10,205
X.48
X.10
$2,285
1,020
$

Excess
depreciation
$4,500
3,500
2,500
1,500
500
(500)
(1,500)
(2,500)
(3,500)
(4,500)

1. Elect the rapid amortization, and thereby forego
the investment tax credit and possibly incur a
minimum tax on the tax preference.,,
2. Use regular depreciation, take the investment
credit, and incur no minimum tax.
As in the case of choice of depreciation method, in
some circumstances one alternative will be more
desirable, and in other circumstances the opposite
will hold.

Example 3
Assume that pollution control equipment is acquired at a cost of $300,000. Exhibit 3 compares,
in present value terms, the benefits from rapid
amortization with the benefits from regular depreciation (assuming the sum -of- the - years - digits method), for various assumptions of asset life.1 0 In all
cases, a 48 percent tax rate and a 10 percent discount rate are assumed. We make the following observations for this case:
1. For the 10 -year life, accelerated depreciation is
preferable, irrespective of the applicability of
the minimum tax.
2. For 30 and 50 -year lives, rapid amortization is
preferable, irrespective of the applicability of the
minimum tax.
3. For the 15 -year life, the choice depends upon
the applicability of the minimum tax. If no minimum tax is expected to be due over the five years,
rapid amortization is preferable. If the full minimum tax is expected, accelerated depreciation is
preferable. If minimum tax is expected in some
years but not others, further analysis is needed.

$

Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

normal depreciable life. Qualifying cost is defined
as: (1) the entire cost, if the estimated life of the
equipment is 15 years or less, and (2) a fraction
(equal to 15 /estimated life) of the cost if the estimated life is more than 15 years., Thus, if pollution
control facilities have an estimated life of 25 years,
60 percent (15/25) of the cost is "qualifying," and
may be amortized over five years. The non- qualifying cost (the remaining 40 percent) is to be depreciated over 25 years. In addition, the qualifying
cost is not eligible for the investment tax credit,
but the nonqualifying cost is. Thus, management's
decision alternatives are:

Thus, the decision to elect rapid amortization for
certified pollution control facilities may be affected
by the potential presence of the minimum tax.

Exhibit 2
COMPARISON OF ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
METHODS

SYD
SYD
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Tax
rate
.22
.48
.22
.48
.22
.48

Discount
rate
.10
.10
.10
.10
.05
.05

A final area of consideration concerns the sale of
Net
$(1,459)
631
(1,044)
854
(1.864)
(746)

The coat may be reduced by depreciation previously taken, and
by expected profits from the We of recovered waste materials. For
urposes of this analysis, these factors are ignored.
As indicated previously, the preference u the difference between
the amount deducted as rapid amortization, and the amount which
would have been deducted as depreciation.
SU
Present values for sum -of- the -years- digits depreciation are taken
from Harold Bierman, Jr. and Seymour Smidt, The Capita) Bud geling Decision, third edition, The Macmillan Company, New
York, N.Y., 1971, p. 461.
9

$

Depreciation
method
DDB

Present Value of
Tax
Minimum
Saving
Tax
$3,228
$1,769
3,859
3,228
1,606
2,650
3,504
2,650
946
2,810
2,064
2,810

SALE OF REAL PROPERTY
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650,000; a 30 -year life is expected with no salvage
value. Exhibit 4 compares the present value of tax
benefits from straight -line depreciation with the tax
benefits from accelerated (sum -of- the - years- digits)
depreciation, under various assumptions as to time
and price of sale of the asset. In all cases, a 48 percent tax rate for ordinary income, a 30 percent tax
rate for capital gains, and a 10 percent discount rate
are used. In this case, we observe the following:

real property. This situation is more complex, involving the following:
1. If accelerated depreciation is used, the excess
over straight -line is a tax preference.
2. If there is a capital gain on the sale, a portion
of the gain is a tax preference.
3. The depreciation method used affects the nature
of the gain. If straight -line depreciation is used,
all gain is capital gain. If accelerated depreciation
is used, some gain is ordinary income (to the
extent of excess accelerated depreciation taken
on the asset) .

". ..

deprecia-

tion methods,
capital gains,
and minimum
tax factors may
interact . . . "

1. If it is anticipated that the asset will be held for
seven years or longer and then sold at the assumed price, accelerated depreciation is more
beneficial, irrespective of the applicability of the
minimum tax.
2. If it is anticipated that the asset will be held for
three or five years and then sold at the assumed
price, the most beneficial depreciation method
will depend upon whether or not the minimum
tax is expected to be applicable in years one
through five. Without the minimum tax, accelerated depreciation is preferred. With the minimum tax fully applicable, straight -line is better.

These depreciation methods, capital gains, and
minimum tax factors may interact in various ways.
Depending upon the applicability of the minimum
tax, the choice of depreciation method may be
affected, or the decision as to timing of sale may be
affected.
Example 4
Assume a building is acquired at a cost of $4,-

Exhibit 3
RAPID AMORTIZATION VERSUS ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
15 Years

30 Years

50 Years

$109,200

$109,200

$54,600

$32,800

0
$109,200
11,400
97,800

0
$109,200
15,200
94,000

38.500
$93,100
9,500
$83,600

45.100
$77,900
6.100
$71,800

$

10 Years

$

Ufa of equipment
Rapid amortization
Present value of tax savings from rapid amortization on
qualifying portion of cost
Present value of tax savings from depreciation on nonqualifying portion of cost (assuming SYD depreciation),
including applicable investment tax credit
Maximum benefit
Present value of potential minimum tax*
Minimum benefit

Accelerated Depreciation
Present value of tax savings from SYD depreciation
$100,900
$ 88,700
$58,000
$45,300
Present value of Investment tax credit
19,100
19,100
19,100
19,100
Maximum benefit
$120,000
$107,800
$77,100
$64,400
• The maximum potential amount of minimum tax assumes no offset by exemptions, regular income tax, or tax
carryover, and assumes straight-line as the "regular" depreciation method.
All figures are rounded to nearest $100.

Exhibit 4
TAX EFFECTS OF SALE OF PROPERTY: STRAIGHT LINE VERSUS ACCELERATED DEPRECIATION
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(190,700)
$ 322,200

(33,800)
96,900

(48,100)
$ 274,100

(202,400)
436,400
(57,800)
378,600

735,100
(196,200)
538,900
(64,000)
474,900

$
$
$
$

$
$
$

(700)
421,400

$

(216,700)
30,700

638,800

427,800
(5,700)
422,100

11th year
$3,000,000

$

$

$ 512,900

$

$ 347,400

(700)
355,500

$

(600)
276,700

361,600
(5,400)
356,200

9th year
$3,300,000

$

(8,900)
$ 105,500

$

$ 282,000
(4,700)
$ 277,300

$

$ 185,300
(70,900)
$ 114,400

7th year
$3,600,000

$

5th year
$3,900,000

$

3rd year
$4,500,000

$

Sold at end of
Assumed selling price
Straight -line depreciation
Present value of tax savings from depreciation
Present value of tax on gain (capital gain)
Maximum benefit
Present value of potential minimum tax on capital
gain
Minimum benefit
Accelerated depreciation
Present value of tax savings from depreciation
Present value of tax on gain (ordinary income and
capital gain)
Maximum benefit
Present value of potential minimum tax on excess
depreciation
Minimum benefit
All figures are rounded to the nearest $100.

482,900
(5,800)
477,100
(700)
476,400
808,000
(181,300)
626,700
(67,800)
558,900
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Congress

minimum tax."

Exhibit 5
EFFECT OF MINIMUM TAX ON TIMING
Sell at end of
Min tax not applicable
PV of selling price
PV of maximum tax benefit
(from Exhibit 4)
PV of income generated in
years 6 through 11
Total present value
Min tax fully applicable
PV of selling price
PV of minimum tax benefit
(from Exhibit 4)
PV of income generated in
years 6 through 11
Total present value

5th year

11th year

$2,418,000

$1,050,000

322,200

626,700

mum tax, assuming accelerated depreciation is used.
We observe that, if the minimum tax is not expected to be applicable over the asset's life, holding
until the eleventh year will be more desirable. On
the other hand, if the minimum tax is expected to
be fully applicable, it is better to sell in the fifth
year.

Conclusion
$2,740,200

1,071,900
$2,748,600

$2,418,000

$1,050,000

274,100

558,900

—

is considering
revisions to the

—

"...

$2,692,100

1,071,900
$2,680,800

We may extend this illustration to consider decisions as to timing of sale.
Example 5
Assume that the decision which must be made
is whether to sell the building at the end of the
fifth year (for $3,900,000), or retain it until the
end of the eleventh year (and then sell it for $3,000,000) . Assume further that the building yields
$397,000 per year in after -tax income. Exhibit 5
compares the results with and without the mini-

The potential presence of the minimum tax on
tax preference items adds another dimension to the
decision - making process. In this case, the expected
applicability of the tax must first be estimated.
Then, if it is expected to be applicable, it must be
incorporated into decisions such as the choice of a
depreciation method. As has been illustrated, situations exist where the presence of the minimum tax
changes the optimal decision. Thus, this factor
should be given appropriate recognition in decision
analysis.
It should be noted that Congress is considering
revisions to the minimum tax. Proposals include reduction or elimination of the $30,000 exemption,
the deduction for regular income tax, and the tax
carryovers, as well as an increase in the rate and the
addition of more items to the list of tax preferences.
If some of these proposals are adopted, the effect of
the minimum income tax on decisions will become
even greater.
❑

WHO SHALL TRAIN US?
Continued from page 14
If separate schools of accounting become the
norm, what will happen at those universities and
colleges which continue accounting education on
a departmental basis? Will they become "secondclass citizens" providing accounting education for
those who cannot enter the accounting profession?
Will they provide a general education with the
specialization in accounting offered only by the
professional schools of accounting?
If professional schools of accounting become
widespread, what will be the effect on the supply
of accountants? The demand for accountants is
still strong. Also, projected demand for accountants
in the near future is strong, especially in the government and non -profit organization areas. If professional schools of accounting are expected to supply
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the trained accountants needed in all areas, will
there be a sufficient number of professional accounting schools and openings for students within
these schools to satisfy the demand?

Conclusion
The method of training future accountants, the
recognition of the quality of an accounting education, and the supply of trained accountants may
be radically changed by the educational structure
and curriculum resulting from the development of
professional schools of accounting, Every individual
and❑organization❑currently❑in❑the❑accounting❑area❑—
as❑well❑as❑those❑who❑use❑accounting❑services❑—have
a stake in this development. To insure that all
interests are properly represented, input is needed
immediately from individuals and organizations,
especially❑in❑the❑area❑of❑management❑accounting.❑❑
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MEASURING COSTS:
FULL ABSORPTION COST
OR DIRECT COST?
The management accountant must continue to remind himself
that the proper measure of the cost of any cost objective depends
upon the use for which the cost data are needed or required.

The Basic Models
Full absorption costing is the practice of fully
burdening cost objectives with a proportionate
share of all indirect costs. Technically, the full
absorption model describes the practice of allocating indirect costs of production to inventories.
However, the phrase is broadening to include the
allocation of all indirect costs, including G & A, to
"cost objectives" as well.
Direct costing, on the other hand, embodies the
theory that fixed indirect costs of production are
costs of the period in which incurred, and as such,
should be "recognized" (i.e., expensed) during the
current period. Direct costing is one variation
among several cost accounting models which, to
some extent, incorporate the theory that the proper
measure of the cost of an activity is its direct,
variable or marginal cost. Since no direct causal
or beneficial relationship can be identified between
indirect costs of a period and specific cost objectives of that period, indirect costs are viewed as
costs of the period in which incurred.
The question of indirect cost treatment affects
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

The Federal Government, as the protector of the
public welfare and as a buyer of goods and services,
has a multiplicity of interests in the question of
indirect cost treatment. It is through these varied
interests that the question of indirect cost treatment is being resolved in one area after another.
To date, the strongest support for the full absorption method of accounting has come from the Cost
Accounting Standards Board, an agency of the
United States Congress established to promulgate
cost accounting standards covering negotiated defense contracts.$
The issue of properly measuring the cost of
assets first came before the CASB in regard to a
proposed Standard on capitalization of tangible
assets. As promulgated, the Standard required that:

Washington Tri- Cities
Chapter 7967, is a
Business Advisor,
Legal & Contract
Services, Battelle Pacific Northwest
Richland,

Governmental Action: The CASB

B. R. WILLIAMS

Laboratories,

The question of whether indirect costs of production should be inventoried, or should be charged
as an expense of the period in which incurred, has
been a controversial issue in recent years. Several
agencies of the Federal Government with authority
in accounting matters have taken, or have contemplated taking action on this question. And, as a
practical matter, these federal actions will lend considerable support to the "full absorption" method
of accounting., Perhaps even more important, some
of these actions will tend to challenge the fundamental accounting principle that selling, general,
and administrative (SG &A) costs are period costs.z

income measurement for financial reporting purposes. In addition, it impacts many other areas of
a business entity's activities: It influences the
measurement of income taxes assessable to the organization; it influences the prices of goods and/or
services; it influences the measurement and reporting of the contribution made by a product, product
line, or organizational subdivision of an entity; and
it influences the management decision- making process.

Wash. He holds a B.S.
degree in finance
from the University of
Oregon and an M.B.A,
degree from the
University of
Washington.

By Bruce R. Williams

This article was
submitted through the
Washington Tri- Cities
Chapter.

"Tangible capital assets constructed or fabricated by a contractor for its own use shall be
I

The AIC PA has advoc ated the full ab so rp tio n metho d o f inventory valuatio n. See APB Accounting Principles, September 1 1972,
Volume I, AICPA, Commerce Clearing Ho us e, Chicago, 111., p.
3052.
Accounting theo ry has Ion$ supPpported the c ontention that s elling, general and ad ministrative (SG&A) costs are expenses of the
period in which inc urred.
By law CASB Rules and Regulations cover negotiated national
defense procurement in excess of ;100,000_ Executive regulations
have extended S tandards to cover no n - d efens e pro curement in exces s of $100, 000, and further extens io n of c ertain C AS B Rules to
all defense proc urement is being contemplated.
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"...

capitalized at amounts which include all indirect costs properly allocable to such assets.
This requires the capitalization of general and
administrative expenses when such expenses
are identifiable with the constructed asset and
arc material in amount ... When the constructed assets are identical with or similar
to the contractor's regular product, such
assets shall be capitalized at amounts which
include a full share of indirect costs. "'

the full

absorption
method results
in the proper
measure of
cost for pricing
purposes..."'

CASB RATIONALE

In prefacing the promulgation of this requirement, the Board offered interested parties the
following line of reasoning:
"For financial reporting purposes some indirect costs are identified as period costs and
are not considered to be inventoriable. Consistent application of the full costing concept
generally applicable to Government contract
costing is not compatible with that period
cost concept; for such contract costing, all
costs — including those otherwise considered
as period costs —must be associated with final
cost objectives. The October 5 proposal [of
the capitalization standard] identified constructed assets as projects which should be
treated as final cost objectives and share in
indirect cost allocations. This treatment is
consistent with the costing practice which
would be followed if the Government contracted for the construction or fabrication of
the assets in question.

ment of a proportionate share of G & A to inventory values.
In actual practice, the cost accounting principles
promulgated by the CASB will likely be followed
by many defense contractors in measuring the cost
of their commercial activities as well. The full absorption model is also getting a boost from other
government organizations.
The IRS Acts
In September 1973, the Internal Revenue Service promulgated Rules and Regulations governing
the allocation of indirect costs to inventories.° The
regulations provided that fixed indirect costs of production could be allocated to inventories or expensed in the period incurred, depending upon the
practice followed by the taxpayer for financial reporting purposes. However, in promulgating the
regulations, the IRS stated in prefatory remarks
that the new regulations required taxpayers to follow the full absorption method of accounting,
demonstrating a manifest preference for that method. This could possibly mislead the casual reader
as to the substantive requirements of the new
regulations. In any case, one can count the IRS on
the side of full absorption costing at this point.
Note that the IRS applied the term "full absorption costing" to the practice of allocating fixed
costs of production to inventories. This is short of
the CASB's "full costing concept" which specified
allocation of "all" indirect costs to final cost objectives. Despite such fundamental differences, the
trend is obvious.

" 5

In short, the full absorption method results in
the proper measure of cost for pricing purposes
under cost reimbursement or cost -based contracts:
The seller attempts to recover a proportionate
share of all his costs, and the buyer seeks to satisfy
himself that he is paying no more than an equitable
portion of costs allocable to his work.
Another way of stating the Board's case is that
costs are incurred to accomplish, support, or benefit
activities of an organization; as such, the proper
measure of the cost of any activity includes an
equitable allocation of all indirect costs based upon
beneficial or causal relationships. If the cost of the
activity is deferrable to a subsequent accounting
period, allocable indirect costs are likewise properly
deferred.
FURTHER CASB ACTION

The question of full absorption costing has again
come before the Cost Accounting Standards Board
in connection with a contemplated Standard on
allocation of general and administrative expenses.
In draft form, the G & A Standard would support
full burdening of inventories, including the assignTitle 4, Code of( Federal Regulations, Section 404.50 (b), Federal
Register, Vol. 38, No. 38; February 27, 1973, U. S. Government
Printing
Office, p. 5322.
6
Federal Register, lbid., p. 5320.
e 26 C FR, section 1.471 -I1 Federal Register, Vol. 38, No. 181,
September 29, 1973, pp. 26164.26189.
I
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The FTC and Product Line Reporting
On another front, the Federal Trade Commission is taking action which more subtly supports
the full absorption method of accounting. The FTC
issued a controversial proposal that the 500 largest
manufacturers submit operating statements by product line. The U. S. General Accounting Office has
reviewed the FTC requirement, and has consented
to allow the FTC to proceed with accumulation of
lin"f- business data, although on a smaller scale
than the FTC had planned.
Basically, product line reporting is accomplished
by (1) tracing costs directly to products and (2 )
allocating joint costs among products. In other
words, it is necessary to fully allocate all indirect
costs to products.
All of these Federal actions support the thesis
that the proper measure of the cost of a cost objective should include full allocation of a proportionate share of indirect costs. This practice is becoming more widely required in a number of
unrelated areas. Thus, the easiest course for business
to follow may be to adopt the full absorption costing
method in the formal books of account.
The Fallacy
What may be lost sight of is management's information needs for decision- making and for cost
control. Full absorption costing breaks down lines
Continued on page 36
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INTRODUCTION OF
STANDARD COST
ACCOUNTING IN JAPAN
With time, the people understood that the result obtained by
such analysis could show definitely the contribution of each
function to corporate income, through the analysis of favorable
or unfavorable variance between the standard and the actual.

By Hiromu Matsuda
The Toray Silicone Company, established in 1966
as a joint venture between Dow Corning Corporation (USA) and Toray Industries, Inc. (Japan),
has employed its present standard cost accounting
system since 1971. Before that time, the company
had em plo yed a con ven tio nal (actu al) co st accoun ting system (witho ut stand ard cost) which was co mmonly used in major Japanese industries., Toray
Silicone decid ed to emp loy th e sy stem, wh ich was
recom m en d ed by Do w Co rn ing, after ad justin g it
to the com pany 's actual con ditio ns an d to ex istin g
Japanese tax regulations.
The merits of a stan dard cost system are generally
understood to be as follows:
1. It provides effective manu factu rin g cost con tro l.
2. It gives a co m p eten t in dicatio n o f th e valu e o f
the month /year -end inventory.
3. It speeds u p the month ly income calculation.
However, these well un dersto od m erits of the standard cost system can also be obtained by:
1. Effective im p lem en tatio n o f b ud get co ntrol,
2. Approp riate year -end revaluation of inventory,
and
3. Employ ment o f electronic data processing (EDP)
techniques.
Regarding these three substitutes, ou r co mpany had
been runn ing successfully both a budget control
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

sy stem and EDP. Our com pany also had m ade it a
rule to recalculate the value of the inventory by
co nsidering the m arket price on each product. In
other words, if the book value is h igher than the
m ar ket pr ice , w e h ad m ad e it a ru le to devaluate
the book value at the end of every year.

At first, We Had Doubts
At first, we were reluctant to use a standard cost
system. We did not believe that it would give us
appropriate measures to evaluate the contribution to
corporate income made by manufacturing functions.
Another reason why our company was reluctant to
employ the system was the long lead time needed
to establish standard costs. Because our standards on
various manufacturing conditions were changing
month by month due to the rapid growth of our
production level, we had placed great importance
upon the monthly budget control. Once a standard
cost system was employed, the control would not
be based upon the monthly budget but upon the
standard costs which were determined early in the
year. However, after making detailed studies of the
Dow Corning standard cost system, we determined
that this system puts greater reliance upon the following points than does the usual standard cost
system:

H. MATSUDA
Tokyo Chapter
(Member -at -large
1970), is Controller/
Treasurer, Toray
Silicone Co., Ltd.,
Tokyo, Japan. Mr.
Matsuda holds a B.A.
degree in Law from
Keio Gijuku
University.
This article was
submitted through the
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and marketing functions under mutual interdependence.
2. It provides greater understanding of the net contribution made each month without any influence from the previous months through inventory
changes.
3. It provides greater understanding of the contribution made by each function in direct connection with corporate income, by appropriate
analysis of the "standard cost variance."

cost system is to provide an understanding of the
contribution of each function in direct relation to
corporate income and the corporate -based budget
control system, the standard cost is calculated as
one - twelfth of the year's budget.' The standard cost
is then applied to all the intermediate and finished
products which the company manufactures. Since
the company has synthesizing, polymerizing and
fabricating processes, the products produced by each

Essential Points of the System

2 I general, standards can be classified as ideal, expec ted actual, or

Since one of the major purposes of our standard

budt ed level respectively. We decided to employ the budjgeted
level because each function regards the budget as the one which it

must attain.

Exhibit 1
FLOW DIAGRAM OF MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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process has a standard cost (see Exhibit 1) . The
variances are recorded when manufacturing is completed in each process, and the intermediate or
finished products produced are shipped from manufacturing to a warehouse. The variances are recorded
every month. These variances are on the one hand
charged to the current cost of sales and on the other
hand to the month -end inventory based upon the
most reasonable basis.,

Standard Cost Variance Analysis
The analysis of the Standard Cost Variance is
formulated as follows:
Z —Y= [(W —Y) — (X —Z)] — (W —X)
where:
Z — Y = Standard cost variance
W — Y = Variance between (monthly) budget
and actual
X — Z = Variance between the actual using standard cost and the budget using standard
cost
W — X = Variance between standard cost and
budget
and
W = Budget manufacturing expense
X = Budget manufacturing expense using standard
cost
Y = Actual manufacturing expense
Z = Actual manufacturing expense using standard
cost
These variances each consist of a variable cost
variance and a fixed cost variance. The variable cost
variance consists of:
1. Volume variance
2. Raw- material usage variance
3. Raw - material purchase price variance
4. Product mixture variance on raw material used
Allocation partly to the inventory is based upon the philosophy
that all the products produced in the current month /year should
bear the variance caused by the actual results. (Because the Japanese
local tax law stipulates this, it seems reasonable to us.)

I
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The fixed cost variance consists of:

"... the fixed

1. Spending (of fixed expense) variance
2. Volume variance

cost as well as
the variable
cost can be

The fixed cost is, of course, not affected by a
change of production volume. Even if an increase
or decrease of the fixed expense is affected by volume,
the variance is recorded as a "spending variance."
However, the fixed cost as well as the variable cost
can be altered by a change of the volume used in
each case.

altered. . ."

Conclusion
The standard cost system of our company has
been put into practice with the details mentioned
above since 1971. At the beginning stage, we did
not always have the support of all the function
people. In every control unit of manufacturing
function, the budget control was considered more
important and the result of the analysis of the
standard cost variance was mainly the concern of
corporate level people.
However, with time, the people understood that
the result obtained by such analysis could show
definitely the contribution of each function to corporate income, through the analysis of favorable
or unfavorable variance between the standard and
the actual. They also came to understand that the
relationship between the monthly budget and the
standards could be explained clearly.
Furthermore, we found that our standard cost
system reflected the effect of the significant changes
of raw material prices very rapidly and made the
calculation of annual profit very precise. The rapidly
changing raw material prices, due to the oil crises
in late 1973 made this an extremely useful feature.
For by eliminating the standard cost variance in
every manufacturing process where various kinds of
raw materials are input, and allocating them properly
to the current corporate income, the current income
was able to show current figures. (If we continued
to employ the conventional actual cost accounting
system, the reflection of such unusual change of
purchase price to the corporate income was much
delayed through the effect of inventory.)
1:1
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BUDGET GAMES
FOR FUN
AND FRUSTRATION
To the middle manager and the worker down the line, the invitation
to participate in the budgeting process is a mixed blessing.

By J. Owen Cherrington and
David J. Cherrington
The seven games you are about to observe are not
original; we have seen all of them played before in
various organizations, and so we cannot take the
credit for developing them.
In the descriptions which follow, some words
have special meaning. For example, being "requested" to submit a budget estimate should be
viewed only as a voluntary invitation in the same
way that one has the voluntary option of keeping
J. O. his job. Likewise, "communicating information
CHERRINGTON down the line" does not refer to an orderly transSalt Lake Area
mission of information throughout an hierarchial
Chapter 1972, is an organization. Rather, it refers to the capricious and
Associate Professor of
imprecise manner in which information gets disAccountancy,
torted or deleted while being disseminated from
Department of
Accounting, Utah
upper to lower levels of management.
State University,
Logan, Utah. He holds
a B.S. degree in
Accounting from
Brigham Young
University and M.B.A.
and Ph.D. degrees
from the University
of Minnesota.
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The Benevolent King Game
The first game we have titled "Benevolent King"
even though several other good titles would have
been just as appropriate, e.g., hierarchial, dictatorial,
imposed, or traditional. Here the budget is developed by top management (sometimes the controller
prepares it for top management) and the budget
is communicated down the line. Because of the well.
established ineffectiveness of downward communication in the organizations, however, the budget
usually doesn't get imposed far enough down the
line to frustrate very many people. Hence, this
budget game is not particularly interesting. Nonetheless, this procedure is one of the most popular
forms of budgeting in use today.
Budgeting is usually an irrelevant and unimportant part of most organizations using this process.
Evidence for its triviality? Most foremen do not
realize their organization even has a budget, and
many department heads do not know whether they
are ahead of or behind the current budget, nor how
close they came to their budget the previous year.
When a visitor in their office asks about their bud-

get, they usually have difficulty locating it in their
desk or files. Because of the popularity of this budgeting process, an example is not necessary.

The Human Relations Game
This budgeting game came into its own when
the human relations movement argued for increasing
motivation through friendly supervision, the informal work group, and participative decision -making; the last being the "insightful" gimmick that
forms the basis of this game. Before the budgets are
communicated down the line the employees down
the line are requested to submit an estimate of their
performance or costs. Otherwise, the procedure for
this game is essentially the same as the Benevolent
King Game since the budgets are still developed and
controlled by top management. The great insights
contributed by human relations is that if people set
their own performance levels, they will set higher
levels of performance and will be more committed to
attain them. Thus, participative decision- making is
expected to produce happy and productive employees who are satisfied with their jobs.
To the middle manager and the worker down the
line, the invitation to participate in the budgeting
process is a mixed blessing. Some middle managers
are initially enthusiastic about the opportunity to
tell top management what resources they must have
to operate effectively. Production workers, too, are
anxious to tell top management that certain expectations are unrealistic. This initial enthusiasm
usually turns to disappointment, however, when top
management fails to respond.
We observed this budgeting process within a
university. The deans and program directors within
the university were requested to submit budgets
for the coming year. Although they were all competing for a fixed sum allocated to the university
from the state legislature, each dean and program
director attempted to increase the size of his slice
by two approaches. First, each attempted to justify
greater need on the basis of maintaining current
activities. Second, and perhaps more important,
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

each requested funds for new programs. These new
program requests were submitted in the hope of
getting new funds by impressing the administration
with their innovativeness and creativity.
As expected, this game between the deans and
the administration resulted in several dysfunctional
consequences. Maintaining academic excellence
requires new and innovative programs. But the new
programs required to maintain academic excellence
could not be distinguished from those which were
simply designed to sound impressive (even by the
authors of the new program proposals, who by that
time have vested interests) . In any case, funds
were allocated essentially on the same proportional
basis as the previous year rather than according to
program needs. From all appearances then, the
deans and program directors inferred that their
budget proposals had never been considered.

gin, and distribute both the original and changed
estimates to the entire company.
The statement of a plant manager illustrates
the frustration created by this budget game. "That
first year after I was made a plant manager, I spent
a lot of time looking at the capacity of my plant.
I especially spent a lot of time looking at one particular product line and used it as a basis for preparing the budget for our plant. At our annual
planning conference for the corporation, then asked
me to briefly review my budget. I was surprised
when they called on me; I first thought they were
impressed with illy budget. After I finished, though,
I realized I had been `set -up'; they announced they
were dropping the particular product line I had
looked at so closely. Everyone had a good laugh.
It was a real joke all right; I haven't spent more
than 15 minutes on any budget since then."

The Condescending Game

The Guessing Game

In the Condescending Game, a large part of
the fun is derived from the feelings of superiority
one achieves. The procedure: request the individuals down the line to submit performance or cost
estimates or both, and then immediately change
their estimates. Then communicate these changed
estimates back down the line without any explanation for the changes. A key strategic consideration in making the success of this game is to
withhold relevant information from those submitting the estimates.. This insures a disparity between
the estimates received and the estimates returned.
Several minor tactics can accentuate the feelings
of superiority: Correct the estimates with a red
felt -tip pen, make belittling comments in the mar-

The Guessing Game is defined as a procedure
that requires lower level managers to guess what
would be an acceptable budget recommendation.
When examined from a distance, the procedure is
quite straightforward. Someone in top management
sets a targeted goal for profit or return on assets.
Lower level managers are then requested to submit
their budget estimates. Unless the submitted budgets are consistent with the targeted goals they
are returned with the simple explanation "unacceptable —too low (or too high)— resubmit."
Frequently, the budgets are not consistent with
the targeted goals. In some instances, the budgets
submitted by lower management are inconsistent
with top management's goals because of inadequate
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"Frequently,
the budgets
are not
consistent with
the targeted
goals."

information; lower level managers may simply not
know what performance levels top management has
in mind. A more frequent reason for the inconsistency, however, is that the goals are unrealistic. A
20 percent increase in profitability may be a legitimate goal for a corporation, but not for each of its
subsidiaries. Some departments could easily exceed
a 20 percent increase, but other departments could
realistically hope only to break even.
Managers of the low performing departments
can become very frustrated when they are continually told their budget estimates are unacceptable. Frustration is particularly high when they
launch an extensive review and analysis of their
department in an attempt to develop plans to meet
the goal. What they should realize is that any-

thing less than the corporate goal will be unacceptable and the only rational response would
be to justify why the goal is unreasonable.
The frustration produced by this game can be
particularly acute because Iower level managers
tend to feel responsible for their budgets if the
budget rejections are subtly communicated. For
example, a statement like, "Does your budget reflect the increases in production from our new
training program ?" communicates to a supervisor
the feeling that his current budget is not acceptable
and that he will be responsible for any changes he
makes. Thus top management has two mistaken
notions; first, that they are behaving in a genuine
humanitarian way by allowing their subordinates
to participate in budgeting. Second, top management feels their subordinates are responsible for
the goals they ultimately set. These mistaken notions are part of the reasons why participative decision- making has not produced positive benefits
for many organizations.
30

The Ratchet-Encourager Game
The Ratchet- Encourager Game is essentially
similar to the Guessing Game, but with one major
difference: top management does not have a predetermined goal. There are two basic steps in
this game: (a) top management requests the people
down the line to submit an estimate of their costs
and performance, and (b) regardless of what they
submit, they are returned to them with an inspiring
note which concludes by asking them to cut costs
and increase performance. To increase their impact,
some notes include several emotional appeals for
prosperity, greatness, or the good of the nation.
The most effective notes, however, are generally
those which threaten job security.

As before, this game has the superficial appearance of a genuine humanitarian concern for the
subordinates. Encouraging employees to do more
and telling them they can do better appears, on
the surface, to be inspiring them (self- development) to their greatest potential (more profit to
the company). After a while, however, the astute
employee begins to realize that when top management has no idea of what a realistic estimate should
be, a convenient rule of thumb is simply to ask
for more. His correct conclusion is that top management doesn't really know what is happening.

The Gallows Game
The basic principle of the Gallows Game is to
give subordinates enough rope to hang themselves.
This is done by encouraging greater participation
in developing the budget than in other games. For
this game the subordinates are provided with all
the relevant information they desire in the preparation of their budgets. Furthermore, they are usually
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976
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given the freedom to plan, coordinate, and implement the budget on a collective basis. At the end
of an accounting period, the previous budget becomes the gallows used to hang substandard performers. A popular example of this game is "exception accounting." Here, reports highlight the
substandard departments by emphasizing significant
deviations from the budget. All recognition is
punishing, so everyone wants to avoid recognition.
Departments that have performed adequately are
disregarded under the assumption that no corrective
action needs to be taken with them.
Over time, the Gallows Budget Game produces
paranoid behavior and meaningless budgets. Both
are rational responses to this budget procedure. If
a person gets nailed to the wall by top management
every time his department has a budget variance,
it is legitimate for him to think that "they're out to
get mel" In fact, such a thought is a rather accurate
perception. The best way to protect oneself from
getting hanged is to prepare an extremely lenient
budget. Department heads who survive in this game
have usually developed an impressive number of
techniques for producing safe and worthless budgets.

and no punishment. As the name of this game
implies, the individuals are required to assume the
responsibility for planning, organizing, directing,
and controlling their own work. In return for accepting this added responsibility and performing the
enlarged job, they get nothing. The individuals may
be told at the beginning that their extra efforts will
not be rewarded, but the game is more interesting
if they are not told. Thus the objective of this game
is to see how long they will remain with the organi.
zation giving dependable role performance.
The frustration from this game is observed most
frequently during exit interviews. For example,
one supervisor told how for years as a lead -man he assumed management knew exactly how each man in
the warehouse was doing and were concerned about
his performance. After he was made a supervisor,
however, he began to wonder whether they knew that
much or cared. By manipulating the work schedules
and reports for his department, he concluded they
did know, but didn't particularly care. He quit
his job and found a position where his efforts were
appreciated.

The Dedicated Servant Game

The budget games described above —and their
rather predictable results —can be observed in action
in many organizations. Rather interestingly, we find
that most organizational leaders are not satisfied.
They seem quite willing (in fact quite anxious) to
exchange their fun and frustration (at least we
assume it is fun or they would discontinue it) for
organizational effectiveness. For those who prefer

The distinction between the Dedicated Servant
and the Gallows Games is subtle but significant.
Both games provide opportunity to participate in
the preparation of the budget, as well as other
aspects of planning, coordinating, and implementing
the budget. The difference is that the Hanging
Memorandum is replaced with nothing —no reward
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

How About a Real Budget?
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"The
budgeting
procedure is a
surprisingly
complex
business
function..."

greater productivity and satisfaction, we would like
to suggest the following principles.
The procedure used to develop a budget is
probably as important as how the budget is used
after it is prepared. In fact, the process by which it
is prepared may sometimes be more important than
its content.'
PRINCIPLE 1

Provide adequate guidance so that everyone is
working on the salve assumptions, targeted goals,
and agenda. Make sure everyone understands the
limitations and constraints of his participation and
the bounds of his decision- making. Each individual
should be told, prior to the time he establishes his
budget, how his activity will fit into the entire
organization and what constraints will be placed
upon him and his activities by upper -level administrative decisions.
PRINCIPLE 2

Allow and encourage participation in the budgeting process at each level within the organization.
Structure the activity of developing the budget so
that all key people are there. The key people are
those responsible for implementing the budget, and
who will be rewarded according to its accomplishments.
PRINCIPLE 3

Structure the climate of budget preparation to
eliminate anxiety and defensiveness. The proper
structuring allows each individual the freedom and
authority to influence and accept his own performance level, and then assume the responsibility for
accomplishing it. This activity should be structured
so that it is oriented to the problems and opportunities of the participant.
PRINCIPLE 4

Structure the preparation of the budget so there
is a reasonably high probability of successful goal
attainment. Challenging but attainable goals, once
achieved, produce feelings of success, confidence,
and satisfaction. This in turn raises aspiration levels
and feelings of self and group worth. If there is
failure to accomplish the goal, the reasons for this
should be clear so that they can be avoided in the
future. A careful distinction should be made between the controllable factors that the individual
should be responsible for and the uncontrollable
factors influencing the budget for which the individual should not be held responsible.
Implementing the Budget
If the proper procedure for developing a budget
has been followed, the difficulties of implementing
I
See David J. C herrington, and J. O wen C herrington, " T he Ro le
of Budgeting in O rganizational Imp rovement, " Michigan Business
Review, July 1975.
' S ee David J. Cheinngto n, and J. Owen C herringto n, " Partic ip ation, Performance, and App raisal, " Business Horizons, December

1974.
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the budget are minimized. Proper implementation
of the budget requires the following principles be
adhered to.
PRINCIPLE 5

Establish rewards and reward contingencies that
will lead to achieving the organizational goals. Too
often, the budgeting process does not provide sufficient rewards to induce workers to accomplish
departmental objectives. The rewards and reward
contingencies that are appropriate depend on the
firm and its operating procedures. In organizations
where there are significant costs for over- or underestimation, such as the perishable goods industry,
an individual ought to be rewarded according to
how close he comes to his budget. When the costs
of overproduction are not so great, however, such as
in the steel industry, an individual's reward should
not be so closely tied to the costs of overproduction.
A system of appropriate rewards and reward contingencies will help assure the accomplishment of
enterprise objectives and reduce the dysfunctional
consequences attributed to the budgeting process.z
PRINCIPLE 6

The organization should focus on rewarding
achievement rather than punishing failure. Feelings
of success or failure largely determine an employee's
attitude towards the budget and largely determine
the level of performance to which he will aspire in
the future.
PRINCIPLE 7

Provide rapid feedback on the performance of
each work team or individual. This necessitates the
use of reports and reporting procedures that are
understandable to workers and supervisors at the
department level so that they can analyze their
results and take corrective action of their own
initiative.
Conclusion
The seven games we have described above illustrate some of the dysfunctional consequences of
various budgeting procedures. Most of these (unintended) consequences result from a failure to
analyze adequately the development and implementation of a budget.
The budgeting procedure is a surprisingly complex business function which requires a careful consideration of several issues: ( 1 ) the degree of
participation in setting the budget estimates,
(2) the degree of emphasis the organization places
on the budget either by choice or due to the nature
of their business activity, (3) the differential
amounts of reinforcement associated with individual
or departmental performance, and (4) the amount
of control individuals or departments have over the
performance of their tasks. The seven principles
stated above are suggestions for improving the
development and implementation of a budget. ❑
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A COST-EFFECTIVENESS
APPROACH TO
MARKETING OUTLAYS
To act intelligently rather than to react blindly, marketing
managers must be able to measure the profit impact of the
various courses of action available to them.

By Arthur V. Corr
Marketing and distribution costs have recently begun to enjoy a new prominence. As they become
an increasingly large part of the overall sales dollar,
marketing costs become more and more critical to
the success of a business enterprise. In fact, for
many manufacturing companies, the cost to sell
and distribute its products exceeds the cost to produce them.
The New Marketing Concept
The "new marketing concept" —which is at
least twenty years old now —is the direct result of
the mature economy. It reflects the new emphasis
on the marketing function and a full recognition
of its critical nature. The adoption of this concept
has brought a reorganization of the corporate structure, and with it, a substantial amount of additional
activities and responsibilities to the marketing
function.
Traditionally in manufacturing companies the
marketing or selling effort came at the end of the
operating cycle after the goods were already produced. Usually the company was managed by the
owner /founder who invariably had an engineering
or mechanical background and an inventive bent.
He designed the products initially, set up the
manufacturing process and hired a salesman to sell
the factory's production. So long as production was
the limiting factor this worked fine, and unless the
owner/manager was incompetent he managed to
stay in business and make a profit.
Today we have, to a great extent, conquered the
problem of production; we can make as many
products as we can sell profitably. Business management is now spending more time and effort in
determining what there is a market for: what do
the customers want; in what sizes, shapes, colors
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /JANUARY 1976

and quantities; how much will they ' buy and at
what prices.
Today, the emphasis on profitable sales rather
than sales volume puts marketing at the beginning
of the operating cycle. Market research tries to
determine in advance the kinds of products that
can be sold, their quantities and prices. Management then asks what it will cost to make and to
sell (and whether it will be profitable enough)
before the decision is made to produce it. Marketing comes in at the end of the cycle too: selling
and distributing the products.
In recognition of its critical role in the economic
success of the enterprise, several activities and responsibilities have been shifted to the marketing
function. In more and more companies, marketing
management is responsible for warehousing, inventory control, product design and development, as
well as for product service, pricing, and credit and
collection. In addition, marketing management is
being given increased responsibility for financial
objectives such as product line profitability, territory contribution, and in some cases, return on investment.
Order-Getting Costs
Marketing and distribution costs can be grouped
into three broad categories: order - getting costs,
order - filling costs, and marketing- administration
costs. Our focus will be on the first category—the
costs of order - getting activities.
Order - getting costs are the costs of activities carried on to bring in the sales orders. They include
the costs of advertising and sales promotion, training and compensation of salesmen, and sales management and supervision. Order - filling costs are the
costs of filling sales orders — warehousing, inventory
handling, packaging and shipping, order processing,
billing, and credit and collection. Marketing ad-
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"...

we must
compare the
benefit with
the cost . . . "

ministration costs are the costs of marketing planning and organization, market research and forecasting, product design and development, and
product line planning.
Marketing managers are responsible for determining how much can be spent profitably on these
activities as a whole, and how much of the overall
budget should be spent on the different kinds of
order- getting activities. To act intelligently rather
than to react blindly, marketing managers must be
able to measure the profit impact of the various
courses of action available to them.

Determining Profit Impact
Direct costing and contribution accounting are
examples of decision - oriented techniques which
enable the manager to develop profit- impact information without making extensive analyses and adjustments. Likewise, the adoption of standard cost
systems and the extension of standards into the
marketing area also contribute to the development
of profit - impact information.

Exhibit 1
FINANCIAL APPRAISAL OF SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
(In thousands of dollars)
Additional sales revenue
Standard variable cost of sales
Production (45 %)
Marketing (10 %)
Total
Marginal income
Incremental fixed costs
Production
marketing-advertising
Total
Profit contribution before tax
Corporate income tax (50 %)
Profit contribution after tax

Optimizing Marketing Outlays

$800
360
80
440
360
20
100
120
240
120
$120

Profit contribution
Advertising outlay
120
100
1.2/1

=

—

-

Cost effectiveness ratio

Exhibit 2
COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF MARKETING EXPENSES
(In thousands of dollars)

$
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Profit contribution
Incremental
Net
$19,000
2,000
21,000
3,000
24,000
4,000
28,000
2,000
30,000
—0—
30,000
(1,000)
29,000
(3,000)
26,000
(5 000)
21,000
$

Marketing
expenses
5,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
9,000
10,000
11,000
12,000
13,000

1

In order to appraise specific marketing outlays
we must compare the benefit with the cost to determine the cost - effectiveness ratio. The relevant
measure of the cost - effectiveness is the amount of
profit added divided by the amount to be spent.
Consider, for example, a company preparing a
special $100,000 advertising campaign which is
expected to add $800,000 in sales volume. The
marketing manager cannot appraise it properly and
is not in a position to make a decision until he
knows what the profit impact is going to be.
Exhibit 1 illustrates the determination of the profit
impact and the calculation of the cost - effectiveness
ratio for the proposed advertising.
The increase in sales volume causes an automatic
increase in the variable costs. The increase in the
standard variable costs — production and marketing
—is deducted from sales to get incremental marginal income. From this, any incremental fixed or
period costs are deducted to get the profit impact
before taxes. Finally, income taxes at 50 percent
are deducted to arrive at the increase in net profit
of $120,000. By relating this to the amount of the
advertising outlay, $100,000, we get a cost-effectiveness ratio of 1.2 to 1.

Cost-effectiveness
ratio
Average Incremental
3.8
2
3.5
3
3.4
4
3.5
2
3.3
—03.0
(1)
2.6
(3)
2.2
1.6
(5)

The law of diminishing returns indicates that
as spending for marketing activities is increased,
there comes a point when the resulting profit contribution becomes less and less and finally becomes
negative. A company therefore will benefit from
increasing its marketing activities so long as the
incremental impact on profits remains greater than
zero, or to put it another way, so long as the incremental cost effectiveness is greater than zero.
Exhibit 2 illustrates the impact of continued increases in marketing activities on a company's net
profit.' It is essential that the analysis be done on
an incremental basis because each increment of
marketing expenses must be analyzed in terms of
its impact. In this example, we start our analysis
at the $5 million level of marketing expense because management is not considering anything less.
When spending for .telling effort is increased to
$6 million the net Frofit goes from $19 million to
$21 million. Thus the one million increment in
marketing outlays brings a two million increment in
net profits —a cost - effectiveness ratio of 2 to 1.
When spending is increased by another million the
cost - effectiveness ratio for that increment is 3 to 1
and so on. Based on this analysis, the company
could profitably increase its marketing activities to
the $9 million level, because each increment of
cost up to that point has a positive cost- effectiveness ratio. Beyond that level, the cost - effectiveness
ratio first becomes zero and then becomes negative.
An examination of the net profit amount clearly
shows there is no economic benefit to be gained
by increasing marketing outlays beyond $9 million.
I This analysis is based on holding other activities and costs constant while varying the order getting activities in the form of
marketing outlays. Provision, however, is made for proportionate
increases in variable cost of sales, incremental fe ed costs, and
corporate income taxes.
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Up to this point we have been dealing with
overall marketing expenses and we have developed
an approach to help marketing management decide
on how much should be spent for order - getting
activities. Marketing management is also faced with
the problem of allocating the available funds to the
various kinds of order - getting costs: advertising,
salesmen, and special promotions. The problem is
how to allocate the budget to these activities so
that the company's profit will be greatest. Here too
we can use the cost - effectiveness approach and the
cost - effectiveness ratio.
We must first determine what the impact on
sales will be as the outlay is increased for each
selling activity. Next, we use this information to
calculate the impact on net profit. For companies
with a direct costing system and current attainable
standards, this is a relatively simple matter. The
difficult part, which is the responsibility of the
marketing manager, is measuring the impact on
sales volume.
Exhibit 3 shows the profit contribution resulting
from various outlays for each of the selling activities. It also shows the amount of profit and the
cost - effectiveness ratio for every increment of cost
for each activity.z
At the $500,000 expense level, advertising reaches
a peak incremental cost - effectiveness ratio of 9 to 1.
If the budget permits, however, the manager could
continue to increase his profit contribution by increasing the advertising effort up to the $700,000
level. Increased activity beyond that point only
adds costs; the cost - effectiveness ratio becomes
negative.
The number of salesmen can be profitably increased up to an expense level of $600,000 for
salaries and travel. This amount does not include
salesmen's commissions; commissions are included
in the variable marketing costs and deducted from
sales to get the marginal income.
Each special promotion costs approximately

Advertising expense
Salesmen's expense
Special promotions

"We must
first determine
what the
impact on
sales will
be..."

$700,000
600,000
120,000

If the manager has to settle for a total budget of
$1,080,000, he can use the cost - effectiveness information to determine the most productive way to
allocate the funds. First he would allocate to each
activity enough funds to reach the peak cost -effectiveness ratio. Then he would allocate the remaining funds so as to equalize the cost - effectiveness
ratio from the last increment for each expense.
That combination would generate the largest profit
contribution allocated as follows:
Advertising expense
Salesmen's expense
Special promotions

$600,000
400,000
80,000

Exhibit 3
COST- EFFECTIVENESS OF SELLING ACTIVITIES
(In thousands of dollars)
Cost for:
Advertising
$ 100
200
300
400
500
600
700

Soo
900

Salesmen's salaries
and travel
$ 100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1 000
1

Special promotions
$ 20
40

60
80
100
120
140
160

Profit
contribution
$ 200
400

Soo

1,500
2,400
2,800
2,900
2,800
2,600

$ 200
600
1, 40 0

1,900
2,200
2,300
2,300
2,300
2,200
2,100
$ 140
240
320
400
460
480
470
450

Incremental cost effectiveness
Amount
Ratio
$-0200
2
40 0
4
700
7
900
9
40 0
4
100
1
(100)
(1)
(200)
(2)
-

Allocating the Marketing Budget

$20,000. The six most productive promotions have
positive incremental cost - effectiveness ratios, and
thus would justify the related expenditures. Beyond
those six, however, additional promotions are not
profitable; their cost - effectiveness ratios are negative.
With this analysis of the incremental cost -effectiveness of the different kinds of selling activities,
the manager is in a position to recommend and to
justify an overall budget of $1,420,000 made up of:

$-O400
800
500
300
100
-0-0(100)
(100)
$140
10 0

80
80
60
20
(10)
(20)

-

There are two important points to be noted
about this method of analysis. First, only future
costs and future revenues need be considered for
decision - making (we can't change the past). Second, the incremental approach is the relevant one.
Exhibit 2 shows that the average cost - effectiveness
ratio remains positive and substantial for all levels
of spending, thus providing no indication as to
the optimum level or the cut -off point. The incremental cost - effectiveness ratio, on the other hand,
indicates clearly there is nothing to be gained economically from spending more than $9 million for
marketing activities.
With such an analysis at hand, marketing management should argue strenuously for increasing
total outlays only so long as the incremental cost effectiveness is increasing, in this case up to $8
million. Up to that level each increment is more
productive than the previous one.

4
8
5
3
1
0
0
(1)
(1)
7
5
4
4
3
1
(.5)
(1)

I
For the purposes of this illustration, increments of $100,000 are as.
sumed for advertising and for salesmen's expense.
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"Decisions
imply the
future, and the
future at best,
is not certain."

The manager cannot improve the cost- effectiveness of the last increment of each expense by
transferring it to another activity. For example, if he
transfers $100,000 from advertising expense to
salesmen's expense he gives up a cost - effectiveness
ratio of 4 to 1 in return for one of 3 to I.
The marketing manager must recognize the relationships between, and the interdependence of,
the different selling activities. The effectiveness of
the salesman is influenced by the amount of advertising and promotion and vice versa. The manager must, therefore, incorporate this knowledge
into his analysis and he must exercise judgment in
deciding on the overall amount and the mix of selling effort.

Conclusion
In this article we have identified the relevant
approach and the appropriate economic measurement for planning and appraising marketing outlays: a cost - effectiveness approach based on incremental future costs and future revenues. It is not
easy but it is the only valid method.
Decisions imply the future, and the future at
best is not certain. Managers must therefore rely
on estimates regarding the environment and the
circumstances that are likely to prevail. The best
approximations --even if they are rough —of future
costs and revenues are more useful than precise
measurements of the past.

MEASURING COSTS: FULL ABSORPTION COST OR DIRECT COST?
Continued from page 24
of responsibility. It is not practical to hold a manager accountable for costs over which he has no
control. Once he learns he cannot control part of
the costs with which he is charged, his sense of
responsibility for controlling his direct costs somehow seems to weaken.
Further, managers must understand the consequences of their decisions if they are to perform
their functions properly. Management needs cost
data relevant to the decision - making process, i.e.,
accurate information of the costs that will be influenced by the decision. Frequently, these costs
are direct, or perhaps marginal, costs only.
For instance, assume that product line reporting
by the full costing method indicates a particular
product is unprofitable. Management must know
whether elimination of the product reduces costs,
and if so, how much, or whether such an action
would only reduce the contribution that the sale
of the "unprofitable" product is making to the
recovery of joint fixed costs.
Henry T. Weathers, "Managerial Profitability," Management
Accounting, July 1974.

7

S6

Allocating indirect costs not only confounds control and complicates decision - making, but also distorts results of operations.' Distortion occurs because different bases of allocation effect different
results: an "equitable" portion of indirect costs
allocable to a cost objective depends on the base
used to represent "equity" and to effect correlation
of cost with benefit. Different bases of allocation
produce different allocations to cost objectives.
Summary
For various and unrelated reasons, several trends
are under way within the Federal Government
which encourage adoption of the full absorption/
full costing method of accounting. As support for
full absorption costing increases, we should not
forget the value of marginal cost measurement,
direct cost measurement, variable cost measurement, or any measurement tool available to us
merely because the methodology of that tool is
not in vogue at the present. The management accountant must continue to remind himself that the
proper measure of the cost of any cost objective
depends upon the use for which the cost data are
needed or required.
❑
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INSTALLMENT
METHOD OF
ACCOUNTING
The idea behind the installment method of accounting is that
it ena bles merchants to actually receive in cash the profit rising
out of each insta llment before the tax is paid.

By Vincent B. Grande
If you are a distributor of a manufacturer's product
that is financed and sold primarily by a security
agreement, then you are automatically eligible to
use the installment method of accounting.' The
volume of your operation is not important. Actually,
the smaller the volume, the more meaningful is
the method from a cash flow position. Under the
installment method, only that portion of profit
realized as each installment is collected is taxed in
a given year. In other words, the idea behind the
installment method of accounting is that it would
enable merchants to actually receive in cash the
profit rising out of each installment before the tax
was paid. For example, if you sold a property for
$2,400 and received in payment 24 equal installments of $100, you would figure your tax as follows:
Sales of property
Cost of sales
Gross profit (25 %)

$2,400
11800
$ 600

Monthly installments
Taxable income per installment
received ($100 X 25 %)

$ 100
$

25

So if
$ 600 was collected in the year of sale
$1,200 was collected in the second year
$ 600 was collected in the third year
Then
The income reported on the installment basis for
these three years would be:
1st year
2nd year
3rd year

$150
$300
$150

(25% X $ 600)
(25% X $1,200)
(25% X $ 600)
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Should your corporation be in a 50 percent tax
bracket, then use of the installment method would
be a distinct advantage. You would pay the tax as
the proceeds were collected in each period rather
than advance the full tax from your own funds.
You would determine the amount of gross income
to report each year by multiplying the aggregate
amount of installment payments received during
the year by the percentage of gross profit realized
or to be realized on the installment sales. The percentage of gross profit is determined by subtracting your cost of sales from the full sales price and
dividing the difference by the full sales price.
Ordinarily, the installment method of accounting can be used by persons who:
1. Regularly sell or dispose of personal property on
the installment plan,
2. Sell or dispose of real property, or
3. Casually sell or dispose of personal property (not
inventory) for more than $1,000.2
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Pledging the Contract
It is assumed that in most instances the product
sold under the installment sale will have to be paid
for, which in turn necessitates the need to pledge
the contract and borrow funds.g To qualify under
a pledged contract, the IRS requires that:

This article was
submitted through the
Knoxville Chapter.

1. The taxpayer must not receive the face value of
the paper he pledges.
2. The taxpayer must make and control all collecs T he s ec urity agreement is the ins trument us ed b y the distributor
to obtain " purc hase" mo ney. However, by endorsing the dis tribu.
tor's rights to the lending institution, either with or without rec aus e , the money immed iately becomes taxable income. To cir� up_Md ent this, the us ual method o f furn ishing such security is to
ge"' the co ntract thereby eliminating a specific loan for a
fie contra ct which is prohibited by the Internal Revenue
ce i[ the installment method of accounting is to be used.
s See IRC Sec. 1.453.

ery

Mer ely de si gnat ing any transact ion as a pl e dge will no t suffice.
The c o nt e nt s of the agr e em e nt bet we en the le nde r and bo rr ower
will be take n int o c o ns i der at i o n whe n a de t e rm i nat i o n i s m ade if
co nt r ac t i s act ual ly pl edged.
7

87

"A method of
recording the
installment
sales
transactions
can be
adapted to
your own
accounting
system."

tions, granting of credit, granting of extensions,
calculations of any pay -offs, etc.
3. The transaction must be closed to the loaning
institution except in the event of default of the
taxpayer on its obligations to the financing institution.
4. Repossessions must remain the total responsibility of the taxpayer.
5. The taxpayer's liability to the financing institution must be direct and can in no way be contingent upon payments received by him on specific contracts.
4

The only notification that must be given to the
Internal Revenue Service is in the first taxable year
in which a distributor makes an installment sale.
This return must indicate that the installment
method of accounting is being adopted. To make
an effective revocation, notice must be filed before
the expiration of the three years next following the
date on which the taxpayer filed his return for the
first year he elected the installment method. Should
a distributor revoke an installment election, he may
not re -elect that method until the fifth year following the year he initially elected the installment
method.
Prior to establishing the installment method of
accounting, you could visit other distributorships
that have such programs in operation. Even better
would be to visit a dealer whose installment method
of accounting has passed the test of an Internal
Revenue agent's audit, You should also review a
Period of at least two years, during which time you
have had paper discounted, to determine what the
installment method of accounting would have done
for you. In making this analysis, sum up the sales
included in discounted contracts and find the relationship of this sum to total sales, as well as the
following:
1. Gross profit realized
2. Amount financed
3. Interest included in the contract
4. Interest paid when contract was discounted
5. The net interest earned if there is participation
4

See also, Elmer, 65 F. 2d (CA -2 1933).
" As a matter of p res entauo n of the ins tallment ac c ounts o n the
financial statements, the AICPA (ARB No. 43) specifically provides for inclusion within current assets of "ins tallment or deferred accounts and notes receivable if they conform generally
to no rmal trad e p rac tic es and terms within the business ". Thus,
installment contracts may be clas sified as current regardless of the
length of the collection period.
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6. Average number of months per contract
7. Projection of deferred profit (if the installment
method had been employed) along with the
interest earned
Setting Up the Accounting System
After reaching an affirmative decision, a meeting
with your banker or lending agent is suggested. At
such a meeting all the facts that have thus far
been accumulated should be discussed freely and
openly. The fact that taxes can be deferred and
that the money would be utilized to advantage in
a profitable operation is, of course, important to
distributor and banker alike.
After all details have been mutually agreed upon,
the setting up of the accounting system is next in
line of importance. A method of recording the
installment sales transactions can be adapted to
your own accounting system. The important thing
is that maintenance of proper records is of utmost
importance in order to substantiate future audits.
Part of the system should include the means whereby the year -end information can be acquired with
the least amount of confusion to arrive at the deferred profit and interest.' At the year end, each
open installment receivable account should list as
a minimum the following:
1. Date of sale and customer
2. Item purchased and serial number
3. Selling price and cost of goods sold
4. Gross profit amount and percentage
5. Down payment —cash and /or trade -in
6. Date and amount of note
7. Finance charge
S. Number and amount of payments
9. Installments paid and those remaining unpaid
10. Average interest per month
11. Deferred finance charge
12. Installment note balance
13. Principal balance
14. Deferred profit
15, .'anticipated profit for following year
Conclusion
There are many challenging and interesting facets
of money management that can be utilized in attaining company goals. One of those goals can be
reached through the effective employment of the
installment method of accounting and reporting
sales.
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LIFE CYCLE COSTING
In its broadest application, an LCC analysis may be used to
estimate all relevant costs, both present and future, in the
decision - making process of selecting from among various
alternative products.

By Gary E. White and Phillip F. Ostwald
The life cycle cost (LCC) of an item is the sum
of all funds expended in support of the item from
its conception and fabrication, through its operation
to the end of its useful life., In its broadest application an LCC analysis may be used to estimate all
relevant costs, both present and future, in the decision- making process of selecting from among various alternative products. For example, this analysis
would be performed by a manufacturer who is contemplating development and production of a new
product for use or general sale, or considering different design characteristics for special -order products.
The benefit of an LCC analysis lies in the framework it provides for specifying the estimated total
incremental costs of developing, producing, and
using a particular item. The life cycle costs thus
provide the "pool" of relevant cost information for
particular decisions related to the item such as pricing, make -or -buy, capital investment, and many
others.

Life Cycle Cost Structure
Usually, the life cycle cost structure is separated
into three major components. These consist of engineering and development, production and implementation, and operation. The detailed costs for
each component will depend on the particular project, system, or product under consideration. The
key principle, in any case, is that these costs represent the estimated direct and incremental costs associated with the item. Exhibit 1 illustrates the
three major cost components of life cycle costs as
related to time. Certain underlying assumptions
concerning the rate and timing of the various costs
which necessarily vary among different items are
evident. The total estimated future costs at any
point in the life cycle would be based on discounted
present value estimates which could be used for
comparison with other decision alternatives. For example, operating funds necessary to implement a
program can be greater than the original research
and development investment money required. MoreMANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING /JANUARY 1976

over, a product with higher development and investment costs but lower operating costs may, depending on service life, be a least -cost product. An
LCC analysis also encourages a trade -off between
one -time costs and recurring costs.

Example
Assume that an aerospace firm has issued a request for bids on a vacuum chamber design to simulate high altitude pressures for electronic equipment.
Two firms have submitted conceptual designs and
LCC analyses. The aerospace firm, having more than
one technically qualified vendor is able to perform
an LCC trade -off study to ascertain the vacuum
chamber with the lowest LCC In preparation for
the design bid the following data are required for
an LCC analysis.
.2

1. Cost elements
2. Operating profile of the user
3. Utilization factors
4. Costs at current prices
5. Current cost projections with inflation indices
6. Costs discounted to base period, and discount
factors
7. Sums of discounted and undiscounted costs
The vendors estimate and classify the cost elements into the three major categories of engineering,
production, and operation. We will not concern ourselves with the vendors' cost estimating problems,
but rather we assume that the vendors have provided
bid prices which include their share of the costs,
primarily engineering and production, plus a profit.
In addition to the prices, the vendors provide the
data contained in Exhibit 2.
Note that some of the factors indicate operating
costs incurred during the life of the equipment. Two
I

The concept of life cycle costing has been employed by the
Department of Defense in analyzing the cost effectiveness of various
systems and projects and its principles can also be used in commercial applications.
S
It is necessary that the vendors and the firm deve lop a mutual
trust in creating these data. Cooperation is required, and the firm
must protect the vendor's cost data by ethical standards of information conduct.
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common cost parameters are mean time between
failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR).
Power consumption rate and preventive maintenance routines such as the cycle and the preventive
maintenance rate are additional required information.
The firm provides the operating profile for the
equipment. This permits calculation of the periodic
maintenance experiences. The operating profile has
a repetition time and contains all the operating and
nonoperating modes of the equipment. It is sometimes possible to have operating profiles internal
to other operating profiles, For trade -off studies,
vendors must be evaluated with the same operating
profile. In our case, this means that we must know
our usage of the vacuum chamber. The operating
profile tells when the equipment will be operated;
Exhibit 1
STAGES OF LIFE CYCLE COSTS

Number of PM

Annual
cost

Engineering
and
development
cost

the utilization factors tell us how or in what way the
equipment will be operating during each mode. For
example, in the vacuum chamber, the diffusion
pump may run 60 percent of the time; while in the
shutdown mode it may not run. Instead, a roughing
pump may hold a nominal vacuum.
The aerospace firm estimates its own operating
profile, and determines that a continuous three shift
operation for about one -third of a year of 2,920
hours per year for two years is necessary. This is
applicable to both vacuum pumps. Using the manning requirements and labor rates (accounting for
time and a half and fringe costs) it finds that vendor
A's product requires 2,920 hours per year times
eight dollars per hour times one man per machine
equals $23,360. Vendor B's product requires 2,920
hours per year times eight dollars per hour times
two men per machine equals $46,720.
Labor for preventive maintenance (PM) actions
is calculated from the formula
actions = Scheduled operating hours
PM cycle time

For vendor A's product the number of preventive
maintenance actions is 2,920/160 equals 19. Since
each action uses four hours, we would have 76 hours
of PM time for a total yearly cost of $456 (76 hours
times $6 per hour) . For vendor B's product the
yearly cost is $816.
The vendors supply information indicating that
vendor A's product will fail every 500 hours and
vendor B's product will fail every 300 hours. These
figures are the mean time between failures. The cost
of corrective maintenance can be found using the
formula:

Production
and
implementation
cost
Operating
cost

End of
life cycle

Ccm =VT—Br(MTTR)C,,,.
where
Cc, = Cost for corrective maintenance /year

Time

SOH = Scheduled operating hours
MTBF = Mean hours between failures
MTTR = Mean hours to repair
C = Cost of maintenance labor

Exhibit 2
COST DATA FOR LCC ANALYSIS
Data
source
Mfgr
Customer's
specification
Installation
Owner
Mfgr
Manning
Manning labor rate
Owner
Mean time between failures
Mfgr
Mfgr
Mean time to repair
Mfgr
Preventive maintenance cycle
Preventive maintenance
Mfgr
downtime
Maintenance labor rate
Owner
Parts and supplies cost
Mfgr
(% of product price)
Mfgr
Input power
Owner
Cost per kwh
Cost item
Product price
Equipment life

40

jDe

For vendor A's product we have:
Estimate
vendor A
$200,000
2 yrs

Estimate
vendor B
$170,000
2 yrs

$3,000
1 man
$8 /hr
500 hrs
1 wk
160 hrs

$4,000
2 men
$8 /hr
300 hrs
2 wks
180 hrs

4 hrs
$6 /hr

8 hrs
$6 /hr

1%
8.0 kw
$.025

2%
9.0 kw
$.025

Cam _ 2,
hrs
(40 hrs) ($6 /hr) = $1,400
500
00 hrs
For vendor B's product the annual costs are computed as $4,672.
Inasmuch as a two -year period is concerned,
proper economic analysis makes it imperative that
the future estimated costs be discounted to present
values. (We have omitted this portion of the analysis due to its wide coverage in other sources.) Similarly, the future effects of inflation or deflation on
recurring costs should be considered and then discounted back to the present time. Exhibit 3 presents the extended data for a comparison of the
Continued on page 42
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EFFICIENCY AND
EFFECTIVENESS
Even though the efficiency rating of an operation may be at, or
close to, 100 percent, it does not necessarily indicate the
operation is effective.

By H. Virgil Stephens
Efficiency reports usually express performance results in terms of a percentage of a predetermined
norm or standard. If the standard daily production
for an operation is 10,000 units, and the actual production is 9,700 units, the efficiency rating for that
day's operation is 97 percent. If standard production
is properly determined, the efficiency rating indicates
this operation is close to expectations, but still has
room for improvement.

Efficient Isn't Effective
Even though the efficiency rating of an operation
may be at, or close to, 100 percent, it does not
necessarily indicate the operation is effective. As
described by one authority on management, efficiency describes the ability to do things right,
whereas effectiveness is the ability to get the right
things done."
If a department's operations were 100 percent
efficient, it would indicate the department did right
what it did. But did it do the right work? To find
this out we need an effectiveness performance index as well as an efficiency performance index.
An operation could be efficient but ineffective if,
for example, it efficiently produced a product out
of the sequence needed to satisfy a customer need
(produce unneeded inventory rather than a rush
customer order), or if it produced efficiently on a
high -cost facility while a low -cost facility had
excess capacity. In both examples, daily manufacturing reports might well indicate highly efficient
performance, but might also obscure ineffectiveness
in a way that would not direct attention to corrective action for days, weeks, or even months.
An Example
Let us establish a hypothetical effectiveness index.
Assume a continuous operation can either produce a
product molded to size and package it at the end of
the facility, or produce a product blank to be set
aside for molding and packaging through some other
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

facility. Further assume it is much less costly to !Adak
produce, mold, and package the product in the
initial facility than it is to set it aside for molding
and packaging in subsequent operations. If orders
were uniformly and consistently available to match
the capacity of the operation, or if the quality of the
product were always equal to the particular product quality demands for the product being manufactured, then the operation would always mold to
H. V. STEPHENS
size and pack in the initial facility. But because
shipment and order demands are not uniform, and East Tennessee
1965, is Vice
because product quality does not always match cur- Chapter
President of Finance of
rent product - quality demands, the operation will ASG Industries, Inc.,
both produce to size and package at the initial Kingsport, Tenn. Mr.
facility, and produce for subsequent facilities mold- Stephens, a CPA,
ing and packaging. Standards are set for both opera- received his B.S.
degree in Business
tions as follows:
Administration from
Units produced
per hour
Producing blanks for
subsequent processing
Producing finished units

1,000
800

Percent
of time
331/,3
66 2/3

To be efficient, the operation would produce 1,000 units per hour when producing blanks for subsequent operations and 800 units per hour when
producing the finished product. To be effective the
operation would try to maximize production of
finished units. It is expected this will be accomplished 66% percent of the time. Exhibit 1 shows
a day's production and resulting efficiency calcula.
tions for a department in the operation.
If the department's efficiency performance of 101
percent were consolidated into a manufacturing report summarizing all departments' operations, it
would appear this operation was efficient, which it
was. But it was not effective, because only 25 per.
cent of the time was spent producing the finished
product. What is therefore needed is an effectiveness percent.

the University of
Tennessee and his
M.B.A. degree from
East Tennessee State
University. He is a
Past President of his
Chapter.
This article was
submitted through the
East Tennessee
Chapter.

' Peter F. Drucker, Tke Effective Executive, Harper & Row, New
York, N.Y., 1966, p. 2.
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"... reporting

an operation's
efficiency may
not be
enough . . . "

Exhibit 1
CALCULATION OF DEPARTMENTAL EFFICIENCY
Production
hours
Producing blanks for subsequent processing
Producing finished units

Computing Effectiveness
One way of computing an effectiveness percent
would be to calculate the percent of expected time
the operation produced finished products. Using the
above example, the effectiveness percent would be
calculated by dividing the time spent producing
finished units (6 hours) by the standard time spent
producing finished units (16 hours: 66 2/3 X 24
hours). This yields an effectiveness percent of 37.5.
If this effectiveness performance were summarized
into a manufacturing report, there would likely be
considerable difference in the reviewer's appraisal of
the department's operation compared to what the
appraisal would have been if only the efficiency performance had been reported. Where the efficiency
performance may have lulled the reviewing manager

18
6
24

Units
standard
production
18,000
4,800
22,800

Units
actual
production
19,000
4,000
23,000

Efficiency
106%
8350
101%

into a false sense of satisfaction, the effectiveness
performance would likely cause him to initiate action to find out why the right things were not being
done (in this case, producing the finished product in
the initial operation) .

Conclusion
Effective manufacturing managers manage by
exception, reviewing operating results and devoting
their attention to those areas where performance
is not equal to expectation. Because reporting an
operation's efficiency may not be enough or may
possibly be even misleading, an effectiveness index,
where one can be computed, may prove more useful
to aid the manager in determining how his time is
to be allocated. The management accountant should
be able to design such a reporting system.
El

LIFE CYCLE COSTING
Continued from page 40
products of the two vendors. Only the incremental
costs which are estimated to differ between the
models should be included in the analvsis. The
higher initial cost of vendor A's product with its
better maintenance performance and lower operating cost returns the economy in terms of operating
performance and has the lowest LCC.

Conclusion
The chief benefit of an LCC analysis consists of
the overall framework for considering total incremental costs to be incurred during the life of a
project, product or system, and the focus that the
analysis places on operating parameters, e.g., operating profiles, utilization factors, mean time between
failures, mean time to repair, and maintenance
cvcles. Thus, LCC emphasizes very careful estimation of operating costs in addition to the initial investment in development and production costs. ❑
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Exhibit 3
LCC TRADE -OFF ANALYSIS OF TWO
COMPETITIVE PRODUCTS FOR
TWO YEARS
Cost
Product price
Installation
Manning labor
(two years)
Preventive maintenance
(two years)
Corrective maintenance
(two years)
Power requirements
(@ .025 /kwh.)
Parts and supplies cost
(@ 1% and 2% of
product price
respectively)
Total

Vendor A
$200,000
3 000

Vendor 8
$170,000
4,000

46,720

93,440

912

1,632

2.800

9,344

1,168

1,314

2,000
$256,600

3,400
$283,130

1
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REVENUE RECOGNITION
AND DISCLOSURE ON
LONG -TERM CONTRACTS
A fairly typical example of what we found was the company that
has a current asset account titled "Accounts receivable from
customers under long -term contracts not yet billed —less
payments." That account is almost three times larger than the
net income of the company and represents ten percent of its
total assets.

By Richard J. Freeman
Accounting theorists have long been concerned with
the question of when revenue should be recognized.
The many circumstances involved in recognizing
income provide unique problems. These problems
require a judgment factor in estimating both costs
and revenues and in determining their certainty.
The concern here is whether these judgment factors
are compatible with economic reality.
In a study undertaken to determine the adequacy
of the disclosure, an effort was made to determine
whether a rational basis of revenue recognition also
existed. The research was focused on the financial
statements of firms with long -term contracts and the
methods used for revenue recognition.

method and the completed contract method. In
matching income with effort the percentage Of completion method is the most appealing since it
snatches revenues and effort on a periodic basis.
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 45 describes this
method as follows:
"The committee recommends that recognized
income be that percentage of total income,
either:
a. that incurred costs to date bear to estimated
total costs after giving effect to estimates of
costs to complete based upon most recent
information or,
b. that may be indicated by such other measure of progress toward completion as may
be appropriate having due regard to work
performed." 1

Disclosure
We are concerned first with whether or not the
contracts involved are materially significant. If they
are deemed to be significant they should be presented in a manner which fully exposes their economic impact as well as the rationale of the income
recognition method used. Since financial analysis is
frequently concerned with measuring cash flows, the
various accounts should be classified in such a manner that they will not confuse or mislead the analyst.
One example of an improper classification would be
when the long -term receivables are included in the
current asset section of the balance sheet. This
would render a false impression of liquidity.
We are concerned also with the point in time
when the income is recognized. Currently, the two
accepted methods for recognizing income on longterm contracts are the percentage of completion
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

The completed contract method recognizes income irregularly as contracts are completed (or
almost completed) . The theory behind this method
is that all uncertainty is eliminated when revenue is
recognized.2 Accounting Research Bulletin No. 45
states:

R. J. FREEMAN
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at the Buckeye Union
Insurance Co., Division
of Continental Corp.,
Columbus, Ohio. Mr.
Freeman holds a B.A.
degree in Economics
from Ohio Wesleyan
University and an
M.B.A. degree from
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This article was
submitted through the
Boston Chapter.

"When the completed contract method is
used, an excess of accumulated costs over related billings should be shown in the balance
sheet as a current asset, and an excess of ac.
cumulated billings over related costs should
Accounting Research Bulletin No. 45, para. 4.
= It is often also appropriate under this method to allocate general
and administrative expenses to the contract.
I
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"When the
estimate is
highly
uncertain ...
the completed
contract
method should
be used."

be shown among the liabilities, in most cases
as a current liability. If costs exceed billings on
some contracts, and billings exceed costs on
others, the contracts should ordinarily be
segregated so that the figures on the asset side
include only those contracts on which costs
exceed billings, and those on the liability side
include only those on which billings exceed
costs. It is suggested that the asset item be
described as 'costs of uncompleted contracts
in excess of related billings' rather than as
'inventory' or 'work in process,' and that the
item on the liability side be described as 'billings on uncompleted contracts in excess of
related costs.'
"

3

The criteria in choosing one of these two basic
methods for recognizing revenue depends on the
certainty of the costs and revenue estimates. When
the estimate is highly uncertain, revenue should not
be recognized and the completed contract method
should be used. When it is reasonably assured the
percentage of completion method best matches the
income with the related effort. For cost plus type
contracts, the percentage of completion method
should always be used while for fixed fee, the situation could vary. In any case, there should be significant disclosure of the reason for using a particular method as well as the financial impact of the
method.
The Study
The study consisted of an examination of 43
annual reports of stock exchange listed companies.
The intent had been to classify the companies according to industry, but most of them were diversified and did not report by product lines. The companies were engaged in several of the following
industries: airplane construction, aerospace construction, electronics, large plant construction, ship
building, building oil refinery and transportation systems, and capital equipment manufacturing.
We analyzed the financial statements and all
footnotes pertaining to the method of income
recognition. Our intent was to determine whether
rational bases were given for the methods used and
whether sufficient information was provided to make
a proper economic assessment of each situation. We
found that in general, the data tended to be very incomplete. However, there was sufficient detail to
establish that the contracts were important, and
that of the 43 corporations, 32 used the percentage
of completion method of income recognition, eight
used the completed contract method, and three used
a Accounti n Research Bulletin No. 45, para. 12.
4
On cost pus type contracts most mentioned using percentage of
completion, where revenue is assured.
"One of the companies used a different method which it claimed
was a percentage of completion type, "related primarily to shipments or in the case of nuclear contracts to direct labor incurred."
It seems as though the second of these two conditions does take
into account the higher start -up costs in the beginning and relates
the revenue recognition more closely to the economic transformation process.
One of the companies used 90 percent completion as the critical
event.
I
Although the statements made little reference to contracts, these
segregated accounts frequently were several times larger than the
net income for the year.
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both methods. Of the 32 corporations using the
percentage of completion method, 11 had a short
one -line statement stating that the percentage of
completion method was used exclusively.4 (There
was one lengthier type of footnote which described
the percentage of completion as being calculated by
dividing incurred costs by currently estimated total
costs and making an immediate deduction for an
expected loss in the period during which the loss becomes apparent.) Nowhere, though, were there
references to any contracts or reasons for using a
particular method. One must assume that the revenues were reasonably assured. Three companies used
the qualifying word "generally" meaning sometimes
the completed contract method was used which
could represent an arbitrary inconsistency or the
company may be unsure of the probitability of the
contract.-,
Two companies using the percentage of completion method received qualified opinions from their
auditors. One of these companies claimed additional
revenue on a government contract which in the
opinion of the auditor was doubtful. The other
company claimed $205,000,000 in revenues for an
Iranian contract where additional costs had not been
renegotiated. In both instances there are no detailed
descriptions or any mention of what the losses might
amount to financially. This raises the question as to
how many companies are using the percentage of
completion method for what may be unethical
reasons. There is no way of determining this from
the annual reports in most cases.
The completed contract method was used by
only eight companies. Most of them recognized
income when the goods were shipped.e The remaining three companies used both methods.
Although a few companies did mention the products involved in their contracts, the method of
revenue recognition was usually inadequately explained. There was no product line reporting or
schedules illustrating costs, income recognized, billings, collections or completion time in the notes to
the financial statement, which made it impossible
to accurately judge whether a company was using
these methods properly.
Since the footnotes did not provide sufficient
detail to determine economic impact, the texts of
the financial statements were also analyzed. Of the
43 companies, only 24 had accounts which could be
segregated as being the result of just long -term
contracts. Often these contracts were included in an
account such as "accounts receivable including
contracts," which gave no indication as to the size
of the contracts. A typical segregated current asset
account was "unbilled costs and accrued profits on
long -term contracts." The fact that the costs and
accrued profits were often mixed together made it
impossible to determine to what extent profits were
a result of percentage of completion estimates.' A
fairly typical example of what we found was the
company that has a current asset account titled
"Accounts receivable from customers under longterm contracts not yet billed —less payments." That
Continued on page 52
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A VOTE FOR THE
PROBABILISTIC
PRO FORMA
INCOME STATEMENT
The task of developing a probability distribution for income
statement items is not a difficult one. The technique has been
tried on a number of people and it appears to be very successful.

By Edmund J. Hail and Richard J. Kolkmann
The information gathering process used in preparing a budget, as it is currently applied, will generally restrict the flow of relevant financial information. People supplying budgeting and forecasting
information are forced to describe a whole year's
activity with the unrealistic assumption that things
will go as planned. The reason for this assumption
may be that it has been impossible to process all
the information potentially available.,
In this day and age, the power production department of a company may submit a fuel expense
budget with the qualification that if the Middle
East situation changes drastically, then fuel prices
are likely to change. Another situation likely to be
encountered today is that a division manager will
submit a revenue budget with the qualification that
if the economy does go into a severe downturn, sales
to industrial customers will be significantly less
than budgeted. The question is, "How do you make
use of all the relevant information that people
have but which they are not able to include in their
budgets ?" The answer is to use a digital computer
and statistical techniques. It is now possible to use
all the information available to develop a meaningful budget and company -wide income statement.
The technique leads to the development of a probabilistic pro forma income statement, also known
as a stochastic pro forma income statement.
Conceptually, this method involves nothing more
than the development of an income statement
which is based on the realization that it is impossible to predict exactly what will happen in the
future. It is in fact a projected income statement
in which the values of a number of items such as
revenues, expenses, property taxes, etc., are described
by a best estimate and a probability distribution.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

The pro forma income statement now in use is,
in essence, a simple financial model of the company's operation in the coming year. In this simple,
deterministic model there is no uncertainty considered whatsoever. The model assumes that only
one value of revenue will occur, one value of expense will occur, and one value of property tax will
occur, etc. Consequently, only one value of earnings per share can be calculated. In a probabilistic
or stochastic income statement, the items are described by a best estimate and a probability distribution. The items are combined in a computer
program so that appropriate consideration is given
to the probability distributions of each item. The
output would be a probability distribution of earnings per share for the coming year.
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The Probability Distribution
The task of developing a probability distribution
is not a difficult one. The technique has been tried
on a number of people and it appears to be very
successful. Assume that the probability distribution
for property taxes for an upcoming budget year is
to be established 2 The first step is to find an expert
in the area of property taxes. For the purpose of
discussion, assume that the manager of the property
tax department is that expert. A horizontal line is
drawn on a piece of paper and the manager is asked
for his best estimate of property taxes for that
coming year. A mark is placed somewhere in the
middle of this horizontal line and labeled with the

This article was
submitted through the
Shreveport Chapter.

1

Have yo u ever had a d ep artment manager s ub mit a b ud get to
you, fo r examp le, on prop erty taxes, and then qualify. it verbally
with the s tatement that it is bas ed on a p artic ular mill rate levy,
but there is a go od chanc e that the mill rate may be inc reased o r
decreased.
1
Preferably this exercise would be done after the property tax
manager had submitted his b es t es tim ate fo r p r o p n taxes. The
reason fo r this is that his s taff wo uld have aheady d o ne a great
deal o f thinking and res earc h on the to pic and wo uld have formulated opinions and ideas.
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value that he has given. The manager is then asked
for his estimate of the highest value that property
taxes could be in the coming year. A mark is placed
on the far right -hand side of the horizontal line and
labeled with the value that he has given. He is then
asked for his estimate of the lowest foreseeable
value for property taxes. Again a hark is placed on
the line, this time on the far left -hand side and
labeled with the value he has given. This establishes the range of values that will be worked with
in the subsequent questioning. The manager is then
told that he has 100 chances to work with. He must
divide up those 100 chances on either side of his
best estimate line. He may place 50 chances to the
left of the best estimate and 50 to the right, meaning that there is an equal chance that property
taxes will be above or below his best estimate. He
may assign 70 below and 30 above or 60 above and
40 below. He is asked to assign these chances in
such a way that they reflect his feelings as to the
probability of observing values of property taxes
above or below his best estimate. The figures that
he gives are penciled in above and below the best
estimate.
For example, assume $10 million for the best
estimate, $12 million for the high estimate, and $7
million for the low estimate. Also assume that the
manager has assigned 60 of his chances between $7
million and $10 million and that he has assigned
the remaining 40 chances between $10 million and
$12 million ( See Exhibit 1 Step 1) . Next, consider the range between $10 million and $12 million. Place a mark midway between the two values
and label it $11 million. The manager is then asked
to subdivide his 40 chances between $10 million
and $11 million, and $11 million and $12 million.
Assume that he believes 30 chances belong between
$10 million and $11 million, and the remaining 10
chances between $11 million and $12 million (See
Exhibit 1 Step 2). The range $10 million to $11
million is divided in half as was done previously.
The same is also done with the range $11 -$12 million. The manager is asked to split his 30 chances between $10 million and $10.5 million and between
$10.5 million and $11 million. Assume that 20
chances go between $10 million and $10.5 million,
and 10 chances between $10.5 million and $11
million ( See Exhibit 1 Step 3) . He is then asked
to split his 10 chances between $11 million and
$11.5 million and $11.5 million and $12 million.
For the sake of discussion, assume that the 10
chances are split equally —five chances between
$11 million and $11.5 million and five chances between $11.5 million and $12 million. At this point
the manager may state that he isn't able to make
any finer breakdowns between costs (See Exhibit
1 Step 4). In that case, the same approach as explained above is applied to the range between $7
million and $10 million. If the manager were able
to subdivide the high range even further, the questioning would continue to the point where he
would tell us that he would not have enough information to make any finer distinctions. For the
sake of simplicity, assume the manager wanted to

place 20 chances between $7 million and $8.5
million and 40 chances between $8.5 million and
$10 million, and that he wasn't able to further
subdivide these intervals ( See Exhibit 1 Step 5) .
With this information a probability distribution
for property tax expense can be developed. The distribution is developed as a curve and the area under
the curve is equal to unity or (1) . Therefore, the
100 chances that were used to divide the probability
range are equivalent to the area of 1 unit.3 Probability distribution curves are developed by working
with the equation for the area of a rectangle (i.e.,
area equals height times length). In this case, the
area is calculated by dividing the number of chances
assigned to a given interval by 100; the length
corresponds to the range of dollar values on the
horizontal axis. What needs to be determined is
the height of the rectangle.
The range between $8.5 million and $10 million
will be used as an example. This range was assigned
40 chances; dividing this by 100 gives us an area
or .4. The area, .4, is then divided by the length
of the interval —in this case the range between
$8.5 million and $10 million, or 1.5. Dividing .4
by 1.5 gives a height of .26 units. This calculation
is performed for each of the final subdivisions. The
rectangles thus obtained are used to construct a
bar graph, and a smooth curve is then drawn
through the tops of these rectangles to develop a
probability distribution for property taxes for the
upcoming year (See Exhibit 1 Step 6) .

Monte Carlo Simulation Technique
The same technique may be used for all other
expense items that are not interrelated. In the case
where income statement items are interrelated, a
somewhat more involved process will have to be
undertaken.
The probability distributions obtained in this
manner may be combined to produce a probability
distribution for earnings per share. The process
used has been commonly referred to as a Monte
Carlo simulation technique. For a simple example,
assume that pension costs and property taxes are
the only two items that have relevant probability
distributions and that they are independent of each
other. All other income statement items will be
assumed to have only one value.
The probability distributions for pension costs
and property taxes are input, along with the other
fixed values for income statement items, into a
computer program. Computationally, the program
subtracts the various fixed expense items from
revenues until the item, pension costs, is reached.
At that time a value for pension costs is selected
at random from the probability distribution,' giving
When the manager was asked to allocate the chances, he was
asked, in essence, to assign areas to the probabilfty distribution
curve. Because 100 chances were used, and in the e nd this must
represent I unit, all the breakdowns of chances must be divided by
100. For example, the 40 chances between $10 million and $12
million represents an area of .4 of 1 unit.
4 The reason a value for pension costs and a value for property taxes
can be selected at random from their respective probability distributions is that the items are independent of one another. In.
cre ases or decreases in property taxes are not dependent upon
increases or decreases in pension costs. With this technique the
value of earnings per share is dependent only on the probahibty of
occurrence of the various values of expense items.
3
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due consideration to the probability of occurrence
of that value. The value picked for pension costs
is then subtracted from revenues. The program
then continues to subtract the remaining fixed expense items from revenues until the item, property
taxes, is reached. At that time, a value from the
probability distribution of property tax is selected
at random and entered as an expense. The program then continues on until a value of balance for
common is calculated. This value is then stored
in the program as one occurrence. The program
then starts at the beginning again and continues
through the routine. This may be done perhaps
300 times yielding 300 values for balance for common. From these 300 values, various statistics may
be calculated and statements made as to the probability of occurrence of various ranges of balance
for common and, subsequently, earnings per shares

The Probability Distribution
of Earnings per Share
(Questions that might reasonably be expected at
this point are, "What would a probabilistic income
statement do for me? Ilow would it help ?" These
questions can be answered by considering the insight it provides in terms of earnings per share.
With a stochastic income statement it would be
possible to make the following statements:
1. The most likely value of earnings per share next
year is $2.00.

"The program
then continues
on until a
value of
balance for
common is
calculated."

I

In the event that items are interrelated, the ap pro ach fo r d eveloping a p robability d istrib ution is mo re c omp lex than that p resented previously. Prob ably the most apparent example of inter.
related variables would be revenues and fuel expenses where
increases in fuel expense are passed along to the consumer of
electric power. One solution to this problem would be to con.
sider the factor which relates the variables to each o ther.

Exhibit 1
DEVELOPING A PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION
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"A
probabilistic
income
statement
should be
viewed as a
supplement to
present
budgeting
techniques..."

We are 80 percent confident that the earnings
per share value will be greater than $1.90 and
less than $2.15.
The items that are contributing the greatest
variability to earnings are fuel expense and property taxes.

will

Exhibit 2 shows a hypothetical probability distribution of earnings per share for the budget year.
You will note that the best estimate for budgeted
earnings per share is $2.00. However, from this
curve, we can see that the probability of actually
realizing a value less than $2.00 per share is 70
percent and the probability of exceeding $2.00 per
share is 30 percent. It is two and one -half times as
likely that earnings will be below $2.00 as it is that
be in excess of $2.00. If the distribuearnings
tion shown was known to be the actual case, contingency plans could be developed. Plans could be
made that would allow certain budget expenditures
to be cut back if things started to take a turn for
the worse and if it appeared that the $2.00 per
share in earnings would not be met. Knowing this
ahead of time allows one to develop better plans
than if the situation were to become evident in
October or November of the year.
A probabilistic income statement does not indicate what will happen in the coming year. That
is for the manager to control as much as possible.
It indicates what could happen. The further into
the future one can reasonably look, the better prepared one will be when the future arrives. For this
With the strong conservation of energy efforts being undertaken
this year, the probability of significantly reduced revenues exists.
One me thod of reducing the probability of this occurring would
be to undertake an active program to convert some large commercial and industrial users of gas and oil to electricity as an
energy source. This does not significantly change the distribution
about the best estimate. It just increa ses the estima te of earnigs
per share such that the probability of exceeding some value is
increased.
The approach has been taught in colleges for some years now,
and the idea gained some popularity in periodical literature during
the late 1960s and up until the early 1970s. There is, however,
practically no information available on its current use.
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reason, a probabilistic approach should be applied
to long -range forecasts. If a single point estimate
is not appropriate for a one -year budget, it is even
less defensible as an estimate of the more distant
future.
The information contained in a probabilistic income statement is essential for good management
planning, but it is not a panacea. A probabilistic
income statement should be viewed as a supplement
to present budgeting techniques, not as a replacement for them. Firm budget figures will still be
needed for goals. A probabilistic income statement
does not eliminate the need for good control of
costs. Without good control of costs, earnings per
share objectives will probably not be accomplished,
and it is not defensible to blame the underrun on
the probability distribution. A manager must use
the information in the probability distribution as
an aid to achieving the budget, to show when and
where contingency plans must be developed and
implemented to reach the objectives.
As an example of what can be done, assume that
the probability distribution of earnings per share
is not acceptable. The way to improve the outlook
is to either move the best estimate, change the
distribution about the best estimate, or some combination of the two. In anv event, it is necessary to
know what factors caused the distribution to be
unfavorable. Once that is known, one can either
work with those factors directly or one can try to
offset their influence by working with other factors.
The technique that is easiest to understand, perhaps because it is the most widely used, is that of
moving the entire distribution. The approach generally used for this type of effort is to either cut
back expenses or increase revenues
Changing the distribution about the best estimate is a less frequently used technique. What one
attempts to do with this approach is to reduce the
probability of expenses significantly higher than the
best estimate or revenues significantly lower than
the best estimate. An example of limiting expenses
would be entering into a firm oil contract if there
is a significant probability of higher oil prices.
Conclusion
With this general introduction to a probabilistic
income statement, it seems appropriate to look at
the concept from a broad perspective. Although
the technique is not particularly new, it is not used
extensively., One plausible reason for its apparent
less than enthusiastic implementation by industry
in general might be the amount of effort that would
be required to make it operational. It would involve
a considerable amount of programming; perhaps an
education program to acquaint top -level management with statistical terminology and concepts, and
much more effort than is currently expended to
arrive at usable budget figures. No longer would
one number be satisfactory. In the initial stages at
least, someone would have to sit down with every
manager and go through the same routine described
earlier until the managers could develop their own
probability distributions.
❑
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INFLATION AND
ASSET PERFORMANCE
MEASUREMENT
!f, for instance, an analyst had forecast at time t

0 that during

the forthcoming period the general price level (PL) would change
at rate j and if, in fact, at t = 1 it was discovered that the actual
rate of change had been at rate ja, straightforward comparison
of j and ja would provide nothing more than an indication of the
analyst's prophetic powers.

The Scope of the Problem
In its simplest forth, one might consider the problem of monitoring inflation rate projection performance as one of comparing a forecast inflation rate
with an actual one. If, for instance, an analyst had
forecast at time t = 0 that during the forthcoming
period the general price level (PL) would change
at rate j and if at t = I it was discovered that the
actual rate of change had been at rate is, straightforward comparison of j and ja would provide an
indication of the analyst's prophetic powers.
There is nothing wrong with this, as far as it
goes. Clearly, though, more can be gained by examining the economic consequences of both the projected and actual inflation rates and by disclosing
the effects of any errors in forecasting.
Notice that what is being addressed is measuring
the quality of an inflation rate projection, and that
this is considered a separate problem from monitoring a projection of the flow of goods and services.
The actual value of a project can, of course, differ
from its forecast value because of errors in predictMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

Some Assumptions
Throughout the following discussion a number of
assumptions will be made. Since the value of the
results rests, at least in part, on an acceptance of
these assumptions, the most important of them will
be stated at the outset.
First, it will be assumed that management is interested in real and not monetary performance, i.e.,
that the firm makes asset acquisition decisions by
projecting the real internal rate of return, k, for the
asset in question.' Second, it will be assumed that
rates of change in the general price level are definable and measurable. (It is not our intention here
to argue about the appropriateness of different indices of general price level but rather to consider
the use of what will be assumed to be a valid measure of overall inflation rates.) We therefore assume
that we can define and measure:
PL,. — PLo
PL ,
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For some time now, inflation rate projections have
been recognized as being necessary in planning capital expenditures if bias in the selection of projects
is to be avoided. The technology for incorporating
these projections into the capital budgeting analysis
is now fairly well developed and is being disseminated. Considering this, it is surprising that a normative model for evaluating the quality of inflation
projections has not been developed. It is the purpose of this article to advance the definition of such
a model.,

ing the natural costs and benefits, but it can also
differ because of incorrect inflation predictions. The
analysis of the first type of difference is a topic
which is separable from the second.
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As a matter of convenience it will be assumed that
the time horizon is limited to two years (to avoid
unnecessary complexity) and that projected rates of
price level change are the same for both periods. It
I
The model is abstract rather than numerical so that general,
rather than specific, relationships can be studied.
2
There is clearly no empirical evidence at this time which would
lend support for such an assumption. One might suspect instead
that the manager is interested most in maximising the company's
monetary net income.
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the

will also be assumed that discrete, annual compounding is used with cash flows occurring at the
ends of the periods.

projected
real rate of The Nonmonetary Asset Decision —Model
Consider the projections required to forecast the
return will
materialize."

real rate of return, k, for a project involving the
acquisition of a nonmonetary asset. The value of
k can be found from the function:
k

l + r
= 1 +j - 1

(1 + r)

Therefore, as a minimum, the decision -maker must
explicitly or subjectively determine values for the
following variables:
C = Original cost of the asset at t = 0 in currencv
units of PL,
Bt = Expected net physical benefits to be received
at time t, also expressed in PL,, currency
j = Projected overall inflation rate (predicted future rate of change in general price level )
s = Forecast rate of change in price level of net
benefits associated with the project in question
(specific price level)
In the analysis stage, values are assigned to C? Bt,
j, and s, and once determined, k becomes the standard of comparison upon which project performance
will be based.
Now consider the projected discounted present
value (Vt ) of the forecast benefits at time t. If V t
is expressed in PLCcurrency, the following relationships will hold:
Va = c =

V2 = zero
If all projections materialize, economic depreciation ( D J for the first vear, expressed in PL, currency, will be:
D1 = Vo (1 + j ) — V l

t = 2 Bt(1 + s)
t= 1

Pl = Bl (1 + s) — Vo(1 + j) + V l
Real return on investment (ROI) is thus:
ROI =

t = 2 B,(1 + s)t
t=1

(1 + s)2
B,21
+r

This gives us a first -year income measure Pl of:

where a forecast of r, the monetary rate of return
for the project, is made through the implicit function:
C=

V'

B,(1 + s) C
—( 1Vo(1
+ j) + V' =
+ j)
k

The reader can verify by algebraic manipulation
that the above expression for real return on investment is indeed equal to k, the projected real rate
of return for the project. This simply demonstrates
that conventional price level adjustments combined
with economic depreciation produce the projected
return on investment figures when all expectations
are realized.
The more interesting aspects of performance
measurement emerge in situations where original
expectations are not realized. Retaining the original
notation for projections, let a variable with an "a"
subscript represent an actual figure. Suppose that
during the first period, projected physical quantities
of project- related net benefits were realized, but that
the actual movement of the specific price level was
at rate sa rather than at rate s. Further suppose that
the actual inflation rate was j8 rather than j. If expectations for the second period are unchanged,
the pres ent value of t he proj ect at the end of the
first period becomes:
(1
_ %(1 +1 sa)
VlB —
+ r + s)

Depreciation for the first period would be:

(1 +r)t

Di. = Vo(I + ja) — Via
The actual, real return on investment is therefore:

Exhibit 1
PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR PROJECT X
Projected
figure
Rate of change of
price levels:
General
Specific
Net project income

$

j
s
Bi(1 -j- s)1)
—V+1V+

Actual
figure
j.
S.
$ r B I(1 + s.)
j• )
—V+1V+

C C

k. A ( 1 +se) —Vo(I +j,,) +ViB
C(1 + ja)
Differences"
j — j•
s. — s
$ r B,(s. — s)
+Via — V)

C

k. — k
k.
k
Return on investment
$ Vi.
$ ( V i . — VI)
$ Vl
Residual asset value
• Positive values tend to have a favorable impact on real entity profits.
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The above expression can be reduced to:
ke —[( 1 + s)(1 + je)] 1 + j)— 1

If the bracketed portion of this expression is
equal to one, the value of ka will equal k. Thus, if
the projected price level change rates materialize,
then the projected real rate of return will materialize.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

Beyond that, we see that if jp < j or if sa > s ,
then ka > k and vice versa.g In words, slower -thananticipated overall inflation rates and higher -thanprojected specific price level movements tend to
generate greater- than - anticipated real rates of return. It is interesting to note that assets with benefit
streams which react perfectly to changes in general
price level represent perfect hedges against inflation.
The model developed above demonstrates the impact that actual general and specific price level movements (which may be different from those projected
at the time of project adoption) will have on real
return on investment. To report these effects to
management a number of different forms might be
used. The one shown in Exhibit 1 is suggestive.
Projected and actual flows of physical resources are
omitted from consideration as being outside our
interest at this point.

"The monetary
asset is just a
special case."

The Monetary Asset Decision
The monetary asset is just a special case. The
project benefits for the monetary asset are irrevocably specifiable in currency units. Without becoming involved in theoretical discourse on the topic let
us take as an assumption that the monetary labeling
of an asset does not imply that s and sa are equal
to zero, but only that sa is always equal to s. The
expression for k. arrived at for the nonmonetary
model, therefore, reduces to:
k' = (I + }(1 + r
1 + j
a
The only projection error, then, which can cause
actual real returns to differ from projected returns
for monetary assets is the inflation forecast error.
Lower- than - expected inflation rates produce greater than- expected real returns.

Relaxing the Realized Benefits Assumption
Since our interest is really confined to monitoring
inflation projections, the models examined thus far
have assumed that projected physical benefits have
been realized. As we move toward a general model
of project evaluation, this assumption must be relaxed. To do so, unfortunately, moves us further into
the realm of artificial allocations of effect among
competing and really inseparable causal factors.
Using the familiar materials variance type of display to represent the problem, consider the forces
tending to move first - period actual real return on
investment, ka, away from the projected return, k.
The smaller rectangle in Exhibit 2 represents the
projected real rate of return, k, for the first period,
which is a function of projected net physical benefits and projected price level movements. The larger
rectangle represents the actual return, which is a
function of the actual values of the same variables.
The vertical axis represents the project - related net
physical benefits while the horizontal axis scales
price level movements.
The total difference between actual and expected
also that if s

i and if se

ja,
o

and j-A j..

e

I Note
a 0 k

then ka — k even if
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return (represented by the shaded area) can be
caused by movements along both axes. Greatest conceptual difficulty is probably experienced in the region encompassed by the broken circle.
Realizing full well that no defensible justification
for the action can be conjured up, let us arbitrarily
consider the price level impact to be confined to
the area below an extension of the horizontal line
passing through B,. The total spread between k
and ka could therefore be separated into two components: The component caused by unanticipated
price level movements would be the gap between k
and the previous formulation of k ; the component
a
caused by a difference between projected and actual
net physical benefits would be:
dk$ = (Bta — BI) (1 +
C(1 + 0

sa)

This latter figure can be thought of like a materials quantity variance. It is an indicator of physical
operating performance which, to the extent possible,
has been purged of noncontrollable (by the operator) factors. To fail to take the step of isolating
the effects of errors in inflation forecasting, then, can
be compared with failing to remove a price variance
from the total materials variance before using the
figure for control purposes.

Asset Residuals
One problem which has been ignored so far is
that t = 1 asset values do change from originally
established ones, even when all projections remain
unchanged, if the first - period specific price level
movement has been different from the forecast
value, s. That is to say, at t = 1:
Vt.

__ B2 (I + s.) (1 + s)
1+r
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"The approach
has been
project or
decision
oriented . . . "

At t = 0 we expected:
_ BZ(l

ul

+s)
l +r

2

If our area of concern included external (public)
reporting we would have to face the realization
problem: Since it does not we shall leave the issue
alone. There is another problem, though, which
cannot be ignored.
If expectations for second - period factors change,
the value of the asset at t = 1 will experience further change. That new value would be relevant to
a decision about whether the asset should be retained, but, since the change in expectations relates

to the second period, it should have no impact on
the measurement of first - period performance.
There are, though, implications as to the accuracy
of the original forecasts. Perhaps the revised value
of the asset residual could be considered a legacy to
second - period management and thus be used for
measurement of that period's performance.
Conclusion
This article has attempted to define a model for
evaluating the impact on the firm of misestimation
of future inflation rates. The approach has been
project or decision oriented with the intent of addressing the issue from an internal performance
measurement viewpoint.
❑

REVENUE RECOGNITION AND DISCLOSURE
ON LONG —TERM CONTRACTS
Continued from page 44
account is almost three times larger than the net
income of the company and represents ten percent
of its total assets. Since this company used the percentage of completion method, accrued profits were
included in this account. However, it was impossible
to determine how much profit was a result of the
company's long -term contracts.
Twenty-four companies had at least one segregated account, nine companies had net current asset
accounts, and two companies had a current liability
account with no mention of contracts in the asset
side of their balance sheets. Eleven companies used
both current asset and current liability accounts,
and one company had a different method which
utilized a current asset and a long -term liability account. It claimed that generally its billings in excess
of costs were not future liabilities since they were
using the completed contract method for determining income recognition. These accounts though
proved to be materially significant in amount and
could possibly be misleading.
The data provided by only 19 companies were
sufficient to compare the net amounts of their
long -term contract accounts with total assets to give
a rough measure of the contracts materiality to the
firm. Frequently, the accounts did not represent all
the money due from these contracts. Often they
represented only the unbilled portion of the contracts which biased their materiality downwards. Of
the 19 companies, ten had segregated accounts representing less than 10 percent of their total assets,
an amount which if taken alone would probably not
justify detailed recognition. The other nine companies ranged from 10 percent to 90 percent of
total assets.
The final phase of the study was to explore to
what extent receivables were classified as long -term
and short -term. Of the 43 companies, only six had
52

accounts designated receivable due in more than a
year. There was only one company which specifically
had a long -term receivable account for long -term
contracts. It had the following statement in its
footnote which explained the situation: "In accordance with industry practice, all receivables from
long -term contracts are in the current asset account,
but an indeterminable amount are not collectible
in one year." Since most companies had large receivable accounts, they would greatly overstate their
working capital and show very favorable liquidity
ratios. Increases in these unbilled costs on long -term
contract accounts were treated as sources of working
capital.
Conclusions
The disclosure methods for long -term contracts
used by most companies studied in their annual
reports are both inadequate and misleading. A more
complete disclosure method is needed to remedy the
problem of revenue recognition. Whenever possible,
the percent of completion method should be used,
but a fairly detailed schedule should be included in
the footnote showing the major contracts. (The
completed contract method should only be employed when the revenue is uncertain.) The aggregate of minor ones should be presented if contracts
represent 10 percent or more of the total assets. This
schedule would show the size of the contract and
the timetable for all the billings and payments as
well as the amount of income which has been
recognized. All uncertainties should be accounted
for and long -term receivables should not be included in current assets. With the preceding refinements all billing, costs, and profits may be shown
net on the appropriate side of the balance sheet.
Finally, the percentage of completion method of
revenue recognition is most desirable but more disclosure is necessary to make the impact of these
long -term contracts more discernible.
❑
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Books

FOR THE MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT

Norman Jaspan, Prentice -Hall, Inc., 1974,
208 pp.— Basing his approach on many
years of experience, the author analyzes
the reasons for white collar crime and
suggests many tested methods for stopping dishonesty in business.

basic concepts with the intent to classify
them and to identify the more fundamental elements of theory and design.
It also proposes and illustrates design
principles based on these concepts that
may be useful to analysts and systems
designers.

Circle 3 on Inquiry Card

Circle 7 on Inquiry Card

Mind Your Own Business

Operating Systems
Stuart E. Madnick and John J. Donovan,
McGraw -Hill Book Co.,1974, 640 pp.—
This book develops a framework based on
the concept of resource management,
presenting advanced software techniques
and focusing especially on operating systems. It presents material that will enable
the reader to design, use, and analyze
both current and future operating systems.
Circle 4 on Inquiry Card

Constructive Control, Design and
Use of Control Systems
William H. Newman, Prentice -Hall, Inc.,
1975, 174 pp. —This book stresses three
facets of managerial control: the impact
of controls on future action, the behavioral response of people necessary to
make controls effective, and tying controls to desired results, both tangible and
intangible.
Circle 5 on Inquiry Card

Records Management
Association for Systems Management,
1973, 64 pp. —This publication examines
systems techniques for managing records
and offers solutions to overcoming the
proliferation of paperwork that complicates the processing and retrieval of information.
Circle 6 on Inquiry Card

Data Management for In Line Systems
David Lefkovitz, Hayden Book Company, Inc., 1974, 289 pp. —This book
views data management as a science and
an engineering discipline, examining the
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Business Data Processing
Fourth Edition, Elias M. Awad, Prentice Hall, Inc., 1975, 722 pp. —This edition
has been upgraded for recent data processing developments and deletion of
punched card data processing devices
except the key punch.
Circle 8 on Inquiry Card

Tender Offers for Corporate Control
Edward Ross Aranow and Herbert E.
Einhorn, Columbia University Press,
1973, 352 pp. —After four years of experience under the Williams Act the
authors attempt to take stock of where
we are, how far we have come, and where
we seem to be going.
Circle 9 on Inquiry Card

Measurement of Human Resources
W. T. Singleton & P. Spurgeon, Editors,
Halsted Press Div. John Wiley & Sons
Inc., I975, 370 pp. —This book tries to
focus on the combination of skills, techniques and initiative human beings can
provide in promoting the welfare of society and upon the issues involved in
examining the utilization of human resources.
Circle 10 on Inquiry Card

Dynamic Incentive Systems
George E. Manners Jr. and Donald O.
Jewell, Publishing Services Division,
School of Business Administration,
Georgia State University, 1975, 76 pp.—
This monograph is an attempt to shed
light on the difficulties encountered in
using monetary incentive programs as a
means of motivating employees.
Circle 11 on Inquiry Card

Organizational Behavior
Fourth Edition, Keith Davis, McGraw Hill Book Company, 1974, 406 pp.—The
author, in this book of readings, presents
an integrated social science approach
which recognizes that organizational behavior uses ideas from many disciplines:
sociology, psychology, scientific management, and industrial relations among
them.
Circle 12 on Inquiry Card

Man and the Future of Organizations
Three Volumes, Carl A. Bramlette, Jr.
and Michael H. Mescon, Editors, Department of ,'Management, The Chair of
Private Enterprise, School of Business
Administration, Georgia State University,
1972, 1973 & I974, 172 pp. —This series
of four lectures, sponsored by the Franklin
Foundation, features the following
speakers: Volume I —Ralph C. Davis,
Joseph D. Quillian Jr., George S. Odiorne
& Warren G. Bennis; Volume 2— Robert
Theobald, Timotliv W. Costello, Wiley
A. Branton & George Kozmetsky; Volume
3— Kcnnctli E. Boulding, William F.
Whyte, Jay Forrester & Chris Argyris.
Circle 13 on Inquiry Card

Social Accounting: Theory, Issues
and Cases
Lee J. Seidler & Lynn L. Seidler, John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1975, 547 pp. —The
authors provide a comprehensive survey
of social accounting. It should help the
professional and corporate accountant and
the corporate executive to cope with the
developing area of social audits, the new
demands of government, interests of
shareholders, and consumer advocates for
corporate responsibility.
Circle 14 on Inquiry Card

The Income Tax and Business Decisions
Third Edition, William L. Raby, Prentice
Hall Inc., 1975, 515 pp. —The author
provides an overview of the federal income tax provisions that have impact on
business and investment decisions, and
also at the federal estate and gift taxes as
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they affect these decisions. He emphasizes
the rationale of tax provisions and stresses
the tax planning responses to them.
Circle 15 on Inquiry Card

any given program of requirements, quality level or design goal. It contemplates
the productive use of the critical path
method and other computer- assisted
scheduling techniques
Circle 20 on Inquiry Card

Information Systems for Modern
Management
Second Edition, Robert G. Murdick and
Joel E. Ross, Prentice -Hall Inc., 1975,
671 pp.— Designed from the manager's
point of view, this book helps the information- system specialist to understand
management, management decision -inaking, and the role of systems design in
improving the management process.
Circle 16 on Inquiry Card

Business Mathematics
W. B. Wilton, The Institute of Cost and
Management Accountants, 1974, 100
pp. —This illustrated glossary contains
formal definitions of over 1,100 mathematical terms. Written for managers and
accountants, it is also useful for others.

Toward Creative Systems Design
Henry C. Lucas, Jr. Columbia University
Press, 1974, 147 pp. —This monograph
combines scattered research results and
develops recommended techniques for
systems design which consciously consider organizational behavior problems.
Circle 21 on Inquiry Card
Introduction to Probability Theory
and Statistical Inference

Circle 23 on Inquiry Card
Strengthening Unemployment
Insurance
W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research, 1975, 55 pp. —This is a report
based on recommendations of the Upjohn Institute's Unemployment Research
Advisory Committee for improving the
unemployment insurance programs.
Circle 24 on Inquiry Card

Systems Analysis for Business
Management
Third Edition, Stanford L. Optner, Prentice -Hall Inc., 1975, 381 pp. —This edition has been expanded to include current information on the background and
use of the systems approach. It provides
additional material describing the basic
principles which govern systems.

Second Edition, Harold J. Larson, John
Wiley & Sons Inc., 1974, 430 pp. —As
in the first edition, both discrete and
continuous probability distributions are
covered. Numerous changes have been
made in Chapter 5 on jointly distributed
random variables. Chapter 6 has been
completely rewritten, making the transition from probability theory to problems
of statistical inference smoother.

Kenneth S. Miller,Addison - Wesley Publishing Company Inc., 1974, 238 pp.—
For the serious student, this work looks
at the validity of differentiating random
variables and the interpretation of stochastic integrals.

Circle 17 on Inquiry Card

Circle 22 on Inquiry Card

Circle 25 on Inquiry Card

Second Edition, Alfred Rappaport, Prentice -Hall Inc., 1975, 398 pp. —The primary objective of this book is to relate
advances in the management sciences,
including the behavioral sciences, to the
task of effectively designing and using
decision- oriented information systems.
Circle 18 on Inquiry Card

Models for Optimal Investment and
Maintenance Decisions
Birger Rapp, Halsted Press Div., John
Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1974, 348 pp.—
This book reviews both European and
American models used to guide investment and maintenance decisions.
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Time, Cost and Architecture
George T. Heery, McGraw -Hill Book
Company, 1975, 212 pp. —This book describes a definitive system for time and
cost control that may be applied within
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Circle 19 on Inquiry Card
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MERZ

MECIMORE

DUFFY, MERZ AND MECIMORE
WIN BEYER MEDALS
FOR CMA SCORES
Michael E. Duffy, associate consultant, Touche Ross & Co.,
Atlanta, Ga., was awarded the Robert Beyer Gold Medal for
achieving the highest grade on the 1975 Certificate in Management Accounting examination.
Charles M. Merz, associate professor of accounting and data
processing at Boise State University, Boise, Idaho, was awarded
the Beyer Silver Medal for the second highest grade on the
June examination.
Charles D. Mecimore, professor of accounting at the University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio, won the Beyer Bronze
Medal for the third highest grade on the five -part examination.
The names of the three top scorers on the examination were
announced by James Bulloch, director of the Institute of
Management Accounting, which administers the examination.
At the same time, Dr. Bullock announced the names of 10 other
individuals who received Certificates of Distinguished Performance for their performance on the examination.
The names and organizations of the ten individuals are:
Donn P. Barber, vice president of finance, Hartzell Corp.;
Ronald C. Baughman, supervisor, accounts payable control, Eli
Lilly and Co.; Lt. John A. Caspari, instructor in management,
Naval Postgraduate School; James H. Fischer, professor of accounting, University of Wisconsin— Whitewater; Leonard S.
Guckert, pricing and control analyst, Lockheed - Georgia Co.;
Donald W. Koontz, Jr., staff accountant, Jamison, Money,
Farmer & Co.; Thomas J. Kozowski, Jr., internal audit manager,
the Pentagon Federal Credit Union; John T. Lennon, manager,
international accounting, Ashland Oil Inc.; Frank R. Rayburn,
assistant professor of accounting, The University of Alabama;
and Jeffrey M. Stoller, student, University of Southern California. Mr. Barber is a member of Minneapolis Viking Chapter;
Mr. Baughman, Indianapolis; Mr. Caspari, Salinas Valley Monterey, and Mr. Rayburn, South Birmingham.
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The Robert Beyer medal winners and the winners of the
Certificate of Distinguished Performance will be presented their
awards at the Annual Conference in Miami Beach next June.
Last month the names of the 117 candidates who completed the
CMA examination were listed. In addition to passing the
examination, applicants must also meet specific educational and
related professional experience requirements to qualify for the
Certificate in Management Accounting.
Michael E. Duffy, 25, was surprised to find that he had
achieved the top grade on the examination. Mr. Duffy earned a
B.A. degree at the University of Dayton in 1972 and an M.B.A.
at Tulane University in 1975. He also recently passed the CPA
examination but is short on the experience requirements for that
certificate. Once the experience requirements are achieved,
however, he will have both the CPA and CMA designations.
A CPA in Idaho, Charles M. Merz, the Silver Medal winner,
recently published an article In MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
titled "Measuring Sales Forecast Accuracy." A member of the
Boise Chapter, he received a B.M.E. degree from Villanova
University, an M.B.A. degree from California State University
and a D.B.A. degree from the University of Southern California.
A member of the Cincinnati Chapter, Charles D. Mecimore,
40, has written numerous articles and made many speeches at
accounting functions. He is a CPA in North Carolina and Ohio
and holds a B.S. degree from Pfeiffer College, an M.S. degree
from the University of North Carolina, and a Ph.D. from the
University of Alabama. He has been an instructor in the Association's Continuing Education Program.
The Robert Beyer Medals awarded to the three top finalists
in each year's CMA examinations are sponsored by the firm of
Touche Ross & Co., in honor of Robert Beyer, retired managing
partner, and a past national president of the Association. Mr.
Beyer was instrumental in the establishment of the program.
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Federal Resen a Board member Henry C. Wallich addresses luncheon session at first NAA Symposium.

SYMPOSIUM
ON LIQUIDITY
Henry C. Wallich, Federal Reserve Board member, addresses
business executives in first of new type of professional
development meeting inaugurated by NAA.

The ultimate effect of increasing the money supply
is less liquidity, not more, Henry C. Wallich, member of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve Svstem, told a meeting of top financial men
at the first NAA Symposium held in New York City
last October.
Speaking at the luncheon, Mr. Wallich said that
"Lasting liquidity can be achieved only through
appropriate policies and conduct of individual decision makers — business firms, financial intermediaries, and households. Ever since World War II,
business firms have allowed their liquidity to decline.
That is true whether we measure liquidity as the
ratio of liquid assets to short -term liabilities, or to
corporate gross product. The ratio of liquid assets
to short -term liabilities has declined from 59.4
percent in 1950 to 23.6 percent at the end of 1974.
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Relative to corporate gross product, liquid assets
equaled 15.2 percent last year as contrasted with
26.6 percent in 1950."
This reduction in liquidity probably reflected
a deliberate policy, Dr. Wallich observed, aimed
at profit maximization and eoncouraged by the tax
law. In the late 60's and early 70's, however,
business firms found their liquidity inadequate and
struggled to rebuild it. "But by then they were
caught in the throes of inflation which tended to
drain away liquidity."
After describing how some companies got into
an illiquid situation, Dr. Wallich suggested that
there has been some improvement in a number of
the measures of business liquidity. "Liquid assets
to short -term liabilities have climbed from a low
of 23.6 percent in the fourth quarter of 1974 to
57

"It's hard to
see how
private
borrowers can
be crowded
out in 1976."

At afternoon session, Robert W. Crook describes money market
funds. Also on podium are, I -r., Gerald W. Devlin, chairman;
Fred F. Harrison, Martin V. Alonzo, and William S. Sudhaus.
formulas and that the analyst develops a "feel"
for the transaction.
Speaking from the viewpoint of the banker,
William S. Sudhaus, vice president, commercial
lending, of the First National City Bank in New
York City, said, "We are in an economic watershed." He advocated a back -to- basics approach for
both borrowers and lenders.
From the bank's point of view, he said, "It's
hard to see how private borrowers can be crowded
out in 1976." He predicted that bank credit is likely
to grow much more rapidly than the money supply
in 1976.
Martin V. Alonzo, vice president and controller
of AMAX, Inc., discussed some of the guidelines
used by his diversified natural resources company
to maintain its liquidity. He said that its long -term
debt financing strategy is to maintain an A- rating.
To maintain liquidity, the corporation:
After his address, Mr. Wallich (right) chats
with Jerry Devlin (left), morning and afternoon program chairman, and Charles W.
Lamden, luncheon chairman.

25.9 percent at mid -1975. Similarly, liquid assets are
now 15.8 percent of corporate gross product compared to 15.2 percent late last year. He added,
"The growing proportion of firms using LIFO accounting implies that a growing proportion of inventories is being carried at a very conservative
valuation and that simultaneously the quality of
reported profits is improving."
Developing a "Feel"
"Liquidity is the financial ability of a company
to repay a loan or obligation," Fred F. Harrison,
vice president and division head of the New York
Office of C.I.T. Corp., told the financial executives.
He described the considerations that this commercial house takes into account when determining
whether or not to make a loan, using specific
examples from the hospital field, trucking industry
and housing industry. Despite all the elements that
go into the evaluation of the borrower's ability
to repay, Mr. Harrison admitted there are no set
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Generally borrows on a long -term basis;
Determines long -term financial needs early and
negotiates;
* Maintains unused, unsecured lines of credit;
* Takes every opportunity to sell equity;
* Emphasizes planning and forecasting;
* Divests business when necessary.
Mr. Alonzo said that inflation had caused his
company to increase its return on investment criteria. The company retains two economic consultants in order to keep track of trends, and it forecasts each month during a five -year planning cycle.
Mr. Alonzo is a member of the NAA MAP Committee.
During the afternoon session, Robert W. Crook,
president, White Weld Monev Market Fund, Inc.,
described the advantages of putting corporate cash
into a money market fund. The mechanics of this
type of investment were spelled out in detail.
After this presentation, speakers were questioned
by the audience, with many of the questions directed toward the details of obtaining credit.
Gerald W. Devlin, manager of professional services
for the Northeast Region, Burroughs Corp., was
program chairman for the morning and afternoon
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session. Charles W. Lamden, partner, Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co., was chairman for the
luncheon session.
The symposium marked the debut of a new professional development program whose objective is
the presentation of one -day programs on current
topics of interest to top management. It is tailored
specifically for financial vice president, controllers
and treasurers. As pointed out by President Lafe P.
Fox, "The need for such a technical meeting focusing on current accounting and financial issues was
brought out in a survey conducted for the National
Board last year. This series is one of the results: a
program that is designed to benefit top financial
officers with current information about vital business
issues."

"The enthusiastic gathering at this first Symposium found the speakers putting forth current
thinking and suggested approaches regarding the
maintenance of organizational liquidity during the
current economic upturn," observed Don Keller,
NAA Director of Technical Services. "At the concluding reception, attendees and speakers participated in lively give -and -take discussions."
"This first -of -a -kind meeting was highly instructive. Those attending demonstrated a keen interest
in both the topic and this type of NAA professional
development meeting. The experience gained from
this symposium is being used in planning future,
similar -type professional development meetings
aimed at financial and professional accounting managers."
�

"[It] is
designed to

present top
financial
officers with
cu r ren t

information ..."

Samsonoff Joins NAA Staff as Area Manager
Walter A.Samsonoff has joined the NAA staff as an
area manager in the Chapter Services Department,
W. M. Young, Jr., Executive Director, announced.
Prior to joining the staff, Mr. Samsonoff was with
the American National Standards Institute. He held
the position of secretary of the U. S. National Committee to the International Electrotechnical Commission. He also was an association executive for
domestic areas. Before his ANSI affiliation, he
worked in the standards area for the National Electrical Manufacturers Assn. in New York City.
Mr. Samsonoff attended Bushwick High School in
Brooklyn, N. Y., and was graduated from the Latin

American College in Chicago with a Ph. B. degree
in diplomacy. A New York City resident, he is
married and has two children.

Other Staff Changes
A number of staff changes recently were announced by Executive Director W. M. Young, Jr.,
Mrs. Sue Feather was promoted to manager of the
Word Processing Center, Vincent A. Garcia was
named accounting supervisor in the Finance Department, and Pedro E. Lopez, senior computer operator, in the Data Processing and Membership Records Department.
�
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MEMORIAL EDUCATION FUND
The Memorial Education Fund of the National Association
of Accountants is nine years old. The growth of the fund has
not been spectacular but a steady accumulation of funds from
NAA members, chapters, and other organizations is bringing it
nearer to realization of the purpose for which it was established.
What is the Memorial Education Fund and what are its
purposes?
Thousands of NAA members who have joined the Association since 1966 when the Fund was established probably have
not heard of it, unless as an elected national officer or director
they have taken the time to familiarize themselves with all the
operations and programs of the Association.
The Memorial Education Fund was established in response
to many requests by members who wanted to express their
appreciation and support of the Association and its services
through a vehicle other than volunteer service ' on the national
board or a chapter board. As a result, the Association created a
third fund to accept gifts from members, friends and organizations.
As established by the Association, the Fund is administered
separately from the other funds of the Association —the Current Operating Fund and the Reserve Fund. It was set up and
designed to be used solely to further the educational purposes
of the Association.
Responsibility for administering the Fund is vested in a
three - member Board of Trustees. All three of the members,
who are appointed by the current President, are also members
of the Committee on Finance. For 1975 -76, the Board of
Trustees consists of Firman H. Hass, chairman; Gordon A.
Johnson and Julian G. Hoffman. Mr. Hass is a past national
president from Detroit. These trustees are empowered to invest and administer the funds in such a manner as in their
judgment will best serve the objectives of the Fund.
New Guidelines Approved
Recently the Board of Directors approved new guidelines
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for the administration of the Fund. Under these guidelines,
the Fund will continue undisturbed until it reaches $100,000;
at this point the interest income may be used for NAA educational and research purposes, either in general or for a specific
project as determined by the trustees.
When the fund exceeds $100,000, the trustees may use the
excess or any part of the excess for general or specific NAA
educational projects or research. None of these guidelines would
preclude the underwriting of a particular NAA educational or
research project if a donor so requested. In fact, the trustees
have agreed that a $5,000 donation from Harsco Corporation
in memory of the late J. G. Underwood will be earmarked for
a special project to carry Mr. Underwood's name. Mr. Underwood served as NAA president during 1971 -72.
Another guideline stipulates that the Fund will be spent
only for the benefit of all NAA members and no monies will be
contributed to outside organizations of any kind.
All gifts, donations and bequests are tax exempt because
NAA is qualified by the Internal Revenue Service as an educational association.
Most of the monies contributed to the fund have been in the
nature of memorial gifts honoring friends, colleagues and relatives who have died. Increasingly, however, members are recognizing that it is appropriate to make gifts to the Fund upon
other occasions also. It would be appropriate, for example, to
make such bequests on anniversaries, birthdays, retirements and
at testimonial functions. Of course, an individual or an organization may want to support research and education in accounting
without tieing the contribution to any particular event. Such
bequests also are welcome.
The Fund holds more than $60,000 contributed by hundreds
of members, chapters, companies and other organizations.
Their generous support will bear fruit in the near future when
these monies are put to use to expand the horizons of the accounting field, the main objective of the Memorial Education
Fund.
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Any chapter of NAA may now sponsor one or more top quality courses
or seminars for NAA members and nonmembers in its area.
COURSES

SEMINARS

CA — MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

S -1
S -2
S -3
S -4
S -5
S-6
S -7
S -S
S -9

CA -1 Basic Concepts and Techniques for Management Accounting
CA -2 Standard Costs and Flexible Budgeting for Production
CA -3 Standard Costs and Flexible Budgeting for Marketing
CA -4 Direct Costing and Contribution Reporting
CB — DATA PROCESSING
CB -I Data Processing — Basic Computer Concepts and Techniques
CB -2 Data Processing — Flow Charting and Block Diagramming
CB -3 Management Information Systems— Concepts and Techniques
CC — SPECIALIZED AREAS
CC -I Effective Inventory Management
CC -2 Using Accounting Information for Pricing Policies and
CC -3 Financial Appraisal of Capital Investment Proposals
CC -4 Capital Budgeting and Project Control
CT— TAXES
CT -I Federal Income Tax Aspects of Business Operations

Managing Corporate Cash
Direct Costing for Decision Making
Management Accounting for Small Business
Managing Company Assets in Small Business
Long -Range Profit Planning
Developing the Annual Profit Plan
Maintenance Cost Control
Marketing and Distribution Costs
Contribution Accounting for Marketing
and Production

If you are interested in more information
on this Local Education Activities Program
(LEAP) series, ask your Chapter Education
Director or Chapter President or write to:
HUGH M. SCOTT
National Association of Accountants
919 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

New Products/Services
Traffic Control Service Launched
A new, independent traffic control service
has been launched by Borg - Warner Corp.,
based on its own experience in controlling a multi- million dollar freight bill.
The traffic services organization uses specially developed computer systems to help
detect and control freight bill overcharges,
as well as analyze carrier modes, select
routes, compare prices, process loss and
damage claims, trace and expedite shipments, and negotiate the lowest legal
rates. As a byproduct of traffic control, a
company can also receive computerized
reports customized for general management decision - making, marketing, cost
accounting, pricing, inventory control,
and warehousing.
Circle 31 on Inquiry Card

System /32 Package Evaluated

INFOREX Model 1300 key -to -disc unit supports from on e to four data entry key -

stations and a range of data communications features for small departments of
large organizations and first -time users of key -to -disc products.
Circle 27 on Inquiry Card

Filing System Saves Space
Magic Aisle filing and storage system
saves space and reduces costs by eliminating aisles. Shelving on electrically or mechanically controlled carriages enables
user to double his storage and filing capacity. The only aisle needed is the one
in use.
� .
.
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TI -5050 po rtab le electronic printing calculator perm its up to 9 digit printout on
two -inch thermal printing pap er. Weighs
28 ozs.; measures 8.7 x 3.9 x 2.7- inches
and in clu d es carrying case, built -in rechargeab le batteries an d AC adapter/
charger. From Texas Instruments.
Circle 28 o n In q uiry Card
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Circle 29 on Inquiry Card
Catalog Has 200 -Plus Forms
More than 200 standard and personalized
time - saving business forms are featured in
the latest full -color catalog published by
Mattick Business Forms. It includes a
new, complete selection of office paper,
labels and filing accessories, and an assortment of employment applications,
newly revised in accordance with federal
and state requirements.
Circle 30 on Inquiry Card

An independent evaluation of the Sys tem/32 Manufacturing Management Accounting System Software (MMAS)
Package is offered by Management Information Corp. The MMAS description
indicates the voluminous number of reports possible and asks specific key questions the potential user had better resolve.
It also includes methodology of how to
select packaged software for a small business computer.
Circle 32 on Inquiry Card
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M S C's AUDIO Response Calculator has
solid -state synthesized voice which announces each entry and the results of
every calculation in a loud, clear voice.
Audio feature allows user to concentrate full visual attention on the work
being calculated while listening to the
audio input and output.
Circle 33 on Inquiry Card
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A. B. Dick Unit Reduces Costs

METHODS Research Corp. magnetic production schedule system permits control of
up to 100 jobs for 12 weeks in a wall space of less than 3' x 4'. Grooved to accommodate the cylindrical magnets, the panels are mounted on double tracked MR
Track and can be removed or re- arranged easily.
Circle 34 on Inquiry Card

Records, Forms Catalog Offered
A new catalog from McMillan - Trussell
lists minute books, stock and bond records, ring and post binders and printed
forms available, among many other items.
Circle 37 on Inquiry Card

The 1600 Copy Printer from A. B. Dick
is designed specifically for organizations
requiring 100,000 copies or more per
month where quick turn- around and high
speed production are required. It reduces
original documents, if necessary, and accomplishes electrostatic mastermaking,
master feeding and offset duplicating —all
in a single pass - through operation without
operator assistance. The unit, according to
the company, permits users to cut costs
per copies without reducing the number
of copies. It features continuous reduction, permitting originals to be reduced
down to 64 percent in infinitely variable
increments. The 1600 accommodates
paper sizes up to 11 x 17 inches and
paper weights from 12 lb. bond to 110
lb. bond. A vacuum feeding system handles up to 5000 sheets of 20 ]b. stock in
a single stack. Automated on -line sorters
with 30 -, 100. and 200 -bin capacities are
available as options for use with the 1600
bond copy printer.
Circle 38 on Inquiry Card

Metric Conversion Slide Rule
A slide chart that converts U. S. customary system measurements to the
Metric System is now available from the
Billian Co. Capable of 24 conversions, it
converts units of weight, length, volume
and area.
Circle 39 on Inquiry Card

SAViN Model 750 Plain Paper Copier
features copy balance control system
and new toner process which automatically produce high quality copies. Desktop copier operates at a speed of 20
copies per minute, with the first copy
delivered in four seconds.
Circle 35 on Inquiry Card

SHARP's 4500 cartridge calculator features interchangeable pre -set cartridges
which offer user a number of applications including payroll, accounting, banking and statistical. Machine can be operated by anyone with minimal instruction.
Circle 36 on Inquiry Card
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TOSHIBAFAX Model BD -702 plain paper copier, said to be one of the smallest
plain paper copiers on the market, measures 24" wide by 21'la" deep by 15" high.
It is cassette fed, capable of 10 copies per minute with a paper bypass for handfeeding different size single sheets without removing cassette.
Circle 40 on Inquiry Card
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Chapter/ Member News
Promotions and New Positions
EDW AR D L. G W I N N , A n d e r s o n A r e a ,

re -

c e n t ly h a s b e e n p r o mo t e d t o c o n t r o lle r

of

Re ig e l T ex t ile ' s C a n a d ia n o p e r a t i o n .

A. RICHARDS ON,

ALF O NS O
been

appointed

Br o o kly n , ha s

c o n t r o ll e r

Kings

of

C o un t y H o s p i t a l.

P. MC L A U G H L I N , C a t a w b a V a l l e y ,
is n o w c o n t r o ll e r of V e r m o n t A m e r i c a n ,
H a r d w a r e Tool D i v i s i o n .

JO HN

H. P A R R Y

B L I S S , J R . , C h a r lo t t e B l u e , h a s

of T e x a s ,

jo i n e d J o h n s o n & H i g g i n s

Inc.,

a s m a n a g e r of t h e f i n a n c e d e p a r t m e n t .
J. T. F U L L E R T O N , C h a t t a h o o c h e e V a l le y ,
ha s b e e n p r o mo t e d t o c o n tr o lle r o f n o r t h er n o p e r a t io n s f o r W es t P o in t P e p p e r e ll' s
C o ns um e r P r o d uc t s Div.
JACK L . KI NK EL , C o l o r a d o S p r i n g s - P u e b lo , h a s b e e n n a m e d

a s s is t a n t v ic e p r e s i-

d e n t of C r e a t i v e D a t a . . . . G AR Y L .
T HR OG MO RT o N h a s jo in e d R alp h T h o ma s
O l d s a s c o n t r o ll e r .

President Lafe Fox (left) and Executive Director W. M. Young, Jr., recently
presented Florida Gulf Coast Chapter charter to Donald G. Swearingen,
right, chairman of the organizing committee.

B I L L K . P AR NEL L, D a y t o n ,

Is n o w as s is -

t a n t c o n t r o l le r a n d d ir e c t o r — a c c o u n t i n g ,
Ar m c o S t e e l C o r p .
L e o n A . L A R o s A , JR . , D e l a w a r e C o u n t y -

Emeritus Life Associates

BR O W N, Des

HAR VEY D. B U T L E R , O r a n g e C o u n t y , p a s t
p r e s i d e n t . S t u a r t C a m e r o n M c L e o d Soc iet y.
C A M P , Q u inc y Ar e a .

W.
C HES T ER G. C H A P A D O , S t . P a u l.
FR ANCIS B. C L A R K , S a n G a b r i e l V a ll e y .
H. T. FAR R , C l e v e l a n d E a s t , p a s t p r e s id e nt . S C MS .
R AYM O ND

D. F I N D L A Y , G r a n d R a p i d s .
H. F R ANKLIN, P e o r ia , p a s t

WILLIAM
p r e s i d e n t . S C M S . P a s t n a t io n a l v i c e p r e s -

1950 -51.

id e n t ,
AR T HUR

L.

HALVER S O N,

JR . ,

J.

LU T E S , N o r t h C e n t r a l I n d ia n a .

H A R R Y F . M A R T I N , D e t r o it .

Moines.

At la nt ic

J.

JAMES

G O R DO N

H.

MO O R E ,

Yo ungs to wn,

p as t

p as t

p r e s id e n t .

J. O BER S T ,

JO HN

W.

H A N S O N , P it t s b u r g h , p a s t p r e s i-

dent.
FR EDER IC G.
C. H O F F E R B E R T , P h il a d e lp h ia .

JAY

E.

HU M M E R ,

Le high

Va lle y ,

p as t

p r e s id e n t .
ELMER

B. J E N K S ,

S a n An to nio .

T. W.JO N E S , R o c h e s t e r .
JO HN V. K E R N S , S a g in a w V a l le y .
C O NR AD W . K I N S E Y , J R . , P h ila d e lp h ia .
HAR R Y G. KO EH LE R , B r id g e p o r t , p a s t
p r es id e nt .

B4

MR S . A N NE S C HW EI G HA R D T , W e s t Be r ge n -

ELMER

JO HN

JO HAN

County.
E. S M I T H , M i l w a u k e e .
H. S O NDER MAN, C i n c i n n a t i .
C. SP ANG ENBERG , M e m b e r

p ro mo ted

A.S T R O U D , A t la n t a C e n t r a l.
A. S W E ENE Y, S o u t h w e s t

FR ANK

t o p r o f it p l a n n i n g m a n a g e r a t

Ame s C o mp a n y

d iv is io n ,

Mil e s

La b o r a -

C R IT S ER , E v a n s v il le , h a s b e e n
G AR Y
p r o mo t e d t o e xe c ut ive vic e p r e s id e nt a nd

P.

c o mp t r o lle r a t Kimb a ll I nt e r na t io na l, I nc .
NANC Y
has

L.

been

MC KEN ZIE,
p ro mo ted

Greater

Oz a rk s ,

to a c c o u nt ing ma n -

ag e r a t S y n t e x Ag r ib u s in e s s , In c .
JO S EP H
Pap er

E.

DE K O C K , K a l a m a z o o , is n o w

ac c ountant

fo r

the

P la inwe ll

Co.

P A UL

L.

KE L LE Y ,

K n o x v il l e ,

has

been

p r o mo t e d to c hie f O f c e nt r a l ac c o u n t in g ,
-a t-

O a k R i d g e A s s o c i a t e d U n i v e r s i t ie s .
JU LI EN A .

La r ge , T he N e t he r la nd s .
JO HN

Co.,

F ir s t F i n a n c i a l M a n a g e m e n t C o r p .

ge n er a l

R O BER T

HAR T LE Y, R o c h e s t e r .

and

to ries , Inc .

Es s ex C o unty.

J. C. P A G E, S y r ac u s e .
B. L. PRESS LER, Indianapolis.
MAR G A R E T F . R AN KI N, Mid- Hudson.
R AYMO ND A. S C HM ID T , E v a n s v i l le , p a s t
p r e s i d e n t . SCMS.
HE R B ER T F. S C HNEIDER , A k r o n .
M A L C O L M H. SC HULDES , N o r t h e r n WisP a s s a ic

Pa lit z

E A R L F . MA Y E R , E l k h a r t A r e a , h a s b e e n

JO HN

GR EGO R Y

R ud o lp h,

C.

p r e s id e nt , S C MS .

N. M Y E R , N e w Y o r k .
C HAR LES L. NA G L E, B i n g h a m t o n ,

in

C P As .
F EN T O N, D e n v e r , w a s p r o S T EVEN
mo t e d t o v ic e p r e s id e nt a nd c o mp t r o lle r ,

M C C A N N , P it t s b u r g h .

c o n s in .
No r th .

P e nns ylva nia , ha s b e e n a d mi t t e d t o p a r t ne r s hip

ER NES T

K E N N E T H L . B U C K N E L L , D e t r o it .

LO R EN

A k r o I l, p a s t p r e s i-

dent.

PER R Y G. BL O C K E R , T u ls a .
DAN IEL BO R T H , J R . , W a s hingt o n.

MRS. N E L L I E H.

A. KR AM ER ,

EDW AR D

elec te d
Lo s

FAiS ANT , K o k o m o

c o r p o r at e

T ir e & R ub b e r
D.

c o n t r o ll e r

Ar ea ,
of

Co.

A n g e le s , p a s t p r e s id e n t .

JAMES

C. N. T o M M E T , R a c i n e - K e n o s h a .
W A R R E N C. T O M P K I N S , E l m i r a A r e a .
ROY E. W I L L I A M S , R i c h m o n d .

n a m e d a s s is t a n t c o n t r o ll e r , R M
Ma t e r ia ls
JEF F R EY

W as

Cooper

BR UBAKER ,

Co., M a n h e i m
S. G O LD S T E IN,

La n c a s te r ,

W as

Fr ic t io n

l o c a t io n .
L o n g I s l a n d -Suf-
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folk, is now director of accounting and
reporting for Stelber Industries.
Louisville, has been elected controller of the Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp.
C A R L J . H EG E R ,

Two Lynchburg members have been
named at Lynchburg Foundry. EMORY
M . C O L LIN S , chapter president, is manager of accounting services, and EDWARD
T. C A M P B E L L , general accountant.
Miami past president, has
joined A -I Bus Lines, Inc., as vice president of sales.
JO H N F . S H E A ,

O w e n s b o r o Area, was
promoted to treasurer, and THADDEUS S.
S T EL MAC H was named assistant office
manager, Premium Allied Tool, Inc....
LACY D. THOMAS, JR., was promoted to
controller of Southwire Co.— Kentucky
Div.

Pittsburgh, has been
appointed assistant director of management information services for Dravo

ROBERT D. PO-rTS, Minneapolis Viking,
was named a partner in Touche Ross.
New Haven, has been
named controller, Americas Group, for
Loctite Corp.
R O B ER T F . BE N N ET T , New York, recently
was appointed to comptroller, the Port
Authority of New York and New Jersey.
JAMES J. O L I VE R recently was appointed vice president— finance for the
McCall Pattern Co.. . . J E R O M E P . S I D E R
has been appointed treasurer of Lusan
Parking System.
T HO MA S W . HAL L,

Call Toll Free (800) 225 -6190
In Mass. call collect (617) 726 -0650

Corp.

FIDELITY DAILY INCOME TRUST

Saginaw Valley, has
been named executive vice president of
Monitor Sugar Co.

C HAR LES L . BE L L ,

LE NN Y

GORR
Northwestern Ohio

Send today for our new 14 page booklet which
details ho w to use our Money Market Trust to
manage idle co rporate cash. For our b ooklet
and a prospectus. please write or call.

NIC HO LAS BO DNAR ,

EARL F. BLANK, Salt Lake Area, has been
promoted to manager of Spudnuts, Inc.
... LEO B. HUNT has transferred to the
Belmont, Calif., offices of Eimco BSP
Division, Envirotech Corp., as controller.

SENNETT
New York

0 1"IMMATE
CASH
MANACEMEHT

G L E N N O N C AR R ,

M .

TA R G O N ,

Southeast Los Angeles Coun ty, recently joined Republic
Geothermal as vice president and controller.
LLO YD D . MA HO N EY ,

St. Louis, recently
was appointed corporate financial officer
of Fendrich Industries, Evansville, Ind.
. . . G E R A LD R . M I T C H E L L w a s
named
corporate financial officer of Tublar Steel.
. .. JOHN W. POETTGEN was elected assistant secretary, Midwest Rubber Reclaiming. . . . R O BER T R . R EN KEN h a s
been named associate executive director
of Saint Marv's Health Center.
jr

Northeast Mississippi past president, recently was promoted to president of the Beneke Corp.

------------------------ - - - - -Fidelity Daily Ltconw Trust
35 C o ngres
s tmt Dept. 9M50161 I 1
1 P.O. Bo x 832, Boston,
Mass .s 62103
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G EO R G E N . SANDERSO N,

DOUGLAS A. VOLK, North Penn, is now
controller with Fischer and Porter... .
W I L L I S W . W A R F E L , JR . , chapter president, was named controller, UGI Corp.
I V A N W . G O R R , Northwestern Ohio past
president, has been elected vice president
and designated chief financial officer,
Cooper Tire & Rubber Co.
Oakland County, was
elected treasurer of Citizens Mortgage Investment Trust of Southfield. . . .
PATR IC IA M . S P AC KMAN has been appointed treasurer of Security Foods, Inc.
JA M E S B . O A T L EY ,

R. AFoNso, Oakland -East Bay,
recently was elected treasurer- director of
the newly formed Hayward Savings and
Loan Assn.
MANUEL

JO H N V . MC Q UI LLAN,

Omaha, has been
promoted to assistant vice president of
accounting at United of Omaha.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JANUARY 1976

To insure
uninterrupted

ZAHRN
Western Carolinas

SEDLACKO
Westmoreland County

DO YL E E . C R EE KM O R E,

Texas Bay Area,
has been elected a vice president of
Mundy Service Corp. of Houston.
PHILLIP L.

Three Western Carolinas members have
been named at Dan River, Inc. FRED J.
ZAHRN was elected senior vice president
for finance and administration; SAM A.
DAYHO O D, chapter past president, was
elected controller, and GROVER S. ELtreasurer.
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to moving.

RO BER TS ,

Toledo, has been
named controller of Empire Petroleum.
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KEO H ANE,

West Bergen Passaic County, is now auditor with Heritage Bank - North, Morristown.
D A V I D L . K N AP P ,
Western Montana, has
been appointed adminstrative assistant for

Name
New Address

City

s tate

Z ip

66

J

the vice president of the Intermountain
Forest Product division of Hoerner Waldorf Corp.

Time Off

SEDLACKO, Westmoreland CounJty,
OHhas
NR.been
promoted to controller at
Quaker State Oil Refining Corp.
ELWOOD C. KYLE, Wheeling, has been

.

promoted to administrative assistant to
the president of central division, and
FRED PADGET succeeds him as controller
at Consolid ation Coal.
LAWRENCE I. OEDING, Wichita,

Is now
treasurer - controller with the Associated
Advertising Agency, Inc.

HARRY J. BATCHELLER, Worcester Area,

recently was promoted to assistant vice
president at Worcester Bancorp, Inc.

In Memoriam
HARRY L. BOLDENOW, 44,

Portland -

Williamette, 1968.
WILLIAM J. CAMPBELL, 43, East Jersey,
1969.
DONALD B. CARMICHAEL, 63, Portland -

RMUFMAd.

Willamette, 1943.
HOMER L. DAVIS, 74, Fort Worth, 1945.
Emeritus Life Associate.
HARRY EDWARDS, 70, Grand Rapids, past
president, 1941. ELA. Stu art Cameron
McLeod Society.
BOBBY L. ELLIS, 37, Fort Worth , 1971.
OTTO W. EMMRICK, 82, Detroit, 1941.

ELA.
ELMER T. FISHER, 81, San Francisco,

1944. ELA.
EARLE M. FRENCH, 79, Boston, 1930.
M . H. FULLER, 57, Minneapolis North -

star, 1964.
ALBERT J. GENUA, 52, Waterbury, 1969.
W. F. HOLT, 74, Pro vid en ce, p ast president. ELA. SCMS.
GUY L. LACHINE, 54, Knoxville, 1956.
E. MACALL, 59, Oakland County, 1952.
JOHN A. MOORE, 70, Mohawk Valley,

past president, 1945. ELA
EDWIN J. ROBESCH, 76, Essex County,
1948. ELA.
ARTHUR G. SATTLER, 61, San Diego, past
president, 1946. ELA. SCMS.
KENNETH R. SMITH, 62, Illowa, 1950.
LYLE R. SPROLES, 81, Fort Worth, 1946.

ELA.
DANA C. THOITs, 56, Denver, 1972.
PAUL M. TicUE, 61, Cleveland , 1950,
GLADYS S. WREN, New OIleans, 1970.
B. J. YASECK, 78, Tulsa, 1920. ELA.
H. RICHARD YINGLINC, 73, Pittsburgh,

1948. ELA.

"Whatever happened to that organization working on accounting standards ?"

Up -to -Date Aesop
From the Wilmington Chapter newsletter comes this modern fable: "Once
upon a time there was an ant who
worked like the devil all summer cutting grass and storing it up for the
winter, while his neighbor, a grasshopper who was on welfare, sat around
all day playing his guitar. When
winter carne, the Federal Government
charged the ant with harvesting more
than his allotment of grass. He was
fined $162.55, his surplus grass was
taken from him, and the grasshopper
got it with his food stamps."

European Accounting:
A Different Language
Accounting statements prepared by
many European companies are not to
be relied upon, according to Michael
Lafferty, author of a new book, Accounting in Europe. At a news conference covered in the September 25th
issue of The Accountant, he is reported as saying that such accounts
were actively misleading and of little
more than curiosity value. This, he
suggested, is a consequence of conti-

nental Europe's underdeveloped national accountancy professions.
"Italy," Mr. Lafferty noted, "tends
to produce the most useless accounts
in the world. It is commonplace for
Italian companies to omit sales, to
understate assets and to invent fictitious liabilities. It is not without significance that the Italian form of tax
return includes three columns —one
for the company's figures, one for the
Revenue official's assessment and one
for the final negotiated figure."

N vs. Business Jet:
Grounded Businessmen?
The business jet may be on the way
out, according to a management consultant writing in the October issue of
Management World. He predicts that
the increasing availability of "live"
color television transmission systems
for industry will dramatically affect the
amount of travel a businessman will
have to do. "Today," writes Author
Bert Vorchheimer, "business travel is
an index of corporate dynamism. Tomorrow, it will be an index of inefficiency."
Cl

JOSEPH ZELAZNY, 60, Detroit, 1951.
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JUST PUBLISHED
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BUSYNESS
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Describes nine dec isio n mod els with
whic h c omp any manage rs have to d eal
mo st of te n — ne w pro ducts , dis trib ution,
ac quis ition, make or b uy, lease or b uy,
etc. The mode ls p rese nte d are no rmative
models — those designed to prescribe a
desirable pro cedure, not necess arily to
describe the decision process actually
used. Each m odel is pres ented via a brief
intro d uc tion, a flo wchart, a d es c rip tio n
of the flo wc hart and a b ibliog raphy.
This study is the se cond in the bus iness
decision models series sponsored by
NA A and the So c iety of I nd us trial
Acc ountants of C anad a. 120 pages

Is a res earc h guide for practic ing acco untants and
academ ic s who co nduct or e valuate res earch o r who
are intere sted in the sc ientif ic s tud y o f business
decisions. A m ajo r role of the ac co untant is to
pro vid e inf orm atio n f o r d ec is io n making , b ut
be fo re he can supp ly s uc h info rm atio n, he must
gather data via a syste matic method of res earch.
This valuable study exam ines and clarifies rese arch
metho ds and of fe rs fram eworks whic h will as sist
the acc ountant - rese archer in defining problems,
sele cting method olo gy and evaluating his re sults.
It is the third rele ase f rom the s tud y of bus ine ss
dec ision mo dels spo nso re d b y NAA and the So cie ty
of I ndus trial A c co untants o f C anada. 96 pages,
8'/2 X 11

No . 75 7 8

No . 7 58 1

Pric e $7 .95

Pric e $4 .95

Other recent publications available from NAA
Two-Part Inflation Fighter Series
Part 1 /MANAGING PRICE LEVEL ACCOUNTING
Part 2 / MANAGEMENT REPORTING UNDER INFLATION
Eve rything yo u want to kno w ab o ut m anag ing the inf latio n
dilem ma is in the se two volum es
selected from several
hundred articles as the ve ry b es t o f their kind pub lished
o ri g in all y i n t he NA A B U L L E T I N an d M A NA G E M E NT
A C C O UNT I NG . The re are 4 2 article s in all, inc lud ing so me
that have beco me classic s in the lite rature of acc ounting , s uch
as 'W hat is A c co unting A c co unting F o r
No w ? " b y W illiam
Blac kie of C aterp ille r Trac to r Co .
—

BOTH
BO O K S
O NL Y

—

$8.95

No. 75 80 — $4.95

X

75 81

$4,95

X

Part 1
Managing Price
Le ve l A c co unting
Zip

—

State

7579

$4 ,9 5

X

Part 2
Manag ement Repo rting Und e r I nf latio n

75 80

$4 ,9 5

X

$8 .9 5

X

—

I am enclo sing
Co m p any

Part 2

S UB T O T A L

No n m e m b e r

ME M B E R
DI S C O UNT 1 0 %

BO OK S

TOTAL_ (gross)
Ship p ing ( A d d 1 0 % on
orde rs to talling
$15.0 0 or less; ad d 5% o n all orde rs totalling
SHIP PI NG
more than $1 5.0 0)
all

Member
A c c o unt No .

$

TO T A L

_

$

MO N E Y O R D E R

E NC L O S E R E MI T T A NC E

$

C HE C K : P e rs o nal

Part 1
(Set)

&

City

$

$7 .9 5

Rese arch Methodo logy
and Business Decisions

To tal Pric e

$

7578

—

Address

Q ty.

$

Name

Catalo g No. Unit Pric e

$

T itle
No rm ative Mod e ls in
Managerial Decisio n- Making

$

To: NA T I O N A L A S S O C I A T I O N O F A C C O UN T A N T S
SP E C I A L O R DE R D E P A R T ME NT MA -1
9 1 9 T HI R D A V E NU E , NE W Y O R K , N. Y. 100 22
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No. 75 79 — $4.95
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recgrd to prove it!'
Because we're the best -as well as
the biggest financial /banking /EDP personnel agency in the world, more good
people come to us when they're considering making a move. And because we're
constantly on the lookout for top talent,
we can provid e prompt, competent

referrals even on short notice.
Call any Robert Half office. You'll
find us in 50 principal centers throughout
the U.S., Canada and England. In finance,
banking and computers, we speak
your language.

ROBERT "nLF PERSONNEL AGENCIES

Specialists in Finance, Banking, Accounting and EDP.
Albuqu erque / Allentown / Atlanta / Baltim ore / Boston / Buf fa lo / Charlotte / Chicago
Cincinnati / Cleveland / Colum bus / Dallas / De n ver / Detroit / Hartford / Houston
Indianapolis / Kansas City / Lancaster / Long Island / Los Angeles / Louisville / Memphis
Miam i / Milwau kee / Minneapolis / Newark / New York / Oakland / O m a h a / Orange, Cal.
Philad elphia / Phoenix / Pittsburgh / Portland / Providence / San Diego / San Francisco
San Jo se / Scranton / Seattle / St. Louis / 'Stamford / Tampa / Washington / Wilm ington
London, England / Toronto, Canada / Vancouver, B.C.
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